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FOREWORD 

In its recent Report on An Exam1naUon of "The Dower Act• the 

Commission reviewed and recommended reform in oine area of the law relating to 

success ion, namely spousal property rights on death. We suggested that the 

existing fiJ[ed share provisions of "The Dotfei~ Act", C.C.S.K. c. D1OO, be 

replaced by a deferred sharing regime operative on death. Such a regime would 

provide a right in the surviving spouse to an e·qual share of marital property 

on the death of the other spouse. 

In our study of •The Dower Act• we cclns idered the interrelation of 

that Act with two other statutes which govern the surviving spouse's rights in 

the deceased.'s estate . These are "The Devolution of Estates Act•, C.C.S.K. 

c. D7O, and "The Testators Family Haintenance ilct•, C.C.S.K. c. TSO. A full 

consideratio1r1 of these statutes was beyond the scope of the Report on •The 

Dower Act", concerned as it was with only one aspect of spousal succession 

rights. It was our view that the larger issues addressed by these two Acts 

were properly the focus of a separate study. It: is the purpose of this Report 

to assess w·hether statutory reform of •The Devolution of Estates AcC is 

called for, and, if so, to propose recommendations for its reform. The 

Commi ssion intends to consider "The Testators Family Maintenance Act" in a 

separate repclrt to be issued later this year. 

- iii-



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A person is said to die "intestate" when (s)he does not leave a will 

disposing of his/her property at death. The a.bsence of a will means that 

after the pa_yment of debts, expenses and other· liabilities, the deceased' s 

property will be disti.-ibuted according to statutory rules . In Manitoba, the 

rules governing the distribution of an intestatE! estate are embodied in "The 

Devolution of Estdtes Act", C.C. S.K. c. D70 , a s:tatutory scheme of "intestate 

succession". The Act is designed not only for t:he case of a person who dies 

without a will, but also for the person who leaves a will which fails to 

dispose of all of his/her property. In the· event of such a "partial 

intestacy", the property not disposed of by will is distr ibuted in accordance 

with the statutory scheme. 

The statutory rules come into play in a variety of circumstances . A 

person may choose to die intestate, thereby ad.opting the statutory scheme, 

because of the cost and inconvenience of executing a will. In other cases a 

person may dile intestate because (s)he has left a will which is ineffective. 
1For example, a will may be improperly executed, or inadvertently revoked by 

2 
a subsequent marriage. Similarly, a partial intestacy may result when a 

3will has not ·been properly drafted and fails to cc>ntain a residuary clause. 

lsee •ThE~ Wills Act", C.C.S.K. c . WlSO, s. 4 . It is to be noted, 
however, that sect ion 23 of •The Wills AcC allows the Court of Queen's 
Bench to order that a will is fully effective evon if it has not been executed 
in compliance· with all of the forma l requirements if the Court is satisfied 
that the document in question embodies the te,stamentary intentions of the 
deceased. 

2•The Wil.Zs Act•, C.C.S.M. c. WlSO, s. 17. 

3rf legatees have predeceased the testator and the legacies lapse, a 
partial inte~:tacy will occur unless the will c~ontains a residuary clause . 
Section 34 of "The Wills Act" does provide, hownver, that in certain cases a 
gift to a pe1~son who is a child or other issue, or a brother or s ister of a 
testator will not lapse if that person leaves is:sue any of whom is living at 
the time of the testator's death. In such an event, the gift takes effect as 
if it had beEm made directly to those entitled to inherit the person's estate 
had (s)he died intestate. 
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The general pattern of distr:ibution set out in •The Devolution of 

E:st.ites Act• is based, as is the equivalent legislation in all of the co11111on 
4

law provinces, upon the English statute of Distribution, 1670. That 

statute pr·ovided a comprehensive code for the distribution of personal 

property on intestacy. It was not, however, cioncerned with the success ion of 

real property, which passed directly to the intestate• s heh.· in accordance 

with long ostablished common law principles. In 1925, a new system applicable 

to both real and personal property of persons dying intestate was enacted in 
5England. A similar development has occurred in Manitoba: •The Devolution 

of' Estates: Act• governs the devolution on intestacy of both realty and 

personalty . 

The distributive pattern set out in •The Devolution of Estates Act• 

attempts t,o reflect the wishes of the averagEi person and is essentially "the 

law's answrer to the question 'how would tbEi deceased have distributed his 

property if he had made a will?'". 6 A principal purpose of the Act is thus 

to provide suitable rules for the average pt'.operty owner who relies on the 

estate plan provided by law. The statutory pattern is also intended to 

reflect community views respecting what wouldl constitute a fair distribution 

of the deceased• s property. Changes in societal values have thus brought 

corresponding changes in the statutory scheme. The most striking example of 

this in the last century is the extension of the rights of the surviving 
7 

spouse at the expense of the deceased' s children. 

The very nature of a statutory scheme of fixed rules is that it will 

at times produce arbitrary, and unfair, res1Ults in individual cases. Most 

people are advised to make a will in order to plan their estate effectively, 

4statute of Distribution, 1670, 22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 10. 

5Administration of Estates Act, 1925, 15 Geo. 5, c. 23. 

6ontar·io Law Reform Commission, Report on Family Law, Part IV: Family 
Property l..»t (1974) at 163. 

7see J. Gareth Miller, The Hachinery of Succession (1977) at 96. 
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to transfer specific assets to particular individuals, to benefit individuals 

who are outside the statutory scheme, and to take into account the differing 

needs of one'11 spouse, issue and next-of-kin . 

Present Schem1? of Distribution 

Maniltoba' s scheme of intestate succession is found in the following 

sections of •r,rhe Devolution of Estates Act•: 

Estates olf $50,000 or less. 

6(1) Where the estate of an intestate 1orho dies leaving a widow 
and issue· does not exceed the value of $50,000, the whole of his 
estate sh1;i,ll go to the widow . 

Estates 0111er $50,000. 

6(2) Where the estate of an intestate 1orho dies leaving a widow 
and issue exceeds the value of $50,000, the wildow is entitled 

(a) to $50,000, and has a charge upon the estate for that 
amount, without interest; and 

(b) to one-half of the residue remaining after deducting the 
$50,000. 

Issue of deceased child. 

6(3) If a child has died leaving issue a1nd the issue is alive at 
the date of the intestate' s death, the widow shall take the same 
share of lthe estate as if the child had been living at that date . 

Distribution among issue . 

6(4) If an intestate dies leaving issue, his estate shall be 
distributed, subject to the rights of the widow, if any, per stirpes 
among the issue. 

Widow, bull: not issue. 

7 If an intestate dies leaving a wildow, but no issue, his 
estate shall go to his widow . 
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Nei the:r widow nor issue. 

8(1) If an intestate dies leaving no widow or issue, his estate 
shall go to his father and mother in equall shares if both are living; 
but if either of them is dead the estate sl~all go to the survivor. 

No wid,ow, issue, father, or mother. 

8(2) If an intestate dies leaving no widow, issue, father or 
mother, his estate shall go to his brothers and sisters in equal 
shares, and if any brother or sister is dead, the children of the 
deceased brother or sister shall take the share their parent would 
have taken if living . 

No widow, issue, parents, brothers, or sisters. 

8(3) If an intestate dies leaving no widow, issue, father, 
mother, brother or sister, his estate shall go to his nephews and 
nieces in equal shares and in no case shall representation be 
admitted. 

Distribution covering next-of-kin . 

9 If an intestate dies leaving no widow, issue, father, 
mother, brother, sister, nephew or niece, his estate shall be 
distributed equally among the next-of-kin of' equal degree of 
consanguinity to the intestate and in no case shall representation be 
admitt.ed . 

Kindre,d and half-blood. 

10 For the purposes of this Act, degrees of kindred shall be 
computed by counting upward from the inle1state to the nearest common 
ancest:or and then downward to the relatiive; and the kindred of the 
half-blood shall inherit equally with t.ho13e of the whole-blood in the 
same degree. 

PosthtlDlOUS birtbs. 

11 Descendants and relatives of th,a intestate, begotten before 
his d1!ath but born thereafter, shall inherit as if they had been born 
in th1! lifetime of the intestate and had s:urvived him. 

https://admitt.ed
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As with all intestacy statutes, •The oe,volution of Estates Act" 

calls for the di!ceased' s estate to be distributed among his relatives . Such 

distributions are made only out of the net estate, that is, after all debts, 

liabilities, and funeral expenses are paid.8 

Provisic>n is made first for the surviving spouse who is given a 

specific priority over all other classes of relatives. The spouse's 

entitlement to a "preferential share" of $50,000 ensures that (s)he will 

receive most, if not all, of the small or moderately sized estate; where the 

estate is large, the deceased's children will also be entitled to a share. If 

a child of the intestate has died, the child's issue, that is the child's 

lineal descendants, take the child's portion. No distinction is made between 
9

children born i11 or out of marriage, and adopted children are treated as 

children of the adopting parents for purposes of s.uccession and cease to be 
10

children of the natural parents. 

8"The DevoluUon of Estates Act", C.C.S.M. c. D70, s . 4. 

9At common law, an illegitimate child was 11ullius filius (no one's 
child), and dicl not have the right to inherit from his parents on an 
intestacy. This position was moderated by former s:ections 15 and 16 of "The 
Devolution of B'states Act" (now repealed), which allowed an illegitimate 
child to inherit through his mother and she, and her children, to inherit 
through him. Thee distinction between children bol'n in and out of marriage has 
been entirely abolished in Manitoba by section 11.2(4) of Part II: Child 
Status of "The Fcunily HaintendlJce Act", C.C. S.M. c . F"20 . 

lO"The Child flelfcJre Act", C.C.S.M. c. cao, s. 96(1) . See Re 
Purpur (1984), 9 D.L.R. (4th) 387 (Man. Q.B.); aff'd Man. C.A . unreported, 
Nov. 27, 1984. Subsection 96(1) was amended in 1981 in response to the 
decision of the Court of Appeal in Re Podolsky's Estate (1980), 3 Man. R. 
(3d) 251 where it was held that children were Emtitled to inherit their 
natural father's intestate estate despite the fact that they had been adopted, 
following the Podolskys' divorce, by their mother and her second husband. For 
a d iscussion of the case and the issues it raises see C. Harvey, "Intestate 
Succession Right11 of Adopted Children in Manitoba" (1981), 2 Man. L.J. 201; A. 
Bolton, "Podolsk~/ v. Podolsky - A Further Comment " ( 1981) , 2 Man. L. J. 207. 
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If the deceased is not survived by either spouse or children, the Act 

prescribes the specific classes of relatives whose members are entitled to 

take. The deceased' s parents are next in 1 ine, followed by brothers and 

sisters and the nephews and nieces of the deceased. If the deceased is not 

survived by parents or brothers and sisters , nieces or nephews, the 

next-of-kin "of equal degree of consanguinity to the intestate" are entitled. 

In the absence of any relatives entitled to claim on intestacy, the deceased's 

real property escheats to the Crown,11 and personal property passes to the 

Crown as bona vacdlltia (unclaimed or ownerless e;oods). 

In the next chapter we shall examine in detail the rules governing 

the entitlement of the deceased's next- of-kin t o succeed on an intestacy. We 

shall consider both the specific 

portions allocated to them are app

are summarized in Chapter 3. 
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whether 
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ll•The Bscheats Act", c.c.s .K. c. El40. 
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Commission has pursued four primary objectives: 

in this Chapter, the 

rning 

We 

the 

eform 

(1) 

(2) 

the niodernization of intestate succession law so as to ensure 
that the law is compatible with the wishes of the average 
property owner as well as present social values; 

the simplification of the legislation fot~ the convenience of the 
public and the legal profession; 

(3) the harmonization of the rules of intestate succession with the 
provisions of "The Dower Act•, "The Har!tal Property Act•, 
and "The Testators Fd/Rily Haintenmce Act•, so that the 
interaction of these statutes is lo1;ically formulated and 
organized; and 

(4) the uniformity of Manitoba law with su,ccession legislation 
other Canadian jurisdictions, where that is desirable . 

in 

Two c,f these objectives deserve special comment . The first is with 

respect to modernization . We have said that a primary purpose of intestate 

succession law is to provide for the distributi<>n of estates in a way that 

intestate dece,dents would themselves have chosen if they had made a will. If 

this is a tru.e objective of the law, then prevdling patterns in wills and 

empirical resuarch into how the average person wishes to dispose of his/her 

property at death are r elevant in formul a-ting appropr i ate intestacy 
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1 2provisions. Very little research of this kind has been done i n Canada; 
3there are, however, several well-known American studies. Whel"e we believe 

that the i .nformation contained in these studies can be useful in determining 

the direction of effective reform, their findings will be referred to in the 

discussion which follows . 

The fourth goal, that of the unifonnlity of Manitoba's succession l aw 

with that of other Canadian provinces deser·ves special note as well. In 

Canada, intestate succession has been the subject of uniform legislation . In 

1925, the Commissioners on Uniformity of Logislation in Canada adopted a 

uniform Act . That Act has been the subject of periodic revision, the last 

lsuch research generally takes one of twc1 forms . In the first, a sample 
of wills in a probate register is examined in order to ascertain the wishes of 
a majority of testators . For example , such an appl"oach was taken in England 
in 1925 and again in 1951, prior to reform of the intestate succession law, in 
order to infer what individuals who do not have wills would be most likely to 
want. The expressed wishes of testators were thus used to predict the wishes 
of intestates. See Report of t:he Committee on t:hP. LdJ,f of Intestate 
succession, England, Cmd. No. 8310 (1951) . 

An approach used more recently in the United States is that of a survey 
conducted of the l"esidents of a certain distl'ict to determine their opinions 
about distributive patterns in hypothetical sul"vivor situations . The approach 
is sometim~es combined with an examination of estates selected from probate 
records. See generally, "A Comparison of Iowans' Dispositive Preferences 
with Selected Provisions of the Iowa and Uniform Probate Codes" (1978), 63 
Iowa L. Rnv. 1041 ; M. Fellows , R. Simon , T. 8napp and W. Snapp, "An Empi rical 
Study of the Illinois Statutory Estate Plan" (1976), 3 U. of Ill. L.F. 717; 
Note, "Intestate Succession in New Jersey: Does It Conform to Popular 
Expectatio,ns?" (1976), 2 Col. J. Law & Soc. Problems 265. 

2some statistical research has been donf? in British Columbia. See Law 
Reform Conunission of British Columbia, Report on Statutory succession Rights 
(1983), Appendices F and G. 

3suprc:1 n. 1. see also, A. Dunham, "The Method, Process and 
Frequency of Wealth Transmission at Death" (l.963), 30 U. Chi. L. Rev . 241; M. 
Sussman, J. Cates, and D. Smith, The Family and Inheritance (1970). 
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2anada; 

believe having taken place in 1963. Manitoba• s legisl,ation, amended several times 

nnining since that date, is now quite dissimilar to the ·uniform Act. The Uniform Law 

in the Conference ha:;, however, recently adopted in principle a new proposed Uniform 

Intestate Succession Act (a copy of which is 1C'eproduced in the Appendix), 

based largely on the American Un1focm Probate 4Code. We intend to examine 

ion law the provisions of the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act with a view to 

1. In making recommEmdations for their implementation in, Manitoba, where appropriate. 

m. In 

pted a A. THE INTESTATE SHARE OF THE SURVIVING SPOUSES 

st 
The appropriate intestate share for tltle surviving spouse must be 

determined for each of a number of different survivor situations . The spousal 

sample 
share can be i.ncreased or decreased depending upon, whether 

shes of 
England 
law, in 

(i) the spouse survives but there are no surviving children,6 

kely to 
wishes 

(ii) the spouse survives in addition to child.ren of the marriage, and 

testate (ii i) the spouse survives in addition to chi ildren of the deceased 
from a prior marriage. 

survey 
pinions 
pproach The spousal share may depend, too, on the status of the spouse, that is, (s)he 
probate may have been legally married to the deceased, a separated spouse or a spouse 
erences 
78) , 63 in a de facto r elationship. Also of relevance in determining the amount of 
pirical 
~- 717; 
Popular 

the spousal s1hare may be whether, in the case of a partial 

spouse has already received benefits under the deceased's will. 

intestacy , the 

,ee Law 
Rights 

1s and 
241; M. 

4un1form Probate Code, s . 2 (1969). 

5rn addition to intestacy benefits under "The Devolution of Estates 
Act", the sur,tiving spouse is also entitled to a life estate in the homestead 
by virtue of section 14 of "The Dower Act", C.. C.S.M. c. D1OO. See In Re 
Sys1uk Estate, (1947] 2 W.W.R. 897 (Man . C.A.). 

6Throughou.t the following discussion, the w·ords "child" and "children" 
are used in :such a way as to mean issue generally and would thus include 
grandchildren , great-grandchildren, etc . 
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1. The Preferential Share 

(i) Only the spouse of the intestate survives 

"The Devolution of Estdtes Act« gives all of an intestate estate to 

a surviving spouse when the deceased spouse lE~aves no surviving children (or 

issue). The provision is based on the fact: that testators of small and 

moderately sized estates usually will their Emtire estate to the surviving 
7 

spouse i f there are no children, and that i111testate succession legislation 

should refliact this preference. We propose no change here. 

(ii) The spouse and children of the i ntestate survive 

Wh◄ere the deceased is survived by both spouse and children (or 

issue), "The Devolution of Estdtes Act" provides that the spouse is to have 

a preferential share of $50,000, and a "distributive share" of one-half of the 

remainder . The other one-half goes to the deceased's children; issue of a 

deceased child take the portion that child would have recei ved. The amount of 

$50,000 was last amended in 1978; prior to that date the preferential share 

was $10,000. 

The preferential share represents the law's attempt to achieve an 

appropriate balance between the interests of the surviving spouse and those of 

the deceased's children. In Manitoba, thes ◄e competing claims have been 

substantially resolved in favour of the surviving spouse. Through the 

provision of a guaranteed minimum dollar amount, the surviving spouse is 

ensured of i:-eceiving the bulk of the deceased• s property where the estate is 

not a large· one. Surviv ing children, on the other hand, inheri t only in those 

cases wheni the estate is perceived to be of sufficient size to provide f or 

them without undue prejudice to the interests of the surviving spouse . 

1see Law Reform Commission of Briti sh Columbia, Report on Stdtutocy 
Succession Rights (1983), Appendices F and G. 
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Ther•e are a number of policy arguments which support the allocation 

of a major po,rtion of intestate property to the 1rnrviving spouse when children 

of the intestate also survive. First, the survi,ring spouse has generally made 

substantial contributions to the accwnulatio111 of the deceased spouse's 

property. This can occur directly through actua.l monetary contributions made 

by a spouse who has worked outside the home, or through the less quantifiable 

contribution made to the family unit by a homemaker spouse. In either case, 

the survivor generally would expect this contrib~1tion to be recognized through 

the provision of an equitable portion of the intestate estate. Surviving 

children, on the other hand, generally have not played a significant role in 

the acquisition of property by their parents . 

Second, we think. it fair to state that the needs of the surviving 

spouse are g,enerally greater than those of the children. In most cases the 

surviving spc1use is at an age where the need for support is great because of 

restricted income earning abilities; consequently, the survivor will usually 

require the bulk. of the deceased's estate for his or her maintenance and 

support. Ce1~tainly the surviving spouse's needls are greater than those of 

children who, for the most part, are self-suppo1~ting adults at the time of a 

parent's deat.h. Even where the spouse is younge,r and able to earn an income, 

(s)he will still need a large share of a deceased spouse's estate in order to 

provide properly for dependent children. 

A third consideration that favours a large allocation of an estate to 

the survivinl!; spouse is that in most cases the children of the marriage will 

eventually r,eceive a portion of the deceased':s estate in any case. This 

occurs because the heirs of the surviving spouse will generally be the 

deceased's children. 
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In addition to the strong policy' arguments which support a 

substantial allocation of a deceased• s property to the surviving spouse when 

children of' the intestate and that spouse also survive, empirical evidence 

suggests that such a distribution fulfils the probable desires o f most 

intestates . In British Columbia, for instance, information gathered through 

government sources in 1977 and 1981 disclosed that in almost 801. of those 

cases wheri? a deceased made a wil1 and was survived by both spouse and 
8

children, ,everything was left to the surviving spouse. In the United 

States, too, research indicates that most indi viduals prefer to leave the bulk 

of their property to a surviving spouse 11rhen both spouse and children 
. 9survive. 

It is our view that the inunediate requirements of the survivi ng 

spouse wiU. generally override the interes ts o f the deceased • s children, and 

that the law's intestacy provisions should therefore r e flect a strong 

preference for the spouse. There are two ways i n which this preference can be 

expressed. The most simple and straightforwar<1 approach is t o d i s t r ibute 1001. 

of the intestate estate to the surviving spouse and e xc lude ot her s urvivors 
10

altogether. Certainly the statistical surveys i ndicate that such a rul e 

9In the 1978 Iowa study, supra n. 1 at 1085, 6lt. of the sur vey 
respondent:; a lloc a t ed a l l of the estate to the surviving spouse and excluded 
the child1~en ent irely. The mean percentage figure indicated an average 
allocation of 791. o f t he estat e t o the surviving spouse and only 211. t o the 
children . Two American studies involving probate records a l so reveal a s tl"ong 
preference f or the spouse . See M. Sussman, J. Cates and D. Smith, supra 
n . 3 at 1.33 (of 57 t e stators survived by a spouse and minor children, 55 
willed the,ir entire estates t o their spouses); Dunham, supra n. 3 at 252-53 
(1001. of t:estators sut"vived by a spouse and children left all their property 
to the surviving spouse) . 

lONo Canadi an jurisdiction takes this approach. As of 1978, two 
Ameri can !1t ates have provided for an alloca,tion of 1001. of an intestate• s 
estate to the surviv i ng spouse if all surviving issue are also issue of the 
s urvi v i ng spouse. See Ar iz. Rev. Stat. s. 14-2102 (19 75); Nont. Rev. Codes 
Ann . s . 9:LA- 2-102 ( Supp. 1977) c ited by "A C'omparison of I owans' Dispos i t ive 
Pl"eferences", supra n . 1 at 1092, n . 249. Many American commentat ors have 
also suggEisted an allocation of 1001. of an intestate e state to t he survivi ng 
spouse. See Sussman, Cat es and Smith , supra n . 3 a t 299; Fell ows , S imon, 
Snapp & Snapp, supra n . 1 at 731- 2; "A Compari son of Iowans' Dispositive 
Preferences", supra n . 1 at 1091- 2. 
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would often accord with the deceased spouse• s ~ri shes. Where there are young 

children of the marriage who are dependent on the surviving spouse, an 

"all-to-spouf:e" rule appears highly desirable. Such a rule would also avoid 

the need to ,adjust a statutory minimum share in order to maintain that share's 

economic value over time . 

The second way in which the law can provide the surviving spouse with 

the major portion of an intestate estate i.s to allow the survivor a 

preferential share. This is the approach now taken in Manitoba . We have said 

that the purpose of the preferential share is to ensure that the surviving 

spouse receives most if not all of the small or moderately sized estate, while 

forcing some further distribution of a large estate . Arguably, the 

preferential share is more complex than an '"all-to-spouse" provision. In 

order to mak,e the necessary allocations to both spouse and children, questions 

of valuation will ar i se in some estates, and decisions as to what property 

should be s;old or distributed in specie may be required . The important 

advantage of the preferent i a l share over an all- to- spouse rule , however, is 

that it recognizes that a large estat e can be d iL s t ributed so as to ensure that 

the surviving spouse's requ i rements are met without d i sinheriting ch ildren of 

the marriage. 

Statistical surveys done in the United States i ndicate that estate 

size is an important factor in determini ng the appropriate spousal share . In 

response to hypothetical survivor situations, survey participants in three 

Ameri can studies expressed a 

allocated a share of intestate 

The p r eferenti al shar e appr oach 

a realistic level . 

llin thE! Chicago study, supra n . 
($36 ,000 ) 851. of r espondents allocated 
estate was llarge ( $180 ,000) onl y 401. 

preference for a deceased's children to be 
11 

property when the e s tate was a large one. 

can ach ieve this. result if the s hare i s s e t a t 

3 at 261 , where the estate was small 
a l l to the surviving spouse; where the 

of r e spondents favoured distribution of 
all of the t!state to the surviving spouse. I n the Iowa study, supra n. 1 at 
1089 , the average percentage of the estate allocated by respondents to the 
surviving sp,ouse decreased as the size of the e,state increased, droppi ng from 
831. of a $ lL0 , 000 estate to 721. of a $500,000 estate . See also Glucksman, 
supra n . 1 at 273-75 . 
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W,e have concluded that although ··the all-to-spouse rule is an 

attractive alternative, the preferential share approach is the more 

appropriate. We believe that the law should allow for as many variables as 

possible , provided that to do so will not result in overly complex 

provisions. The preferential share is able te> take into account the important 

variable of estate size, ensuring a share for the deceased's children in the 

case of a large estate while at the same time providing the surviving spouse 

with a gEmerous port ion of the estate. Although not as administratively 

simple as the all-to-spouse rule, the preferential share approach is also not, 

in our 11iew, particularly complex. In addition, statistical research 

indicates that the public prefers that an intestate's children receive a 

portion of a large estate . Finally, the propc>sed Uniform Intestate Succession 

Act has ,adopted the preferential share ap,proach ( setting the amount of 

$100,000), and we believe that Manitoba law should follow that Act wherever 

possible . 

Having determined that the purpose of a preferential share is to 

ensure thELt a surviving spouse will receive all of the smaller estate and a 

generous portion of a larger estate, it remains to decide what t he amount of 

the prefe1:ential share must be if this objective is to be achieved. The 

Uniform La,w Conference has chosen a figure of $100,000 in order for intestate 

succession to conform to the pattern of testate success ion in relatively small 
12 

estates. It was the view of the drafters of the Act that such a figure 

would "probably cover the great majority of intestate estates when one 
13

considers the typical assets of an intestate of relatively modest means" . 

In most faLlllilies, major assets such as the home, bank accounts and stocks will 

be held i10 joint tenancy by the spouses and will therefore not form part of 

the intestate estate. Insurance pr oceeds and pens ion benefits will also 

12see Uniform Law Conference of Canada, Proceedings of the 
Sixty-P1ft·h Annual Heeting (1983), Report O!ll the Proposed Uniform Intestate 
Succession Act, at 220. 

13zd. at 220-221. 
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usually be p11id directly to the surviving spousE!. For most spouses of modest 

is an means, then , the substantial assets will not even form part of the deceased 

1e more spouse's intestate estate. It was the conc:lusion of the Uniform Law 

lbles as Conference t '.hat setting the preferential share at $100,000 would ensure a 

complex generous prio,rity to the surviving spouse . 

111portant 

1 in the No 'intestate succession Act in Canada today provides a preferential 

spouse share as hig;h as $100,000. As of 1978, the Ontario succession LdW Reform 
14ratively Act has pro,;rided the most generous preferential share of $75,000. The 

lso not, Law Reform Commission of British Columbia, howuver, in its recent Report on 
15

research Stdtutory Succession Rights, has suggested a preferential share of 

ceive a $200,000, and the Law Reform Commission of Saskatchewan has tentatively 
16

ccession recommended a preferential share of $100 ,CIOO . Certainly Manitoba• s 

ount of current prefnrential share of $50,000 has not 1111aintained its economic value. 

wherever Given that the last increase took effect in July, 1978, the share would now 

have to be :set at $83,067 in order to have the same value that it had in 
17

1978. 

3 is to 

,e and a We said at the outset of thi s chaptEir that one of the goals of 

nount of reforming intestate succession law is to achieve uniformity among the Canad i an 

id. The provinces. We have found the reasoning put forward by the Uniform Law 

ntestate Conference ~,ith respect to the setting of the proposed uniform Act ' s 

ly small preferential share at $100,000 to be sound. Acc:ordingly, it is our view that 

1 figure Manitoba's preferential share should also now be set at $100,000. In 

hen one addition, a 1111eans of ensuring that the economic value of the preferential 
13

ans" . 

cks will 

part of 14R . S.O. 1980 c. 488, s . 45 . 
0 

15suprd n. . 2 at 28 . 

16Law Reform Commission of Saskatchewan, Temtdtive Proposdls for Reform 
of The Hdtr1a.onidl Property Act (1984) at 82 . 

'Jf the 
nt estate 17This is computed by using the Consumer Price Index : 

CPI Jan. 1985 (124 . 6) x $50,000 = $83,067 
CPI July 1978 (75.0) 
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share is maintained is desirable: we believe that the Legislature should 

regularllr review the adequacy of the spousal preferential share. 

The Commission recommends: 

REC01'fHENDATION l 

That,. subject to Recommendation 3, "Thf? Devolution of Hstates Act• 
be dJnended to provide that the survivin!, spouse's preferential share 
be $100,000. 

REC01'fHHNDATION 2 

That the Legislature regularly review the adequacy of the spouse's 
prefEirential share in order that the share's economic value be 
maintained. 

(iii) The spouse and the intestate's children of a prior marriage 
. 18

survive 

A further issue which must be addressed with respect to the 

preferent.ial share is whether or not the surviving spouse should be entitled 

to that share when the deceased is also survived by children of a prior 

marriage. The last several years have seen 1a dramatic increase in divorce and 

remarriag;e and a substantial number of initestates will leave a surviving 

spouse as well as children from an earlier marriage. Such cases create 

difficult distribution problems because of the possible conflict between the 

needs of two separate families. 

Kani toba• s current intestacy rules take no account of whether the 

surviving children of the intestate are also the children of the surviving 

spouse: the preferential share is paid to the spouse regardless of the status 

of the clnildren. This is also the case und.er the proposed Uniform Intestate 

Succession Act, where the preferential share of $100,000 is to be paid to the 

surviving spouse whether or not children of a prior marriage also survive . 

18rt is assumed here that the children of the prior marriage have not 
been adopted by the surviving spouse . If t:he children have been so adopted, 
they become, for purposes of intestate succes.sion, the issue of the spouse. 
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The American tln1form Probate Code , on the 

share only whEm a surviving spouse is the 

a surviving spouse who is not the parent 

surviving children receives only one-half 
19

minimum dolla1r amount . The provision 

other 

parent 

of one 

of the 

hand, grants a preferential 

of all surviving children; 

or more of the intestate's 

estate, with no guaranteed 

has t:he effect of providing a 

measure of equ111i ty between the two families . 

Determining the appropriate share for tllle surviving spouse when the 

deceased is allso survived by children from a prior marriage is not an easy 
20

task. Both types of surviving spouse (the one 

the deceased's; children, and the other who is 

income producing potential and can demonstrate 

than can typi,cal surviving adult children . The 

who is the parent of all of 

not) generally have limited 

1~reater need for the estate 

second spouse will usually 

need the secu:rity of the capital provided by the preferential share in the 

same way as the first spouse . The spouse who is not the parent of surviving 

adult children will also be less likely than a pa.rent to receive support from 
21

such children. 

Althoiugh the need of a surviving spouse for the intestate estate may 

be the same whether or not (s)he is the parent of all of the deceased ' s 

children, the potential for disinheritance of the deceased' s children is much 

greater when the surviving spouse is not the parent. It is presumed that when 

the surviving spouse is the parent, that spouse wi.11 accept responsibility for 

the care and siupport of the deceased's minor child1~en , and when the spouse 

19un1form ,Probate Code, s . 2-102 . 

20For an excellent discussion of the policy considerations raised by 
this issue, !,ee "A Comparison of Iowans' Disp,ositive Preferences", supra 
n. 1 at 1092-97. 

21zd. at 11094. 
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dies, those children will likely inherit. If the spouse is not the parent, 

however , t.he eventual passage of the deceased • s assets through that spouse to 

all of th,e deceased's children is less certdn. This is especially true if 

that spous:e has children of his or her own wbio are more likely to inherit the 

spouse's estate than are the deceased ' s children . 

A.lthough no Canadian data is availaLble , empirical research done in 

the United. States is helpful in determining the public's preference when asked 

to respond to a situation involving a spouse and a child or children of a 

prior mar1~iage . In a recent major Amer ican study, the respondents' average 

allocation to a surviving spouse when a childl or children of a prior marriage 

also survive was 587. of the deceased' s estatet . This was in clear contrast to 

the averag;e allocation of 797. of the estate ~,hen the surviving spouse was the 
22 

parent of all of the intestate•s survivi ng children . While still 

favouring the surviving spouse, survey respondents clearly desired some 

protection from disinheritance for the deceafied ' s children who were not also 

children of the surviving spouse . 

The policy considerations respec t i ng the needs of the typical 

surviving spouse, and the American statistical surveys, lead to certain 

conclusions about appropriate distribution wh,en an intestate is survived by a 

spouse whc, is not the parent of all of the intestate's sur viving children. We 

said ear lier that a preferential share of $100 ,000 would ensure that a 

surviving spouse was allocated most, if not all, of the average intestate 

estate, and we considered t h is to be a desirable result given the need of the 

typical spouse . We have now said that thE! need of the second spouse is 

generally equivalent to that of the firs t . What is requ i red , in our view, is 

an allocation scheme which will provide sufficient estate assets for the 

22"A Comparison of Iowans' Dispositive Preferences", supra n . 1 at 
1095. These findings coincide with those of other American studi es: see 
Fellows, Simon and Snapp, supra n . 1 at 728- 29, 732; Sussman , Cates and 
Smith, su11ra n . 3 at 91-95 , 128- 31. 
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1rent , spouse, while at the same time protecting the deceased' s children from 

1se to disinheritance. A preferential share of $100,000 will achieve the first 

·ue if objective but not the second: most estates will nc,t be large enough to ensure 

.t the that the child1ren will receive a share. Accordingly, we are not prepared to 

follow the p1roposed Uniform Intestate Success ion Act (which allows a 

preferential share of $100,000) on this point. 

ne in 

asked There appear to be two alternative app1~oaches: the first is the 

of a approach taken by the American Uniform Probate Cc>de, which is to divide the 

rerage estate into two portions with the spouse and the children each receiving an 

:riage equal share. The second is to provide the survi.ving spouse with a reduced 

1st to preferential share, perhaps one-half of the share provided the spouse who is 

1s the the parent of all of the deceased's children. We consider the second of these 

still alternatives to be preferable. A reduced prefere1ntial share can ensure that 

some the spouse receives a minimum capital sum, while forcing distribution among 

also the children wh,en the estate is of a certain size. 

We rec:ognize that any preferential share may be prejudicial to the 

rpical deceased' s chUldren simply because the estate mus·t be larger than the amount 

ertain of the prefere:ntial share before they will be ent.itled to take . In essence, 

I by a the problem is that unless the estate i s a large one, it may be impossible for 

o. We the financial responsibilities of two marriages to be met. We believe, 

hat a however , that the requirements of the survivin1g spouse are of paramount 

estate 

of the 

importance, and 

d• 'b •1str1 ut1on o f 

that 

any 

the law 

'portion 

should ensure that 

of t he estate to 

(s)he is provided for before 
23 

other •survivors. In our 

1S8 is view, a reducecl preferential share of $50,000 is a:ppropriate when the deceased 

ew , is is survived by both a spouse and children of a prior marriage. 

The Co,mmission recollll\ends: 

1 at 
see 

s and 
23The intei;tate•s children, as well as other dependants, are entitled to 

apply for an order of provision for maintenan,ce and support under •The 
Testators FamUy .Haintenance Act•, C.C.S.M. c. TS10 . This right will help to 
alleviate hardlship in situations where •The Devolution of Bstates Act• 
provides an insLppropriate distribution. 
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R.ECOHHE~NDA7'ION 3 

That •'.rhe Devolution of l>states AcC be ,1111ended to provide t.hat the 
sucvlvJlng spouse's preferentiilZ share be $50,000 when there are 
survivJlng issue of the lntestate, one or more of whom ilre not issue 
of the surviving spouse. 

2 . The Separated Spouse 

The Commission has considered whether the surviving spouse should be 

entitled tel intestacy benefits when the spouses were living separate and apart 
24 

at the time of death but had not obtained a divorce. At present "The 

Devolution of Estates Act• draws no distinction between the separated spouse 

and the sp,ouse who was cohabiting with the de,ceased as of the date of death: 

both are entitled to the preferential share, and a distributive share of 

one-half the remainder of the estate . The separated spouse is entitled to 

intestacy benefits regardless of whether or not the spouses had effected a 
25

marital property settlement during their joint lives . 

11t is our view that the policy of the Act at present ignores the 

usual intention of separated spouses, namely, that separation should bring an 

end to their rights and obligations respectin1g each other at the death of one 

of them. Certainly where the spouses have effected a division of marital 

property 1during their joint lives, they generally wish to effect a final 

settlement of their affairs and therefore do not contemplate the survivor 

receiving an additional share in the event of intestacy. We think that the 

parties to, a marriage should be able to rely on the finality of an earlier 

24A divorced spouse is not a "spouse" under the Act and is therefore not 
entitled t:o an intestate share. 

25rt is of note that in 1977 the Kanit,oba Legislature enacted a family 
law refor'ffl package of legislation which included •An Act to Amend Various 
Acts Rel,itlng to Harital Property• , S . K. 1977 , c. 53. That Act, never 
proclaimed in force, contained a provision which would have required a 
separated surviving spouse to charge against his/her preferential share the 
'\~\~~ ~t ~t.~"t~t\.'\ ~'\t~~~, t~<:.~\.'I~~ 'o"i \.\\~ !~\lt'l \.'l()t \.\\t()ll.t,\\ an a1.1.()c.at\.()t\ of 

marital property. 
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property division. 26 

The proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act now provides that where 

spouses have during life made a property division with the intention of 

finalizing their affairs, "the surviving spouse shall be treated as if he had 
27

predeceased the intestate" . This has the effect of barring the separated 

spouse from te1king on an intestacy in those cases where there has been a 

marital property division. In taking this app[•oach, the Uniform Law 
28Conference has adopted the position of the Uniform Probate Code, and a 

recommendation of the Law Reform Commission of British Columbia to the same 
1ld be 29

effect. 
apart 

"The 
At the beginning of this chapter, we said that one of the objectives 

;pause 
of reform of :succession law was the harmonizatio·n of that law with other 

leath: 
Manitoba legislation respecting family rights andl obligations. One of our 

re of 
goals was the logical interaction of spousal rights during the parties' joint 

ed to 
lives with rir;hts at death. In our view, the existing provisions of "The 

ted a 
Devolution of Estates Act•, which permit a separated spouse to take an 

intestate shar·e, are not in harmony with the legial arrangements respecting 

property made by separated spouses during life. ~,e believe that the proposed 
ts the 

Uniform Intestate Succession Act and the Uniform, Probate Code provisions 
lng an 

recognize the proper interaction of succession law· and marital property law in 
lf one 

respect of the separated spouse. 
arital 

final 
Therefore, the Commission has concluded that a complete property 

rvivor 
settlement entered into after or in anticipation c>f separation should operate 

ll the 
' k. • t h 30 f th h b 

r 
as a bar to t h,e surv1var ta 1ng an 1n estate s are. I ere as een 

26A separated surv1v1ng spouse is nevertheles!; able to apply under "The 
re not Testators Family Haintenance Act•, C.C.S.K. c. TSO>, for an order of provision 

for his or her proper maintenance and support . 

family 27Appendix, s. 3(3). 
rarious 

never 28uniform !Probate Code, s. 2-204. 
lred a 
re the 29supra n. 2 at 117. 
ion of 

30This conclusion is in accord with the Commiission' s recommendation in 
its Report on an Examination of "The Dower Act• at p. 91, that the deferred 
sharing regime not apply to permit an application by a surviving spouse where 
the spouses held effected a complete property sett:lement during their joint 
lives. 
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no earlier division of property, either by agreement or court order, the 

surviving spouse's entitlement should remain: a surviving spouse should not be 

disqualified by reason of separation alone . Where there has been a separation 

and an earlier property settlement but the parities have resumed cohabitation, 

the survivc,r should be entitled to an intestate share . Accordingly, we 

recommend: 

RECOHHE/1/DATION 4 

Thdt where there hds been a c omplete property settlement by WdY of 
court o.rder or sepdration agreement, dJld there 1s d/l intestacy, the 
deceased' s property should be distributed ,is if the surviving spouse 
predece.1sed the deceased unless the spouses have resumed cohabltation 
after t:he property settlement was made and the reconcilidtion is 
subsistJlng at the time of the deceased' s dec1th. 

3. The De Pacto Spouse 

ThE! Commission has examined whether a de facto spouse should be 

entitled to an intestate share of a deceased partner's estate. By de facto 

spouse we mean a man or woman in a relationshi_p in which the partners are not 

legally married to each other but live together as husband and wife. A de 

facto spous,e now has no right to an intestate share of the deceased partner's 

estate; nor is that spouse entitled to apply for an order of maintenance and 

support und,er "The Testators Family Halntendnce Ace. 

Th,e Commission has concluded that ik would not be appropriate to 

extend the entitlement to a spousal intestate share to the de :facto spouse. 

The underly·ing assumption of the legally married spouse's entitlement to an 

intestate s:hare is that the deceased would h11ve wished to provide for that 

spouse. In our view, however, it is unsafe for the law to presume that the 

parties to a de facto relationship intend tcJ share property or to provide 

fully for c:me another at death. The de facto marriage wi11 often not have 

the degree of permanence and stability of the legal marriage, and the parties 

may have chosen to live together outside mar:riage for the very reason that 

they wish to avoid the legal rights and obligations of married people. 
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the The Commission is of the view that a de facto spouse's entitlement 

to a share of a. deceased partner's estate can best be determined, not by thes be 
fixed rights p.rovided by "The Devolution of Estates Act•, but through ation 
court's exercise of judicial discretion. At present, depending upon theion, 

we circumstances of the case, the de facto spouse may have an equitabl e remedy 

available in order to seek a share in the deceai;ed • s estate. Through the 

doctrines of constructive and resulting trust, the court can use its 

discretionary pc>wer to determine a de facto spouse's entitlement to a share 

of the deceased''s property when the survivor has c,:mtributed, either directly 
31 or indirectly, t.o the acquisition of the estate assets. 

We rec,ognize, however, that trust doctrines are available only for 

the purpose of dividing property between individuals who have contributed to 

the acquisition of the property . ConsequentlJ•, they wi 11 not always 

sufficiently pr,otect the surviving de facto spoui;e who has made neither a 

direct or indir·ect contribution . Additional discr·etionary protection may be 
I be 

necessary. 
dcto 

not 
Kan i toba law has long recognized the need for a safety net designed 

,. de 
to operate wheri the deceased' s will, or the inte,stacy rules, fai 1 to make 

adequate provision for tbe surviving family . !his safety net is found in tne 
1 and 

provisions of "The Testators Family Ha1ntenance Act•. The Act allows the 

court to make an order that provision be made out of the deceased's estate for 

the maintenance and support of the surviving family .. The wide discretion 
e to 

Juse. 

:o an 
31 Pettkus v. Becker (1980), 117 O.L.R. (3d) 257 (S.C.C . ) . Seethat 

also Beauchdlllp v. Bada11 E:state (1983), 22 Kan. R. (2d) 43 (Q.B.) where 
c the the surviving de facto spouse ·was awarded the balance of the estate 

remaining after· providing $1,000 to each of the deceased's siblings. Theovide 
total estate was worth approximately $37,200 and b:y his wi 11 the deceased had 

have split his estat.e in five equal shares and given o,ne share to his common law 
wife and the others to his three sisters and his brc,ther.rties 

that 
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which can be exercized by the court under this Act can take into account 

matters such as the length and closeness of a. r elationship, the need of the 

applicant and the claims of other relatives . If a further discretionary power 

is required to protect the surviving de facto spouse, it is the Commission's 

belief that it should be contained within "Tl1e Testcltors Family Haintendllce 
32Act". we, shall consider whether that Act 1should be amended to permit an 

application by a de facto spouse in a report on the Act to be issued by the 

Commission later this year. At that time, we shall also consider the related 
33

problem of the surviving spouse of a void ~~arriage. For the moment, in 

accord witb our conclusion that a de facto spouse's entitlement to a share 

in a deceaised partner's estate should be detormined, not by fixed intestacy 

rules, but through the exercise of judicial dis,~retion, we recommend: 

RECOHHE.NDATION 5 

That a de facto spouse not be entitled t -o a share of the deceased 
spouse's estate on an intestacy. 

4. Partial Intestacy 

In the rare case where a deceased's willl does not effectively dispose 
34

of all of his/her estate , that portion not governed by the will passes 

according to the rules of intestate succession. Section 13 provides: 

32oependants relief legislation in Ontari,o, British Columbia and Prince 
Edward Islsmd permits, in certain prescribed c:ircumstances, an application by 
a common law or de facto spouse. See succession LaN Reform Act, R.S.O. 
1980 c. 488, s. S7(b); Part v, Estate Jtdmini.stration Act, R.S.B.C. 1979 c . 
114, s . 86, which section, however, applies c>nly in cases of intestacy; The 
Dependants of a Deceased Person Relief Act, R.S .P.E .I. 1974 c. D-6, s. l(d). 

33A vo'id marriage most often arises when one of the parties is already 
married to, another. It is not possible t;o define "spouse" under "The 
Devolution of Estates Act" to include a survilvor of a void marriage because 
to do so milght result in an intestate having t•wo surviving "spouses" competing 
for the spo,usal share. 

34Partial intestacies occur infrequently and are seldom intended. They 
usually ar'ise when a will fails to contain a residuary clause. If legatees 
have predec:eased the testator and the legacies lapse, a partial intestacy wi11 
occur unless the will contains such a clause. 
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Lecount 

of the Estate unrdisposed of by will 

, power 
13 All such estate as is not disposed of by will shall be 

:sion's distribut,ed as if the testator had died intestate and had left no 
other est.ate. 

:elldl)ce 

111it an Ther,e is one important exception to this rule, having to do with the 
by the surviving spo,use's entitlement to a preferential share. Subsection 14(1) of 
·elated the Act provides that in cases of partial intestacy, the widow's preferential 
~t, in share is to be reduced by the value of any pr,operty left to her under the 

share deceased's Wl• 11 . 35 In practice, the section wo,uld operate in the following 
.estacy way. Assume a testator leaves a wife and two children. He disposes of 

one-half of his estate by will, giving his wife $40,000 and each of his 

children $25,000. The remaining $90,000 will be distributed according to the 

provisions of "The Devolution of 8states Act". By virtue of subsection 

14(1), the wife must account for the $40,000 received under the will against 

the preferential share entitlement of $50,000. She thus receives a reduced 

preferential share of $10,000 in addition to one-half of the remaining 

$80,000, that is to say, a further $40,000 . 

.ispose 
The purpose underlying subsection 14(1) is to prohibit the survivingpasses 

spouse from receiving a double preferential shar,e, one under the wi11 and the 

other under the intestacy rules. In keeping with this policy, only the 

spouse's entitlement to a preference over and above other beneficiaries is 

affected by subsection 14(1); the entitlement to 11 distributive share remains . 

Prince 
ion by
R.s.o. 
~79 C. 

J; The 35It is unclear whether the section applien to widowers as well as to 
d). widows. Section 17 of the Act, which is a g;eneral interpretive section, 

provides that "the estate of a woman dying intei3tate shall be distributed in 
lready the same proportions and in the same manner as tine estate of a man so dying . 
• "The " Presurnably the intent is that men and ~,omen be treated in the same 
,ecause manner; howev,er, section 17 contains a list of the sections to which the rule 
1peting applies and soction 14 is not included among them.. 

They 
•gatees 
y will 
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A provision similar to subsection 14(1) is to be found in the 
36

proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act, and in the Ontario Succession 
37

Law Reform .Act . The Commission is in agre,ement wi th the policy of the 

section and 1:1.ccordingly we propose no change in its substance. • 

B. SHARES 011? HEIRS OTHER THAN THE SURVIVING SPOUSE 

1. The Present Law 

The part of the intestate estate that does not pass to the surviving 
38 

spouse passEis to the deceased• s issue, that is, the lineal descendants of 

the decea.sed which includes his/her children, grandchildren, 

great-grandchildren, etc. Where a spouse survives the intestate, the balance 

of the estate remaining after payment of the pr,eferential share is distributed 

equally betw,een the spouse and the intestate• s children (or i ssue) . 

Where there is no surviving spouse, the entire estate passes to the 

children. l[f a child of the intestate has died leaving issue, the i ssue take 
39the portion the child would have taken if living. Issue, no matter how 

remote froni the deceased in terms of kinship, are always preferred to 

ascendants, that is , those persons with whom cine is related in the ascending 

line, such as parents and grandparents, and to collaterals , such as uncles and 
40 

aunts, niecus and nephews and cousins. 

36Appendix, s. 3(2). 

31succession Law Reform Act, R.S.O . 1980 c. 488, s . 45(3) . 

38•The ,Devolution of Estates Act", C.C.S.K. c . D70, s. 6(4) . 

39•The .Devolut1onofEstatesAct" , c . c . s .K. c . D70, s . 6(4) . 

401 Fei3ney, The Canadian Law of Wil ls (2nd ed. 1982) at 1S3 , n . 126, 
gives the following example : " . . . for i nst1:1.nce, a great-grandchild who is 
the only surviving issue, though of the third degree, takes the whole estate 
to the exclusion of all others including parents (first degree) and brothers 
and sisters (second degree) and of course all relatives of the third degree". 
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If the deceased is survived by neither spouse nor issue, the estate 

1 the goes to the parents, or the surviving parent . If no parents survive , the 

ission deceased' s bt'.others and sisters take the estate . In the case where any 

f the brother or sister is dead, the children of the deceased brother or sister 

share per stirpes, that is, they take the share the ir parent would have 

taken if 
41

livilng . However, where all of the brothers and sisters of the 

intestate arE1 deceased, the estate passes to the nieces and nephews per 

capita, that iis, each takes 
42 

an equal share. 

The operation of the rules respecting nieces and nephews may be 

riving illustrated by the following example . An intestate has two brothers, A and B, 

its of who have children as follows : A has one child Al, and B has two children, Bl 

ldren, and B2 . B haB predeceased the intestate. 

1lance 

ibuted i-'~ 
Al Bl B2 

;o the 

1 take The estate will be divided into two shares . A w'ill receive one half, and Bl 

r how and 82 will share the portion that B would have taken if living, each 

ed to receiving one--quarter of the estate. Where, however, A has also predeceased 

ending the i ntestate , Al, Bl and B2 will share the estate equally, each receiving 

es and one-third of the estate. 

Lastly, the law provides for more distant relatives to take the 

estate in those situations where the deceased is mot survived by any relatives 

in the specifi.ed classes. Distribution is made "oqually among the next- of-kin 

of equal degree of consanguinity to the intestate... " 
43 

The Act sets 

4l"The Devolution of Estates Act", C.C. S.M. c . 070, s. 8(2). 

42•The Devolution of Estates Act", c.c. s . M. c . D70, s . 8(3) . The 

, 126, 
o1ho is 

subject of l)Eir st1rpes and per capita distribu1tion 
the next section of this Report beginning at p. 36. 

is discussed fully in 

es tate 
others 

430The Devolution of Estates Act", c.c.s.N. c. 070, s. 9 . 

ee". 
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Grandparent■ 

3 
Great: Great-Grand 

Grandpal"ents Uncles 
Aunts 

6 
Grea t First Cousins 

Grandparents Uncle• Twice Removed 
Aunts 

g Uncles Flrs t Cousins second 
Aunt■ One e Removed Cousin• 

Once Removed 

6 8 
Person Brother■ ir1t: Cousin Second Third 

Deceased Sisters C:ouslns Coullns 

t l 9
Nephews Second Third 

Children Nieces Cousins Cousins 
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Great-Cran Great-Grand Fir1t !::econd Third 

Chlldren Nephevs coullns Cousins Cousins 
Hlecea hrice Remove Thrice Remove 

Numbar1 lndlcate de1r•• of relatloaablp 
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f orth the met hod of coun t i ng degrees, a method tradi tionally determined 

according t:o the civil law by counting upwards f rom the deceased to the 

nearest common ancestor and then downwards to t he i ssue. Consequentl y, after 

the specified classes, grandparents are next i.n line because they are of the 

second degt·ee; followed by uncl es and aunts i n t he t h ird de gree; and then 

other colla.terals such as grandnephews and grandnieces . Next-of-kin of equal 

degree take an equal share . For example , i f the intestate is survi ved by onl y 

a grandniece, in the fourth degre e, and two great-uncles, also i n the fourth 

degree, thE1 estate would be divided into th1ree equal shares. A surviv ing 

relative in1 the fifth or sixth degree would take nothing in such a case . A 

table of consanguinity setting forth the degree:s is found below. 
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nined 
2. Reform 

the 

lfter 
The Commission has considered whether thE: present law with respect to 

: the 
the intestate share for heirs other than the sut·viving spouse is in need of 

then 
reform. We have examined three inter-related ar·eas, all of which have been 

3qual 
considered by the Uniform Law Conference. First, we explore whether existing 

only 
provisions shc,uld be simplified and improved by a new method for determining 

>urth next-of-kin . The second area of possible reform. has to do with whether the 
lving deceased• s moi:e remote relatives should be preve,nted from taking a share of 
t. A the intestate estate . Finally, it must be dete1nnined whether new rules are 

desirable res:pecting the per st1rpes distribution of an estate, i.e. 

inheritance by representation. 

(i) The method for determining next- of- kin 

The 'Uniform Law Conference has recommended that the method for 

determining the next-of-kin by counting degrees of consanguinity be replaced 
,44

by what might be called a parentelic system based on representation 

through stated. ancestors. Under this system the part of the intestate estate 

that does not pass to a surviving spouse passe~i first to the issue of the 

intestate, second to parents of the intestate ;and their issue.and then to 

grandparents and their issue. The legislation doe:s not refer to 

44A parent;elic system exhausts the line of the closest common ancestor 
of the intestate and a claimant before allowi.ng other relatives related 
through a mor·e remote line to take a share of the estate. Historically, 
English common law employed a parentelic system for determining the descent of 
land, which w•as modified by the Inheritance Act, 1833, 3 & 4 wm. IV, c. 
106 . Only with respect to personalty, under t 'he Statute of D1str1but1on, 
1670, was thE: civil law method of counting degrees of relationship used. 
See generally, Atkinson, Handbook of the LdN of lii111s (2nd ed. 1953) at 
37-45; 2 Pollock & Maitland, The History of lm!1l1sh LdN (2nd ed. 1898) at 
294 ff. 

https://allowi.ng
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"brother s and s i s t ers", "nieces and nephews ", etc . , and it e l i minate s the need 

to count de@;rees of consangui nity for the more remot e next-of-kin. The system 

will produc1? the same result as e xisting law i n most intes tacy s ituations ; 

substantive change occurs only with r espec t to the shares of the more d istant 

relatives . The system is adopted from the .American Uni form Probate Code 

which provid.es: 

Section 2-103 . 

The· part of the intestate estate not passing to the surviving 
spouse under Section 2-102, or the entire intestate estate if there 
is no su,rviving spouse, passes as follows: 

(1) to the issue of the decedent; if they are all of the same 
degree of kinship to t he decedent they take equally, but if of 
unequal degree, then those of more remote degree take by 
represen1tation; 

(2) if there is no surviving issue, to his parent or parents 
equally ; 

(3) if there is no surviving issue or parent , to the issue of 
the paremts or either of them by representation; 

(4) if there is no surviving issu13, parent or issue of a 
parent , but the decedent is survived by on1e or more grandparents or 
i ssue of grandparents, half of the estabe passes to the paternal 
grandpat'.ents if both survive, or to the sur viving paternal 
grandparent, or to the issue of the paternal grandpar ents if both are 
deceased, the issue taking equally if they are a l l of the same degree 
of kinslhip to the decedent, but if of unequal degree those of more 
remote degree take by repr esentation; and the other half passes to 
the maternal relatives in the same mann,er ; but if t here be no 
surviving grandparent or issue of grandparEmt on either the paternal 
or the maternal side, the entire estate passes to the rel atives on 
the othnr side in the same manner as the half. 

"I11sue" under the Code is defined as all of a person's lineal 
. 45

descendants at a11 generations . First priori t y for receiving the 

intestate e:state is given to the deceased's i s:sue , which means the deceased' s 

children, g1~andchildren , 

45unifoirm Probate Code, s. 1-201<21) . 

https://provid.es
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great-grandchildren, etc. Where no issue survive , the deceased's parent s, or 

the survivor of them , take the estate ; if neither i s living, the issue of the 

parents is Elnti tled. Issue of the parents 1orould incl ude the deceased' s 

brothers and sisters, nephews and nieces, grandnephews and grandnieces, etc. 

I f there is no surviving issue, parent or issue of a parent, but the 

grandparents or the ir issue survive, one-half of the estate passes to the 

paternal grandparents or the survivor of them, ,or their issue where both are 

deceased; thE! other one-half passes to the maternal grandparents or their 

issue in the same manner. Issue of grandparents would include the deceased's 

uncles and aunts, first cousins, first cousins on,ce removed, etc . 

The Code's distributive pattern can be seen graphically from the 

Table on pagt! 28. Persons in the first column (issue of the intestate) take 

first, in d,escending order of priority; if :no one in the first column 

survives, thcose in the second column (parents and their issue) are entitled; 

if no one in the first or second column survives:, persons in the third column 

(grandparents and their issue) are then entitled. 

The same scheme has been reconunended b:r the Uniform Law Conference, 

with one cha1rige. If the deceased is not survhred by any next-of-kin in the 

classes referred to in the preceding paragraph, the proposed Uniform Intestate 

Succession Act permits great-grandparents and tlrieir issue (the fourth column 

in the Table) to shar e in the same manner as may grandparents and issue. In 

other respec't.s, the proposed Uniform IntestatEt Succession Act follows the 

Uniform Probate Code . 

It is the Commission's view that the method for determining 

next-of- kin used by the Uniform Probate Code is simpler and more 

straightforward than Manitoba's current provi siLons. The drafting style is 

less awkward and repetitive, and, more important., the personal representative 

is able to dEttermine those persons entitled to b1ke the estate without the use 

of the more difficult and archaic counting of degrees of consanguinity. 
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A.lthough the method will in most cas«!s not produce a different result 

than that obtained under the present law, the1re are some instances in which it 

will produce what is, in the Conunission's view, a more appropriate outcome. 

For example, under section 9 of the present .A.ct, a grandnephew who is in the 
46fourth de1~ree of kinship, will share equally with a cous_in, also in the 

fourth degree. The provisions of Uniform Probate Code and the proposed 

Uniform Intestate Succession Act will favour the grandnephew over the cousin 

because tlBe grandnephew, as issue of a parent, takes priority over a cousin 

who is is11ue of a grandparent. We consider this to be a better result for the 

following reason expressed by the drafters of the proposed Uniform Intestate 
, 47

Success101u Act: 

Becaus:e of the increase in longevity of persons in recent years, 
decedEmts of present generations are oldcer than were those of prior 
genereltions. [The new section] is basced on the conclusion that, 
becau~1e of age, a decedent today is likely to have developed a closer 
relati.onship with young grandnephews and grandnieces than he has 
maintELined with cousins of his own gen,eration, and that he would 
prefet'. to bestow his wealth on the former class. 

1~he Conunission also favours the division of the intestate estate 

between next-of-kin on the paternal and matcarnal sides in those cases where 

the deceased is survived by the more remote "issue of grandparents or 

great-grandparents''. The present law gives the estate in equal shares to the 

next-of-kiln by counting degrees of consanguinity; consequently it will often 

give the entire estate to next-of-kin on cmly one side , even if there i s 

next- of-k'ln on both sides. For example, a n1aternal aunt in the third degree 

will take the entire estate even if a paternal. cousin of the fourth degree 

46sub1section 8(3) of "The Devolution of Estates Act•, C. C.S.M. c . D70, 
does not permit the grandnephew or grandniece to take by r epresentation: 
consequen'tly, his or her rights are determined under section 9. See In Re 
HcLea Estate, [1948) 2 W.W. R. 12 (Kan. K. B. ); In Re Budd Estate; Harmon v. 
Furber, [1934) 2 W.W.R. 182 (Kan. C.A.) . 

47uni:form Law Conference of Canada, supra n. 12 at 228. 
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also survives. We prefer the provisions of the uniform Prob.ate Code and the 

proposed Unifc>rm Intestate Success ion Act which divide the estate into two 

port ions so as to provide an equal sharing for the deceased' s maternal and 

paternal kindred. The Commission therefore recomm,ends: 

RBCOHHENDATION 6 

That subSE!Ct1on 6(3) to section 9 1nclus1ve of •The Devolution of 
Estates Act• be repealed and the Act be amend1?d to provide thdt llfhere 
the 1ntest·.ate 1s not survived by a spouse, the following tclke 1n the 
order named 1n the absence of persons 1n the p.rE!Ced1ng cl<1sses: 

(1) the issue of the intestate; 

(11) the p.arents of the intestate 1n equal shares or the surviving 
pare.nt absolutely, but llfhere neither pa.i~ent survives, the issue 
of the p.arents; 

(111) as to one-half of the est.ate, the paternal grandparents, or the 
surviving grandp.arent, or their issue if both .are dE!Ceased; as 
to the other one-half, the maternal grandparents, or the 
surviving grandparent, or their issue in the same manner; 

(1v) as t:o one-half of the estate, the patez:nal great-grandp.arents , 
or the survivor, or their issue if all .are dE!Ceased; as to the 
other one-half, the maternal great- grandparents, or the 
survivor, or their issue in the same man;ner. 

(ii) Should the deceased's remote relatives be prevented from taking an 

intestate share? 

Present Manitoba law contains no ir11heritance limitation; •The 

Devolution of Estates Act• is framed in such a way as to allow claims by 

relatives of any degree of kinship to take prio,rity over the Crown's claim 

by way of es,cheat or bona vacantia. Presumabl;J, the Act is based on the 

assumption thalt most people regard escheat to th,e Crown as so repugnant that 

they would prefer inheritance by a remote heir. 
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In conti-ast, the American Uniform PJ~Obdte Code has incoi-poi-ated a 

limiting pi-ovis ion by permitting inheritance by the intestate• s gi-andpai-ents 

oi- theii- i:ssue, but prohibiting inheritance by moi-e remote next-of-kin. A 
48

similar lhnitation is used in England. 1'.he pi-oposed Uniform Intestate 

Succession Act also contains a cut-off po:int beyond which more remote 

relatives a.i-e prohibited fi-om inheriting. It is considei-ably less stringent 

than its ,~erican model, however, in that it pi-ohibits inheritance by 

next-of-kin more remote than great-grandpa.rents and their issue. An 

inheritance limitation has also been proposed ·by the Law Reform Commission of 
49

British Col1umbia. 

Three reasons are usually advanced in support of an inheritance 

limitation. Fii-st, it is rare that an intestate will be sui-vived by only 

remote relatives, and in those cases when it dloes occur, the next-of-kin will 

likely not be easily located. In terms of simplifying pi-oof of heirship, and 

administi-ative convenience, an inheritance limitation may therefoi-e be 

desii-able. Secondly, in our mobile and urban society most intestates are now 

unlikely to know, let alone have a familial relationship with, the more remote 

relatives. The remote relative who takes an intestate share is sometimes 

called "the laughing heir", described by one writer as "one who is so 

distantly !~elated to the deceased that his grief over losing a relative is 

more than outweighed by his joy over unexpectedly receiving the 

property". 50 Finally, an inheritance limitall;ion can reduce the number of 

cases in 

48Adm.11111strdt.1on of Estdtes Act, 1925, s. 46. 

49The J[.aw Reform Commission of British Cc>lumbia, supra n . 2 at 37, has 
recommendedl that next-of-kin more distant than the foui-th degree of 
consanguini.ty to the deceased not be permitted to share in an intestate 
estate . B•ecause of our preference for the drafting style of the proposed 
Uniform Inll;estate Succession Act, which is incompatible with a system which 
utilizes degi-ees of consanguinity, we do no,t discuss further the British 
Columbia Cc,mmission • s proposal. 

SO"IntE1state Succession in New Jersey", sup•ra n. 1 at 276. 

https://consanguini.ty
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which wills are contested. If a decedent has no close next-of-kin (s)he will 

usually die testate and will leave his/her estate to friends and to charity . 

Since any r·emote relative has standing to challenge the validity of the will, 

allowing such r elatives to benefit on an intestacy can increase will 

contests. This, in turn, can mean delay and ex1pense in settling the estate. 

Th,e available research is inconclusive in determining what direction 

law reform should take with respect to an inhedtance limitation. There is no 

Canadian da.ta available . Of the American resc?arch, the Iowa study concluded 

that the Hmi tation used in the Unifor:m Prob;;1te Code was des il:·able both for 

reasons of policy, and because survey respondents indicated "lack of a strong 
5

allocative preference in favor of . distant relatives ., l This 

conclusion can be contrasted with a study cc,nducted in New Jersey where a 

small majo,rity of respondents, 54~, awardc3d "laughing heirs" intestate 

property rather than have the property es<:heat to the state or go to 

char1• t y. 52 Al so of interest is an Americam study which indicates that 

distant relatives who had received intestacy benefits often felt undeserving 
53

and uncomfortable in taking estate assets. 

The Commission has concluded that "The Devolution of Estates Act• 

should contain the inheritance limitation recommended by the Uniform Law 

Conference , which would mean that ne:1t-of-kin more remote than 

great-grandparents and their issue would be pr13vented from taking an intestate 

share. A limitation of this type will rarel3r produce any alteration in the 

actual d i stribution of an estate, and will rarely cause an escheat in 

circumstances where existing law would not . t'his is because the "limitation" 

is much less restricted than its Uniform Probate Code counterpart; by 

extending intestacy benefits as far as great-g1randparents and their issue, few 

remote rela.tives will be disentitled. 

5l"A Co,mpari son of Iowans • Dispostive Preferences", supra n. 1 at 1129. 

52"Inte,state Succession in New Jersey", supra n . 1 at 276 . 

53see grenerally , Sussman, Cates & Smith, supra n. 3. 
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While we are sensitive to the policy considerations which favour a 

narrower limitation, it is our view that Manitoba law should follow the 

proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act whe·re possible. Accordingly, the 

Commission recommends: 

RECOHHENDATION 7 

That •irhe Devolution of Estates Act• be iimended to provide that 
next-of-kin more distant than great-grandparents and their issue 
should not be permitted to share ln the deceased's estate upon an 
intestacg. 

(iii) Inheritance by representation 

"T'he Devolution of li'states Act• now provides that in certain 

instances the children or issue of a deceased relative may take the share to 

which that relative would have been entitled had (s)he survived. This is the 

doctrine of representation or per sticpes (by roots or stocks) 

distributietn. There are two general principles: 

1. Wi.th respect to issue in the s1une stock, that is, 
dEtscendants of a common ancestor, remote issue cannot take 
an intestate share if a more closel1r related ancestor can 
tnlte. For example, a grandchild is not entitled to take 
when his/her parent, the intestate's c:hild, survives . 

2. Where an ancestor is deceased, the ancestor's issue can 
take the ancestor's intestate share even if there are other 
issue of the intestate surviving who are of closer degree. 
Thus, if an intestate had two childr1m, A (deceased) and B 
(1rnrviving), each with a child Al and Bl, Al can take 
his/her deceased parent's share despite the fact that B 
survives and is of a closer degree. This is the doctrine 
olf representation, or per stirpes distribution. 

Tine Act specifically provides that the deceased's own issue, that is 
54

grandchildren, great-grandchildren, etc. may t11lte by representation. 

54 -The Devolution of Estates Act", c.c.s.K. c. D70, s . 6(4). 
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With respect to collateral next-of-kin, however, it has long been settled that 

no collateralls other than nieces and nephews can take by representation. 

Thus, while the intestate's nieces and nephews are entitled to take their 

deceased parEtnts • share of an estate, the children of deceased nieces and 
55nephews may not, nor may the children or issue of other more remote 

. 56 
re1a t 1ves . 

An understanding of the concept of representation, however, will not 

always make for an easy determination of those entitled to an intestate 

share. This is because it is not always clear 1o1hich is to be considered the 

root generation for the purpose of determining lthe shares of the more remote 

relatives who may represent their ancestors. The most commonly held view of 

the pee sticpes system is that the root generation is the generation closest 

in relationship to the intestate, i.e. the children generation , regardless of 

whether or no,t there is any person of that gener·ation alive and able to take. 

The number of shares in the estate is determined by adding together the number 

of living me111bers in the root generation, if an:r, and the number of deceased 

members in th,e root generation who have left issuce. 

Consider the following example. The intestate has two children, A 

and B. A ha1s predeceased the intestate leaving two surviving grandchildren, 

Al and A2. 

I 

I
A

Al A2 

55•The De·volut.ion of Estates Act•, C. C.S.K. c. D70, s. 8(3). 

56•The De·volution of Estates Act•, C.C.S.K. c. D70, s. 9. 
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The root generation is that of the intestate's children, and their number will 

determine t :he number of stocks or shares. The estate is therefore divided 

into two port ions: B taking one-half, and ,U and A2 taking A• s share by 

representation, that is, one- quarter each. If B has also predeceased the 

intestate luaving a surviving grandchild Bl, 

I 

I 

Al A2 Bl 

Bl would take B's share by representation and would be entitled to one-half of 

the estate . Although the three grandchildren Al, A2 and Bl, are all of the 

same degree, they will not take equal shares. This result follows because the 

root generEttion remains that of the two children, A and B, despite the fact 

that neither of them is alive at the date of the intestate's death. 

The drafters of both the Uniform Probdte Code and the proposed 

Uniform Int:estate Succession Act were of the view that where the intestate is 

not surviV4!d by children but is survived by grandchildren, the grandchildren 

should share the estate equally, that is, per cdp1ta, rather than per 

st!rpes . This result was legislatively acco,mplished in both the Code and 

the pt'oposed Uniform Intestate succession Act by dividing the estate with 

reference to a generation that includes one or more living members: the root 

generation is specifically designated as t:he generation nearest to the 

intestate in which at least one member survives. Using the second example set 

forth in the preceding paragraph, the grandch ildren will not represent their 

predeceased parents because no member of the child generation has survived . 

The root r;eneration will therefore be that of the grandchildren . The estate 

is thus divided into three portions, each grat1dchild, Al, A2 and Bl, taking an 
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ber wi 11 equal shar,e. The same system applies unde,r the Code and the proposed 
divided Uniform Intestate Succession Act to all cases of inheritance by issue, whether 

;hare by the issue are the intestate's or issue of parents, grandparents, etc . 
Lsed the 

Although no Canadian data is available, statistical surveys in the 
57 

United Stlltes support this approach. In the Iowa study, survey 

participants were asked how they would distri.bute their estate if their two 

adult children were deceased, but the adult child A left one child, and the 

adult child B left three children. Eighty-seven percent of respondents 

followed the per capita approach, dividing th,e estate equally among the four 
58

grandchildren. In the Illinois study, the percentages were even higher, 

with 95T. of respondents favouring an equal. distribution among the four 
,-half of 

grandch i ldr·en. 
l of the 

:ause the The Commission favours an intestacy scheme which provides for the 
the fact initial division of an intestate estate to be made at the nearest generation 

to the decedent that contains at least one living member. Such an approach 

will ensure the equal treatment of grandchildren when no children of the 
proposed intestate survive, and will achieve a result likely supported by a majority of 

istate is Kanitobans. 
ichildren 

than per Pr·oblems with respect to representathre distribution do no t end here, 
Code and 59however. .American commentators have point«?d out that there is a second 
ate with issue to be addressed. It concerns the manner of representation after the 
the root number of initial shares are determined . Under· the Uniform Probate Code, as 

to the 

ample set 

ent their 
57.,A Comparison of Iowans' Dispositive Preferences", supra n. 1 atsurvived. 

1111 . 
he estate 

58Fellows, Simon, Snapp & Snapp, supra n. 1. at 741.
taking an 

59see Waggoner, "A Proposed Alternative to the Uniform Probate Code's 
System for Intestate Distribution Among Descer.idants" (1971), 66 Nw. U. L. Rev. 
626; "A Comparison of Iowans' Dispositive Preferences", supra n . 1 at 
1108-1116; Fellows, Simon, Snapp and Snapp, su1>ra n. 1 at 739- 742 . 
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well as the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act modelled after it, what 

most often occurs is a per stirpes distribution after the initial shares are 

determined on a per capita basis. This can result in an unequal treatment 

of members: of the same generation, and had pr,ompted commentators to suggest an 

alternativ·e to the Code provision, usually referred to as the "per capita 

at each g,eneration" approach . It attempts to carry the principle of equal 

division among those of equal degree of kinship to the intestate further than 
60

does the Code. 

The Code approach and the "per ca;pi ta at each generation" system 

can be best illustrated by a hypothetical survivor situation . Suppose the 

intestate has three children, A, Band C, and that each of them has children 

as follows: A has one child, Al; B has two children, Bl and B2; and C has 

three children, Cl, C2 and C3. B and C have, predeceased the intestate who is 

survived by A, Al, Bl, B2 , Cl, C2 and C3. Ho"' will the estate be distributed? 

60The "per capita at each generation" system is included in the 1975 
technical amendments to the Uniform ProbatEi Code as an optional provision. 
Although favoured by a majority of the Code's Editorial Board, no alteration 
was made in the Code itself because "a change in this basic section would 
weaken the case for uniformity of probate law in all states": R. Wellman 
(ed.), 1 Uniform Probate Code Practice Hanual (2nd ed. 1977) at 37. 
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UNIFORM PROBAT'E cooE61 PER CAPITA AT EACH GENERATION 

A will take one-third of the estate; A will take one-third of the estate; 
Bl and B2 will divide one-third with Bl and 82, Cl, C2 and C3 will 
each taking one- sixth of the estate; each receive one- fifth of the 
and Cl, C2 and C3 will divide one remaining two-thirds or two-fifteenths 
third with each taking one-ninth of of the estate . 
the estate. 

Like the Code system, the "per capita at each generation" 

approach provides for the initial divi s ion of the estate at the generation 

closest to the intestate having at least on8 living member . However, after 

the living me11nbers of that generation receive thteir portion, the "per capita 

at each gener·ation" approach, unlike the Code, requires that the remainder 

of the estate,, as a whole, be divided at the next generation containing a 

living member . That division is made in the same way that it was made 

initially, thELt is, each living member receives a share, and the shares of any 

predeceased members go, as a whole, to the nE!Xt generation. This system 

will always re,sult in equal treatment for members of the same generation. 

The "per capita at each generation" approach also ensures that 

members of a more remote generation will never· take a larger share of an 

intestate estate than a member of a closer generation. This is a result not 

always achie·ved by the Uniform Probate Code scheme . The following 

62 • ·11 .examp1e , 1s 1 ustrat1ve. Assume the intestatce has four children, A, B, C 

and D and that each has children as follows: A has two children Al and A2; B 

has one child, Bl; Chas one child, Cl; and D has no children. Cl has a child 

CCl , the inte,state's great-grandchild. A, B, C and Cl have predeceased the 

intestate . 

61The rei;ult which occurs under the Unt.forzn Probate Code in this 
example is the same as occurs under a traditional per stirpes distribution . 
This is becau,se A survives and the root generation is therefore that of the 
children. If A were deceased, however , the Uniform Probate Code would 
provide equal shares to the grandchildren , whereas the per stirpes method 
would not. 

62this e:1tample is taken from "A Comparison of Iowans' Dispositive 
Preferences", supra n . 1 at 1115. 
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The esta1:e will be distributed as follows: 

Uniform Probate Code Per c:apita at each generation 

D will bl.ke one-quarter of the estate; D will take one-quarter of the estate; 
Al and A:2 will divide one-quarter Al, Jl2 and Bl will divide nine
with eacl~ taking one-eighth; Bl sixteenths with each taking three
wi11 tak4e one-quarter; eel wi11 take sixt1!enths of the estate; CCl will 
one-quariter of the estate. take the remaining three-sixteenths 

of the estate. 

The important policy argument in favour of the "per capita at each 

generati ,on" approach is that it is a more consistent application of the 

Uniform Probate Code's basic representatio111 principle. If one accepts that 

persons of the same generation should receil ve equal treatment, then it would 

seem to follow that equal treatment should continue to apply through all 

generations. The "per capita at each g,eneration" scheme has the added 

benefit of ensuring that a relative of a mc,re remote generation will never be 

entitled to a larger share than a membe1r of a generation closer to the 

intestate. 

For these reasons the Commissio111 is of the view that the "per 

capita aLt each generation" approach will pr·oduce the best, and most logically 

consiste,nt, result in most survivor situations. Therefore, we are not 

prepared! to follow the representation approach employed by the proposed 

Uniform Intestate Succession Act . The Commission recommends: 
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RECOHHJ.?NDATION 8 

That " ·The Devolution of Estates Act" be amended so as to implement a 
"per c·apita at each generation• approach for the distribution of an 
!ntest,ate estate dlllOng the intestate ' s !:,sue and the issue of more 
remote heirs. 

RECOHH.~NDATION 9 

That legislation to implement Recommendat:tons 6,7, and 8 should read 
as follO+is : 

( l) The part of the intestate estate not included in the share of 
t .he surviving spouse, or the enti:re estate if there is no 
surviving spouse, shall be distributed as follows: 

(a} to the issue of the intestate to be distributed per capita 
at each generation as provided i .n subsections ( 2) and (3); 

( b} if there is no survi v1ng issue, to the parents of the 
intestate in equal shares or to the survivor of them; 

(c) if there is no surviving issue or parent, to the issue of 
the parents or either of them t:o be distributed per capita 
at each generation as provided in subsections (2) and (3}; 

(d} if there is no surviving issue, parent or issue of a 
parent, but the intestate is survived by one or more 
grandparents or issue of grandparents, 

( 1) one half of the estate to lthe paternal grandparents in 
equal shares or to the survivor of them, but if there 
is no surviving paternal grrandparent, to the issue of 
the paternal grandparents or either of them to be 
distributed per capita at each generation as provided 
in subsections (2) and (3); 

( ii) one half of the estate to ;the maternal grandparents or 
their issue in the sanie manner as provided in 
subclause (1), 

but if there is only a survivi111g grandparent or issue of a 
grandparent on e! ther the pate·rnal or maternal side, the 
entire estate to the kindred on that side in the same 
manner as provided in subclause (i) ; 
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(e) tf there 1s no sUiv1v1ng issue, parent , issue of a parent , 
grandparent or issue of a grandparent but the intestate is 
survived by one or more great-grandparents or issue of 
great-grandparents, 

( 1) one half of the estate to the paternal 
great- grandparents or their issue 1n two equal shares, 
as follows: 

( A) one share to the parents of the paternal 
grandfather: in equal sha..ces or to the survivor of 
them, but 1f there is 110 surviving pa.rent of the 
paternal grandfather , to ithe issue of the parents of 
the paternal grandfather or either of them to be 
d1str1buted per cap1td at ea.ch generation as provided 
1n subsections (2) and (3) ; and 

(B) one share to the parents of the paternal 
grandmother or thel r issue 1n the same llld11ner as 
provided 1n paragraph (A) , 

but if there is only a surviving great-grandparent or 
issue of a great-grandpa.rent on either the paternal 
grandfather ' s or paternal grandmother' s side, one half 
of the estate to the kind.red on that side in the same 
manner as provided in para.,graph ( A) , and 

( 11) one half of the E?sta.te to the lndternal 
great-grandparents or their issue in the same manner 
as provided in subclause (1) 

but if there is only a SUL'Viving great- grandpa.ren t or 
issue of a great-grandparent on either the paternal or 
maternal side, the entire estate to the kindred on that 
side in the same llldlJner as provided in subclause (1) . 

(2) When a distribution is to be made t:o the issue of a person , t he 
estate or the part thereof which is to be so d1str1buted shall 
be d1v1ded into as mdnY shares as there are surv1v1ng successors 
1n the nearest degree of k1nsh1p to the intestate which contains 
any surviving successors, and deceased persons ln the same 
degree who left issue surviving the intestate . 

( 3) Each sUiviving successor 1n the n,ea.rest degree which contains 
any surviving successor shall receive one share, and the 
remainder of the intestate estate I s divided in the same manner 
as if the successors already allocated a share and their issue 
had predeceased the intestate. 

https://E?sta.te
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C. ADVANCEKEN'IS BY PORTION 

1. The present law 

An advancement is an irrevocable gift of money or property by a 

parent to a 1:hild made in anticipation of the interest or portion of the 
63 

estate to which the child would be entitled after the parent's death. The 

amount advanced to the child must be deducted frorn the child's interest in the 

intestacy. Section 12 of "The Devolution of Estat1es Act" provides: 

Advances to children . 

12(1) If any child of a person who has di1!d wholly intestate bas 
been advanced by the intestate by portion, the portion shall be 
reckoned, for the purposes of this section only, as part of the 
estate of the intestate distributable according to law; and, if the
advancement is equal to or greater than the share of the estate which
the child would be entitled to receive as above reckoned, the child
and his doscendants shall be excluded from any share in the estate; 
but if th13 advancement is not equal to the share, the child and his 
descendants shall be entitled to receive so 1111uch only of the estate 
of the intestate as is sufficient to make all the shares of the
children iin the estate and advancement equeLl as nearly as can be 

r 
2 
f 
e 

2 
C 

estimated. 

Valuation of advance. 

12(2) The, value of any portion advanced shall be deemed to be that 
which has been expressed by the intestate or acknowledged by the 
child in ·writing, otherwise the value is the value of the portion 

e when advanced. 

1 
'S 

IS 

le 
63rt is to be noted that the term "advancement" occurs in a number of 

contexts in t:he law . One is the rebuttable '"'presumption of advancement" 

IS arising in favour of a wife or child, by which money or property is presumed 
to be a gift, instead of being presumed held upon a resulting trust for there 

!C donor. The term is also used in the law of wills with respect to the 
equitable doctrine of satisfaction (or the rulle against double portions) 
whereby a gift; under the will may be adeemed, tha,t is, taken away or revolted, 
by a subsequent port ion or advancement. The ternn also arises on an intestacy 
where statuto1~y provisions require a child to lbring into account money or 
property which (s)he has received from the inte:state inter vivos by way of 
advancement. In this Report, we are concerned only with this last use of the 
term, as it applies to the distribution of an inte:state estate. 
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Onus of proof of advance . 

12(3) The onus of proving that a child has been maintained or 
educated, or has been given money, with a view to a portion, shall be 
upon the person so asserting, unless the advancement has been 
expressed by the intestate, or acknowledged by the child, in writing . 

The premise underlying these provisi.ons is that a just parent would 

want to provide for all of his/her children equally. Section 12 brings about 

such equality when the parent who has died tc>tally intestate has given one or 

more of the children gifts by way of anticipation of inheritance. The 

operation of the section is limited to children; lnter vlvos gifts made to 

other relatives, such as grandchildren or nieces and nephews, are not brought 

into account. However, when a child in receipt of an advancement has 

predeceasod the intestate, the advancement is charged against the share the 

predeceased child's issue receive by representation. 

·rhe operation of section 12 can be seen from the following example. 

Assume that an intestate has three children, Andrew , John and Kary. Kary has 

predeceas,ed the intestate leaving two childr1rn, Robert and Joan. During life 

the intestate advanced the sum of $30,000 to John and $10,000 to Kary. The 

intestate estate is $50,000. It will be dist1ributed in the following way: 

Intestate Estate $50,000 
Add: 
1) Advancement to John 30,000 
2) Advancement to Kary 10,000 

90,000 

Andrew's share John's share Kary's issue 

$30,0100 $30,000 $30,000 
less 30 1 000 less 10 1000 

0 20,000 

$10,000 $10,000 
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Whether or not a transfer by a parent to a child is to be considered 

in law an adva1ncement depends primarily on the donor's intent. If the donor 

intended that the child should account for the value of the gift against 

his/her intestate share, then the transfer is an advancement. Where, however, 
64the donor desi1l"es lo make an absolute gift to thte child, it is not. The 

question of the donor's intent has caused the courts difficulty because 

generally the donor will not have indicated, duri:ng life, the precise nature 

of the transfe1~, and it is usually not an easy t.ask to determine subjective 

intent after death. 

Where there is no direct evidence of the deceased• s intention in 

respect of an 1nter v1vos gift to a child, it is well established that the 

case is to be determined in accordance with cert,ain presumptions. The best 

known statement of the operation of these presumptions was made by Sir George 
65

Jessel in Taylo.r v . Taylor: 

I have always understood that an advancement bJr way of portion is 
something given by the parent to establish th,e child in life or 
to make wh1lt is called a provision for him - not a mere casual 
payment . You may make the provision by way of marriage 
portion on the marriage of the child. You may make it on putting 
him into a profession or business in a variet,y of ways; you may 
pay for a c:ommission, you may buy him the gooclwill of a business 
and give him stock-in- trade; all these things I understand to be 
portions or provisions. Again, if in the abse111ce of evidence you 
find a father giving a large sum to a child in one payment, there 
is a presumption that that is intended to stELrt him in life or 
make a prov·ision for him; but if a small sum is so given you may 
require evidence to shew the purpose . . [B1ut the sum must be 
paid for) EL special purpose with a view to th,e establishment of 
the child in life. 

64similarly , where the donor intended to make the child a loan, the 
transfer is not in the nature of an advancement. Like an advancement, a loan 
is deducted fro,m the child• s intestate share , but unlike the advancement, the 
child can be ,obliged to repay the loan if it exceeds the amount of his 
intestate share. 

65(1875) L.IR. 20 Eq. 155 at 157-158. 
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Taylor v. Taylor makes it clear that if a gift is made by a parent with a 

view to ei;tablishing the child in life, it i:s presumed to be an advancement. 

In this rEigard, the size of the gift, the pur·pose for which it was given, and 
66the age of the recipient are all relevant factors. Although subsection 

12(3) of '"The Devolution 0£ Estates Act" states that the onus of proof of an 

advancemen.t is on the person asserting it, it has been decided that it is 

sufficient. to make out a prima £acie case, and that in so doing the size and 
67nature of the gift may be called in aid . 

2. Reform 

:the Commission has considered whether the present law wi t h respect to 

advancements is in need of reform. We examiITTe in this part of the Report (i) 

whether advancements should be accounted fo1~ in cases of partial intestacy, 

(ii) whether advancements should be defined so as to require clear evidence of 

the deceeLsed's intentions, (iii) in what circumstances an advancement to a 

child who predeceases the intestate should be accounted for by the child's 

issue, a111d (iv) whether the law should allow advancements to be made to 

prospective heirs other than children. 

66ThE! recent case of Re Evashuk's Est,:ite (1983), 23 Kan. R. (2d) 208 
(Surr. Ct.) is illustrative. Jewers, Surr. Ct. J., was required to determine 
whether ,certain inter vivos transfers made by the deceased to her 3 children 
were advancements within the meaning of section 12 of "The Devolution 0£ 
Estates Act• . There was no evidence as to the deceased's intentions. It was 
held that a $1000 gift to a child to buy furniture had to be brought into 
account, as did a $2000 gift to another child to set up a photography 
business. The mother had also forgiven $8,000 in mortgage payments owed to 
her by a third child which was also held t .o be accountable despite the fact 
that the, third son and his wife had looked after the deceased prior to her 
death . .see also, In Re Ldma Estate, [1941) 3 W.W.R. 34 (Kan. K.B.) 

67Re Evashuk's E:state, id. at 214; see also , Blakeney v. Seed, 
[1939) l W.W.R . 321 (B.C.S.C.) . 
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The !first area of concern has to do with partial intestacies . At 

present, section 12 requires that a child bring an advancement into account 

only when thE! deceased parent died "wholly intestate" . In the case of a 

partial intestacy, which occurs because the deceased has left a will which 
68

does not dispose of his/her entire estate, section 12 does not apply. The 

Commission believes that the present law operat.es fairly and should not be 

changed. It is our view that where there is a partial intestacy, the 

deceased's wilshes respecting inter vivos tra1nsfers will most often be 

embodied in his/her will; to require an accounti11g of them may well upset the 
69

deceased's estate plan. 

The Commission has also considered whether "The Devolution of 

Estates Act" Hhould be amended to require that an advancement be expressed as 

68No othe·r Canadian jurisdiction extends the requirement of accounting 
for advancements to partial intestacies. Secticm 6 of the proposed Uniform 
Intestate Succession Act is also limited to cas,es of total intestacy, as is 
section 2-110 of the Uniform Probate Code. In England, however, where the 
law goes much further in an attempt to ensure that children are treated 
equally, advancements must be accounted for on a partial intestacy, as must 
gifts received by issue under the deceased' s ,.rill. See Administration of 
Estates Act, 1925, s. 47Cl)(iii) ands. 49(l)(a). 

69rwo simple examples illustrate this. Asswme a testator has advanced a 
large sum to one of his two sons, and given that son a lesser share under his 
will in order to provide both sons, overall , with an equal share. If there i s 
a partial intiestacy and the son in r eceipt of the1 advancement must account for 
it, he will r·eceive a lesser intestate share than his brother. Overall , they 
will not be treated equally. To take another example, assume the testator has 
advanced a large sum of money to the first son ELnd none to the second. Many 
years later, the testator makes a will leaving the two sons equal shares and 
makes no mention of the advancement. If the adva,ncement rule were to apply on 
a partial intestacy, the first son would be required to account for his 
advancement, the second son thereby rece1v1nf; the larger share of the 
intestate est,a.te . This would occur despite the fact that it can reasonably be 
assumed that when making his will the testator took the advancement into 
consideration when determining the sons' shares,, and intended to cancel any 
obligation to account for the advancement . 

https://est,a.te
https://operat.es
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such in writing, or so acknowledged in writing by the child. Such a change 

has been proposed by the Uniform Law Conference. It was the view of the 

drafters of the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act that most inter 

vivos transfers today are intended by the donor as absolute gifts and not as 

advancements . Consequently, the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act 

requires 11tritten evidence of the intent that a gift is an advancement, in the 

form of ,either a declaration by the decea1;ed or an acknowledgment by the 

recipient. Such a change would significantl5r restrict the application of the 

doctrine, and would alleviate the evidentiary problem of determining a donor's 

intent. 

fllle agree with the conclusion of thE, Uniform Law Conference that the 

present law on advancements should be reformed so as to limit its application 

to cases where it is clearly intended by the donor . The Commission questions, 

however, the Uniform Law Conference solutictn of prescribing writing as the 

only means of proof of intention. We think it unlikely that many parents who 

die intestate will have the foresight to rec:ord in writing the precise nature 

of inter vivos transfers to their children. It is our view, therefore, that 

proof of an intestate• s intention that propierty transferred to a child be an 

advanceme,nt should be able to take the form of either (i) an oral, or (ii) a 
70

written expression of intent. The Commission believes that extending the 

70sec:ause of the hearsay rule, wri Hein and ot'al statements made by a 
deceased are not admissible for the purpose of establishing the truth of what 
is contained in the statements; however, it is settled that they are 
admissible to shed light on the deceased• s state of mind: see, for example, 
Re Grant: Estate, [1971) 1 W.W.R. 555 (B.C.S.C.). Two exceptions to the 
hearsay rule may also permit statements of a deceased• s intentions to be 
admitted into evidence. The first is n category compr1s1ng statements 
indicati1ng an existing mental or emotional condition, or state of mind, or 
intention. If such statements are made in a natural manner and not under 
suspicio·us circumstances, they are admissible. Secondly, statements made in 
the cour-se of an ambiguous tr-ansaction which shed light on the nature of the 
transaction are admissible. In many cases, an inter vivos transfer by a 
parent to child would be such a transaction. With respect to the hearsay t'Ule 
and its exceptions, see generally, Sopinka and Lederman, The Law of 
Evidence in Civil Cases (1974). 

It is clearly established in the United states that oral expressions of a 
deceased• s intentions upon the question of advancements are admissible . see 
3 Am. Jur . 2d. at s. 85, p. 59 ff; Atkinson, Law of Wills (2d ed.) at 719 . 

In Bngland , oral declarations of a tes:tator are admissible to rebut the 
presumption against double portions. See Theobald on Wills (14th ed.) at 
757. 
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means of proC>f of the intestate's intentions to oral expressions will achieve 

a fairer result in many cases than will the strict writing requirement of the 

proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act. 

The Commission recommends: 

RECOHHEND•ATION 10 

That secl:ion 12 of "The Devolution of Estates Act" be amended to provide 
that property which an intestate gave in hislher lifetime to a child shall 
be treate·d as an advancement if it is shown that either 

(a) the intestate had expressed an intention orally or in writing; or 
(b) the child had acknowledged, orally or in writing, 

that the property was to be an advancement. 

We turn now to consider whether an ad"ancement made to a child who 

predeceases the intestate should be accounted f,or by the child's issue. The 

Uniform Law Conference has recommended that an advancement to a prospective 

heir who predeceases the intestate should not affect the share of the heir's 

issue unless the written declaration of the dono1r or the acknowledgment by the 

recipient so provides. 

We biave chosen not to follow the propos,ed uniform Act with respect to 

writing generally, and it is therefore not a.ppropriate, in our view, to 

require written evidence of the deceased's inten,tions respecting the share of 

a predeceased child• s issue. Ordinarily, a pare·nt making an advancement will 

not address his/her mind as to how that advancem,ent should affect the share of 

the child's ilssue . There will therefore rarely be any evidence of intention, 

either oral ,or written. Rather than providing that the donor's intention be 

the governin1; factor , we think that the law should provide a clear rule to 

apply in all cases where an advancement has been made. On balance, we favour 

the existing law which provides that an advancement made to a child who 

predeceases the intestate should be accounted for by the child's issue. At 

page 46 we set for t h an example of how t he present law operates with respect 

to issue of a predeceased child. In our view, the result obtained in that 

example is a fair one . If issue are not: required to account, the 
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intestate estate available for the deceased• s other children and their issue 

may be sub:;tant ially reduced, producing an u111fair result. Accordingly, the 

Commission favours the retention of the existing law on this point. We 

recommend: 

RECOHHEJVDATION ll 

That s1?ction 12 of "The Devolution of Estates Act• continue to 
provide that an advancement made to a child who predeceases the 
intestate, shall be treated as an advancement against the share of 
any issue of that child. 

The final area for consideration is whether the law should provide 

for advancEtments to be made to prospective heirs other than children. The 

Uniform Law· Conference has recommended that thu advancement doctrine apply not 

only to a donor's children, but to all heirs, including a surviving spouse and 

collateral relatives. This change is based on the conclusion that the present 

limitation to children is arbitrary, and that donors should be able to make 

advancements to any prospective heir. For example, a grandparent may wish to 

make an a.dvancement to a grandchild, or an aunt may wish to make an 

advancement to a niece or nephew. 

After careful consideration, we have decided that it would be 

inappropris1te to extend the law in this way. The premise underlying existing 

law is a :;imple one: where a parent dies intestate , advancements made to a 

child or children should be taken into account so as to make the shares of all 

of the children equal . We do not consider it a necessary or proper function 

of the law respecting advancements to take into account inter vivos 

transfers to heirs other than children. In our view, a person who wishes to 

have such kransfers accounted for should be obliged to make a will. 

D. SURVIVORSHIP 

I1n or der t o i nheri t an i ntes tate s hs1re of t he deceased ' s estate , an 

he ir must survive the deceased . The common law, however , did not require that 

survival be for any specific l e ngt h of t h ne, and conceivably one or t wo 
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seconds was sufficient . When the question of whether a person or persons 

survived the deceased materially affects the distribution of the estate, the 

timing of death becomes a difficult issue. 

To ,alleviate this difficulty, Manitoba has enacted "The Survivorship 

Act", C . C.S . 11!. c. S250, which provides that where two or more persons die at 

the same time, or in circumstances rendering it uncertain who died first, the 

property of each will be disposed of as if esLch had survived the other or 
71others . Thus, where a husband and wife die intestate, their separate 

property will go to their issue or, if there is no issue, separately to their 

respective noxt-of-kin. 

"ThE~ Survivorship Act• is only a partial solution to the problem, 

however, because it implies that if the order of deaths can be determined, 

then the prt:>perty of the decedents wi11 not 'be distributed separately . A 

"surviving" heir, no matter for how short a period of time, will be entitled 

to an intestate share. The following example i :s illustrative. A husband and 

wife are injured in a car accident; he dies immediately; she dies five days 

later ; there is no issue. Despite the fact that. the wife survived the husband 

for only a few days, she inherits her intestatE1 share from his estate which, 

in the average situation, will be the bulk of his estate. It will therefore 

be her next-of-kin and not the husband' s who will inherit his estate. 

The pr oposed Uniform lntestate Succession Act has a provision which 

wi ll eliminate this problem in the vast major i t:y of cases . The Act requires 

that an heir survive the intestate by 15 days: in order to succeed to the 

deceased's intestate property. A similar provision is routinely included in 

wi ll s . The purpose of the requirement is to avoid multiple estate 

admi nistration when both the intestate and the " survivor" die within a short 

t i me of each other, and to prevent property from passing t o per sons not 

des i red by the i nt estate. 

71 0The Survivorship Act•, C.C . S . M. c. S250, s . 1. 
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The Commission is of the view that the survivorship clause 

recommended by the Uniform Law Conference will coincide with the preferences 

of most decedents. Accordingly, we recommend: 

RBCOHHENDATION 12 

That "'J~he Devolution of Estates Act" cont,ilin a provision which will 
require that a person survive the intestat1? for fifteen days .tn order 
to qualify as an heir . 

E. TRANSI1:ION 

T~1e Commission favours the inclusion of a specified transition 

period. Wt! think that new intestate succession legislation should contain a 

provision that limits its application to d,9aths occurring on or after a 

specified elate . We therefore recommend: 

RBCOHHli'NDATION 13 

That amendments to "The Devolution of Estates Act· should apply to 
estates; of persons who die on or after tl-Je date the amendments come 
into force. 

F. THE REFORMING LEGISLATION 

At the outset of this Report, the Cotnmission stated its intention to 

examine the proposed Uniform Intestate Suces:sion Act with a view to making 

recommendations for its implementation in M11nitoba. Although we have not 

adopted th1! approach of the proposed Uniform Intestate succession Act on some 

issues (of note are Recommendations 3, 8 and 10), our recommendations do, on 

the whole, follow that Act. We consider the Act to be well drafted, and in 

our view the required amendments to "The Devolution oE Estates Act" should 

be modelled after it. We recommend: 

RBCOHHRNDATION 14 

That amendments to "The Devolut.ton of Estates Act" should take a 
form similar to the provisions of the proposed Uniform Intestate 
success.ton Act. 
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We w'ish to draw attention to two deficiencies with current 

legislation to which we have not previously referr,ed . Both concern changes to 

legislation 0U1er than "The Devolution of Estates Act", and they should be 

given consideration when amendments are made t:o that "Act". The first 

pertains to adopted children . Presently "The ,Devolution of Estates Act• 

makes no specific reference to adopted children, although section 96 of "The 

Child Welfare ,~ct" makes it clear that such child1~en are to be considered the 

children of their adoptive parents for purposes of intestate succession, and 

lose their right to inherit from their natural pa1r:ents. What the legislation 

does not make clear is whether adopted children lose their right to inherit 

from their natural kindred apart from parents. In our view, "The Child 

Welfare Act• should contain a provision making it. clear that adoption severs 

all links between adopted children and their natu1ral kindred, and not simply 

the link with natural parents. The Commission thet·efore recommends: 

RECOHHENDA~~ION 15 

That sect1on 96 of "The Child Welfare Act" be amended to provide 
that adoption should sever the relationship be~tween the adopted child 
and all oi~ the child's natural kindred for jpurposes of inheri ta.nee 
under "The Devolution of Estates Act". 

Secondly, in this Report we have considered all of the sections of 

"The Devolutic•n of Estates Act• respecting the distribution of an intestate 

estate, with t:he exception of subsection 14(2). That subsection states that 

where a surviving spouse becomes entitled to an intestate share of the 
72

deceased spou11es • s estate by virtue of section :34 of "The Wills Act• the 

surviving spouse's entitlement to a preferential ~,hare is to be reduced by the 

amount ( s)he lnas already received out of the deceased's estate either under 

the deceased• s will or by virtue of "The Devolutioiri of Estates Act•. 

72section 34 of "The Wills Act" is an anti-lapse provision. It 
prohibits the lapse of a gift by will to a person who is a child or other 
issue or a brc,ther or sister of the testator when that person leaves issue any 
of whom is living at the testator ' s death. The gift takes effect as if the 
person had died intestate immediately after the death of the testator. 
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Like subsection 14(1), which provides that the surviving spouse's entitlement 

to a preferential share is to be reduced by the amount of any benefits 

received under the deceased's will, subsection 14(2) is designed to prohibit a 

double rec.ovary by the survivor. We agree with the policy of the provision; 

however, it is awkwardly expressed, and we question whether it is properly 

located i1n "The Devolution 0£ Estates ActN. In substance the provision 

concerns the distribution of property left by will, and in our view, "The 

Wills Act• itself should state how the distri.bution of a testate estate is to 
73 

be effected once the requirements of section 34 of that Act are met. The 

Commission therefore recommends: 

RECOH/'.IENDATION 16 

That subsection 14(2) 0£ "The Devolution of Estates Act• be repealed 
and section 34 of "The Wills Act" be amended to provide that a 
surviving spouses's entitlement to a preferential share by virtue of 
the operation of section 34 should be reduced by the amount (s)he has 
receh•ed out of the deceased's estate 1~ither under the deceased's 
will or by virtue of "The Devolution of Estates Act•. 

73such an approach is, for example, taken in Ontario . See •succession 
Lalli Reforzn Act", R.S.O. 1980 c . 488, s. 31. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That, subjject to Recommendation 3 , "The De11•olution of Estates Act" be 
amended ti) provide that the surviving spouse's preferential share be 
$100,000. 

2. That the Legislature regularly review the adequacy of the spouse's 
preferential share in order that the share's e,~onomic value be maintained . 

3 . That "The Devolution of Estates Act" be aimended to provide that the 
surviving spouse's preferential share be $50,000 when there are surviving 
issue of the intestate, one or more of whom a1~e not issue of the surviving 
spouse . 

4. That where there has been a complete propert:r settlement by way of court 
order or ueparation agreement, and there is an intestacy, the deceased's 
property should be distributed as if the surviving spouse predeceased the 
deceased umless the spouses have resumed coh.abi tat ion after the property 
settlement was made and the reconciliation is subsisting at the time of 
the deceased's death . 

5 . That a dei facto spouse not be entitled to a share of the deceased 
spouse's estate on an intestacy. 

6 . That subsection 6(3) to section 9 inclusive of "The Devolution of Estates 
Act" be 1~epealed and the Act be amended to provide that where the 
intestate is not survived by a spouse, the following take in the order 
named in tlhe absence of persons in the preceding classes: 

Ii) 

(ii) the parents of the intestate in equal shares or the surviving 
paren't. absolutely, but where neither par,ent survives. the ts sue o f 
t b.e ~at,en ts; 

(iii) as t 1e> one-half of the estate, the pati!rnal grandparents, or the 
survi.ving grandparent, or their issue ilE both are deceased; as to 
the other one- half, the maternal granclpa1'ents , o r the s urvi.vi.ng 
grandparent, or their issue in the same 111anner; 

(iv) as tie> one-half of the estate, the pate1i:-nal great-grandparents, or 
the .survivor, or their issue if all are1 deceased; as to the other 
one-half, the maternal great-grandparents, or the survivor, or 
their issue in the same manner. 

https://survi.vi.ng
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7. That "The Devolution of Estates Act" be amended to provide that 
next-o!f-lcin more distant than great-grandparents and t heir issue should 
not be permitted to share in the deceased'i; estate upon an intestacy. 

8. That "The Devolution of Estates Act" be amended so as to implement a 
"per capita at each generation" approach for the distribution of an 
intesbate estate among the intestate' s is1;ue and the issue of more remote 
heirs. 

9. That legislation to implement Recommendations 6,7, and 8 should read as 
follows: 

( l) The part of the intestate estate not included in the share of the 
surviving spouse, or the entire estate if there is no surviving 
spouse, shall be distributed as fol.lows: 

(a) to the issue of the intestate to be distributed per capita at 
each generation as provided i,ri subsections (2) and ( 3); 

(b) if there is no surviving issue, to the parents of the 
intestate in equal shares .or to the survivor of them; 

(c) if there is no surviving issue or parent, to the issue of the 
parents or either of them t:o be distributed per capita at 
each generation as provided i .n subsections ( 2) and ( 3); 

(d) if there is no surviving issue, parent or issue of a parent, 
but the intestate is survived by one or more grandparents or 
issue of grandparents, 

(1) one half of the estate to the paternal grandparents in 
equal shares or to thE~ survivor of them, but if there 
is no surviving paterr.1al grandparent, to the issue of 
the paternal grandpar,ents or either of them to be 
distributed per capi t:a at each generation as provided 
in subsections (2) and (3); 

( ii) one half of the estate to the maternal grandparents or 
their issue in the sdllll~ manner as provided in subclause 
(1), 

but if there is only a surr1iving grandparent or issue of a 
grandparent on either the paternal or maternal side, the 
entire estate to the kindred! on that side in the same manner 
as provided in subclause (1) 

(e) if there is no surviving issue, parent, issue of a parent, 
grandparent or issue of a ,grandparent but the intestate is 
survived by one or more great-grandparents or issue of 
great-grandparents, 
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(1) one half of the ,estate to the paternal 
great-grandparents or thei.c issue 1n two equal shares, 
as follows: 

( A) one share to the parents of the paternal 
grandfather 1n equal share•s or to the survivor of them, 
but if there is no surv.iving parent of the paternal 
grandfather, to the issue of the parents of the 
paternal grandfather or e1 thee of them to be 
distributed per capita at: each generation as provided 
in subsections (2) and (3); and 

(B) one share to the• parents of the paternal 
grandmother or their 1s·sue in the same manner as 
provided in paragraph (A), 

but if there 1s onll] a ~rurv1v1ng great-grandparent or 
issue of a great-grandpcirent on either the paternal 
grandfather's or paternal grandmother's side, one half 
of the estate to the kindred on that side in the same 
manner as provided in para1graph ( A) , and 

( 11) one half of the estate to the maternal 
great-grandparents or the;lr issue in the same manner as 
provided in subclause (1) 

but if there is only a surv1v1.ng great-grandparent or issue 
of a great-grandparent on e1 t;ber the paternal or maternal 
side, the entire estate to the• kindred on that side in the 
same manner as provided in subcl.ause (1). 

(2) llllen a distribution is to be made to the issue of a person, the 
e!1tate or the part thereof which 1s to be so distributed shall be 
dJlvided into as many shares as there~ are surviving successors in 
tlle nearest degree of kinship to the intestate which contains an!/ 
surv1v1ng successors, and deceased p,ersons 1n the same degree who 
lE~ft issue surviving the intestate. 

(3) Ectch surviving successor in the nearest degree which contains an!/ 
surviving successor shall receive on,e share, and the remainder of 
tlie intestate estate 1s divided J.n the same manner as if the 
successors alread!I allocated a s:hare and their issue had 
pi~edeceased the intestate. 

10. That secltion 12 of #The Devolution of Estates AcC be amended to provide 
that property which an intestate gave in his/her lifetime to a child shall 
be treatod as an advancement if it is shown that either 

(a) the intestate had expressed an intenti.on orally or in writing; or 
(b) the child had acknowledged, orally or in writing, 

that the property was to be an advancement. 

https://intenti.on
https://surv1v1.ng
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11. That se,ction 12 of "The Devolution of Estates Act" continue to provide 
that an. advancement made to a child who p,r edeceases the intestate, shall 
be treated as an advancement against the sh:are of any issue of that child . 

12. That "'.rhe Devolution of Estates Act" contain a provision which will 
require that a person survive the intestal:e for fifteen days in order to 
qualify as an heir. 

13. That wmendments to "The Devolution of Estates Act" should apply to 
estates of persons who die on or after th,e date the amendments come i nto 
force. 

14. That 8.ll~endments to "The Devolution of Es·tates Act" should take a form 
similar to the provisions of the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act . 

15. That s. 96 of "The Child Welfare Act"' be amended to provide that 
adoption should sever the relationship between the adopted child and all 
of the child's natural kindred for purposes of inheritance under "The 
Devolution of Estates Act". 

16. That suLbsection 14(2) of "The Devolution of Estates Act" be repealed and 
section 34 of "The Wills Act" be amended to provide that a surviving 
spouses• s entitlement to a preferential share by virtue of the operation 
of sect:ion 34 should be reduced by the 8.ll~ount ( s) he has received out of 
the dec:eased • s estate either under the deceased• s will or by virtue of 
"The De·volution of Estates Act". 

Th.is is a Report pursuant to sect:ion 5(2) of "The LaW Reform 

Commission Act", dated this 25th day of Karch, 1985. 

~~ 
?11~· 

Knox B. liroster, Comm1ss1oner 

1Z~~ 
~ ~ George t~od, comm1ss1oners 
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APPENDIX 

[Proposed) Uniform Intestate Succession Act 

[Interpretation) 

1(1) Int.his Act, 

"estate" includes both real and personal property; 

"is£iue" means all lineal descendant!s of a person through all 

generaticms; 

"suc:cessors" means those persons who ar,e entitled to the estate of an 

intestatE! through succession under this Act. 

(2) If the relationship of parent and child must be established at any 

generation to determine succession by, through or from a person under this 

Act, that rielationship shall be established, insofar as it is applicable, 

under either 

(a) the Uniform Child Status Act; or 

(b) subject to subsection (3), the Uniform Uffect of Adoption Act . 

(3) The adoption of a child by the spouse ,of a parent does not terminate 

the relation1ship of parent and child between l:he child and that parent for 

purposes of :succession under this Act. 

( 4) Und,er this Act, 

(a) kindred of the half blood inherit equa.lly with kindred of the whole 

blood of the same degree of kinship to the i11testate; and 

(b) kindred of the intestate conceived before his death but born 

thereafter inherit as if they had been born in the lifetime of the 

intestate. 
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[Applicati.on1 

2(1) This Act applies only in cases of death occurring after its 

commencemEmt . 

(2) ILny part of the estate of a deceased not disposed of by wi ll shall be 

distributE1d under this Ac t . 

[Share of spouse) 

3(1) The share of the surviving spouse i s as follows: 

(a) If there is no surv iving issue of the int estate , t he enti re i ntestat e 

estatu ; 

(b) ilf there are surviving issue of t he i.ntes t ate, 

1( i) all of the intestate estate to a maximum entitlement, s ubject to 

1rnbsection (2) , of [$100,000], and 

i(i i) one half of any remainder of the i ntestate e s t ate a f ter 

lllllocation of the share provided by 11ubcl ause ( i). 

(2) '.rhe maximum entitlement set out in s ubclaus e ( l )(b)( i) shall be 

reduced by an amount equal to the value of any benef its r eceived by t he 

surviving spouse under a will of the deceased .. 

(3) lf, before the death of the i ntestate, the surviv i ng spouse became 

entitled to an interest in any propert:y of the i ntestate under the 

[Matrimonial Property Act or any similar Act) , or the i ntesta t e made a 

property division in favor of the surviving s:pouse, the s urviv ing spouse shall 

be treated as if he had predeceased the intes11:ate . 

(Note. Jurisdictions should insure th1lt their matrimonial property 

legislati on does not conflict with this subsection . ) 

https://Applicati.on
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(4) In subsection (3), "property division" means an arrangement between 

the spouses concerning the division of their property which is intended by 

them, or whlch appears to have been intended by them, to separate and finalize 

their affaks in recognition of their marital bt'ealt-up . 

(5) Subsection (3) does not apply to a surviving spouse who reconciled 

with the intestate if the reconciliation was subsisting at the time of the 

intestate's death. 

[Share of kindred] 

4(1) Tht3 part of the intestate estate not included in the share of the 

surviving spouse, or the entire estate if there is no surviving spouse, shall 

be distribu11:.ed as follows: 

(a) to the issue of the intestate as provided in subsections (2) and (3) 

with re1presentation; 

(b) if there is no surviving issue, to the parents of the intestate in 

equal sltiares or to the survivor of them; 

(c) if there is no surviving issue or parent, to the issue of the parents 

or either of them as provided in s•~bsections (2) and (3) with 

represe1ntation; 

(d) if there is no surviving issue, parent: or issue of a parent, but the 

intestate is survived by one or more grandp11rents or issue of grandparents, 

( i) one half of the estate to the paternal grandparents in equal 

shares or to the survivor of them, but if there is no surviving 

paternal grandparent, to the issue of the paternal grandparents or 

either of them as provided in s·ubsections (2) and (3) with 

representation, and 

(ii) one half of the estate to the maternal grandparents or their 

issue in the same manner as provided i11 subclause (i), 

https://distribu11:.ed
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but ilr there is only a surviving grandpa1~ent or issue of a grandparent on 

either the paternal or maternal side, thE1 entire estate to the kindred on 

that f1ide in the same manner as provided in subclause (i) . 

(e) if there is no surviving issue, parent, issue of a parent, 

grandparent or issue of a grandparent but the intestate is survived by one 

or mot'.e great-grandparents or issue of gre,at-grandparents, 

(: i) one half of the estate to thE1 paternal great-grandparents or 

t:heir issue in two equal shares, as follows: 

(A) one share to the parents of the paternal grandfather in 

equal shares or to the sur-vivor of them, but if there is no 

surviving parent of the p1lternal grandfather, to the issue 

of the parents of the psLternal grandfather or either of 

them as provided in uubsections (2) and (3) with 

representation, and 

(B) one share to the parents of the paternal grandmother or 

their issue in the same manner as provided in paragraph (A), 

lbut if there is only a surviving great-grandparent or issue of a 

1great-grandparent on either the paternal grandfather's or paternal 

:grandmother's side, one half of the estate to the kindred on that 

side in the same manner as provided :in paragraph (A), and 

(ii) one half of the estate to th,e maternal great-grandparents or 

their issue in the same manner as prc>vided in subclause ( i). 

but if there is only a surviving g1~eat-grandparent or issue of a 

great-grandparent on either the paternnl or maternal side, the entire 

estate to the kindred on that side in the same manner as provided in 

subclause (i). 
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(2) When a distribution is to be made to the issue of a person , the 

estate or the part thereof which is to be so distr·ibuted shall be divided into 

as many share:s as there are surviving successors in the nearest degree of 

kinship to thE1 intestate and deceased persons, if any, in the same degree who 

left issue sur·viving the intestate. 

(3) Each surviving successor in the nearest degree shall receive one 

share, and thE1 share of each deceased person in the same degree, if any, shall 

be divided amc,ng his issue in the same manner as provided in subsection (2) 

and this subse,ction. 

[Survival for fifteen days] 

5 ( 1) Any person who fails to survive the in1~estate for fifteen days, 

excluding the dates of death of the intestate an.d of the person, shall be 

treated as if he had predeceased the intestate for purposes of succession 

under this Act. 

( 2) If tt1e death of a person who would other,"1se be a successor has been 

established, lbut it cannot be established that that person survived the 

intestate for the period required by subsection (1), that person shall be 

treated as if he had failed to survive the intesta.te for the required period. 

(3) This section is not applicable when its alpplication would result in a 

distribution of the intestate estate [by escheat]. 

[Advancements ]I 

6(1) If a person dies intestate as to all of l~is estate, property which he 

gave in his lifetime to a prospective successor shall be treated as an 

advancement a1~ainst that successor's share of the estate only if the property 

was either 

(a) declalred in a contemporaneous writing by the intestate, or 

(b) acknc,wledged in writing by the recipient, 

to be an adva11cement. 

https://intesta.te
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(2) Property advanced shall be valued as declared by the intestate in 

writing, otherwise the property advanced shsLll be valued as of the time of the 

advancem1ent. 

(3) If the recipient of the property advanced fails to survive the 

intestate, the property advanced shall not be treated as an advancement 

against the share of the estate of the recipient ' s issue unless the 

declaration or acknowledgment of the advancement so provides. 

(4) Under this section, the shares of the successors shall be determined 

as if the property advanced were part of the estate available for 

distrib,ntion, and if the value of the propE!rty advanced equals or exceeds the 

share of the estate of the successor who received the advancement, that 

successc1r shall be excluded from any share of the estate, but if the value of 

the pro1perty advanced is less than the shaLre of the estate of the successor 

who received the advancement, that successor shall receive as much of the 

estate .as is required, when added to the ,i,alue of the property advanced, to 

give hhm his share of the estate. 

[Dower and curtesy abolished] 

7 Subject to [the Dower Act or any 11imilar Act) the common law estates 

of dowe1~ and curtesy are abolished . 

[No succ:essors J 

8 If there is otherwise no succesuor under this Act, the intestate 

estate :shall be distributed [to the ProvincE1]. 
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	FOREWORD 

	In its recent Report on An Exam1naUon of "The Dower Act• the Commission reviewed and recommended reform in oine area of the law relating to succession, namely spousal property rights on death. We suggested that the existing fiJ[ed share provisions of "The Dotfei~ Act", C.C.S.K. c. D1OO, be replaced by a deferred sharing regime operative on death. Such a regime would provide a right in the surviving spouse to an e·qual share of marital property on the death of the other spouse. 
	In our study of •The Dower Act• we cclns idered the interrelation of that Act with two other statutes which govern the surviving spouse's rights in the deceased.'s estate. These are "The Devolution of Estates Act•, C.C.S.K. 
	c. D7O, and "The Testators Family Haintenance ilct•, C.C.S.K. c. TSO. A full consideratio1r1 of these statutes was beyond the scope of the Report on •The Dower Act", concerned as it was with only one aspect of spousal succession rights. It was our view that the larger issues addressed by these two Acts were properly the focus of a separate study. It: is the purpose of this Report to assess w·hether statutory reform of •The Devolution of Estates AcC is 
	called 
	called 
	called 
	for, 
	and, 
	if 
	so, 
	to 
	propose 
	recommendations 
	for 
	its 
	reform. 
	The 

	Commi ssion 
	Commi ssion 
	intends 
	to 
	consider 
	"The 
	Testators 
	Family 
	Maintenance 
	Act" 
	in 
	a 

	separate repclrt to be issued later this year. 
	separate repclrt to be issued later this year. 
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	CHAPTER I 
	INTRODUCTION 

	A person is said to die "intestate" when (s)he does not leave a will disposing of his/her property at death. The a.bsence of a will means that after the pa_yment of debts, expenses and other· liabilities, the deceased's property will be disti.-ibuted according to statutory rules . In Manitoba, the rules governing the distribution of an intestatE! estate are embodied in "The Devolution of Estdtes Act", C.C.S.K. c. D70, a s:tatutory scheme of "intestate succession". The Act is designed not only for t:he case 
	The statutory rules come into play in a variety of circumstances. A person may choose to die intestate, thereby ad.opting the statutory scheme, because of the cost and inconvenience of executing a will. In other cases a person may dile intestate because (s)he has left a will which is ineffective. 
	1
	1

	For example, a will may be improperly executed, or inadvertently revoked by 2 
	a subsequent marriage. Similarly, a partial intestacy may result when a 
	3
	3

	will has not ·been properly drafted and fails to cc>ntain a residuary clause. 
	lsee •ThE~ Wills Act", C.C.S.K. c . WlSO, s. 4. It is to be noted, however, that section 23 of •The Wills AcC allows the Court of Queen's Bench to order that a will is fully effective evon if it has not been executed in compliance· with all of the formal requirements if the Court is satisfied that the document in question embodies the te,stamentary intentions of the deceased. 
	2•The Wil.Zs Act•, C.C.S.M. c. WlSO, s. 17. 
	2•The Wil.Zs Act•, C.C.S.M. c. WlSO, s. 17. 

	rf legatees have predeceased the testator and the legacies lapse, a partial inte~:tacy will occur unless the will c~ontains a residuary clause. Section 34 of "The Wills Act" does provide, hownver, that in certain cases a gift to a pe1~son who is a child or other issue, or a brother or s ister of a testator will not lapse if that person leaves is:sue any of whom is living at the time of the testator's death. In such an event, the gift takes effect as if it had beEm made directly to those entitled to inherit 
	3

	The general pattern of distr:ibution set out in •The Devolution of 
	The general pattern of distr:ibution set out in •The Devolution of 
	E:st.ites Act• is based, as is the equivalent legislation in all of the co11111on 4
	law provinces, upon the English statute of Distribution, 1670. That statute pr·ovided a comprehensive code for the distribution of personal property on intestacy. It was not, however, cioncerned with the succession of real property, which passed directly to the intestate• s heh.· in accordance with long ostablished common law principles. In 1925, a new system applicable to both real and personal property of persons dying intestate was enacted in 
	5
	England. A similar development has occurred in Manitoba: •The Devolution of' Estates: Act• governs the devolution on intestacy of both realty and personalty. 
	The distributive pattern set out in •The Devolution of Estates Act• attempts t,o reflect the wishes of the averagEi person and is essentially "the law's answrer to the question 'how would tbEi deceased have distributed his property if he had made a will?'".A principal purpose of the Act is thus to provide suitable rules for the average pt'.operty owner who relies on the estate plan provided by law. The statutory pattern is also intended to reflect community views respecting what wouldl constitute a fair dis
	6 

	7 
	spouse at the expense of the deceased' s children. 
	The very nature of a statutory scheme of fixed rules is that it will at times produce arbitrary, and unfair, res1Ults in individual cases. Most people are advised to make a will in order to plan their estate effectively, 
	statute of Distribution, 1670, 22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 10. 
	4

	Administration of Estates Act, 1925, 15 Geo. 5, c. 23. 
	5

	ontar·io Law Reform Commission, Report on Family Law, Part IV: Family Property l..»t (1974) at 163. 
	6

	see J. Gareth Miller, The Hachinery of Succession (1977) at 96. 
	7
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	1tion of 
	common 
	That personal ision of :ordance ?licable 1cted in rolution lty and 
	.ly "the ted his is thus on the nded to ~ibution brought mple of 1rviving 
	it wi11 Kost 
	rely, 
	Family 

	to transfer specific assets to particular individuals, to benefit individuals 
	who are outside the statutory scheme, and to take into account the differing 
	needs of one'11 spouse, issue and next-of-kin. 
	Present Schem1? of Distribution 
	Maniltoba' s scheme of intestate succession is found in the following 
	Maniltoba' s scheme of intestate succession is found in the following 

	sections of •r,rhe Devolution of Estates Act•: 
	Estates olf $50,000 or less. 
	Estates olf $50,000 or less. 
	6(1) Where the estate of an intestate 1orho dies leaving a widow and issue· does not exceed the value of $50,000, the whole of his estate sh1;i,ll go to the widow . 
	Estates 0111er $50,000. 
	6(2) Where the estate of an intestate 1orho dies leaving a widow 
	and issue exceeds the value of $50,000, the wildow is entitled 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	to $50,000, and has a charge upon the estate for that amount, without interest; and 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	to one-half of the residue remaining after deducting the $50,000. 


	Issue of deceased child. 
	6(3) If a child has died leaving issue a1nd the issue is alive at the date of the intestate's death, the widow shall take the same share of lthe estate as if the child had been living at that date. 
	Distribution among issue. 
	6(4) If an intestate dies leaving issue, his estate shall be distributed, subject to the rights of the widow, if any, per stirpes among the issue. 
	Widow, bull: not issue. 
	7 If an intestate dies leaving a wildow, but no issue, his 
	estate shall go to his widow. 
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	Neithe:r widow nor issue. 
	8(1) If an intestate dies leaving no widow or issue, his estate shall go to his father and mother in equall shares if both are living; but if either of them is dead the estate sl~all go to the survivor. 
	No wid,ow, issue, father, or mother. 
	8(2) If an intestate dies leaving no widow, issue, father or mother, his estate shall go to his brothers and sisters in equal shares, and if any brother or sister is dead, the children of the deceased brother or sister shall take the share their parent would have taken if living. 
	No widow, issue, parents, brothers, or sisters. 
	8(3) If an intestate dies leaving no widow, issue, father, mother, brother or sister, his estate shall go to his nephews and nieces in equal shares and in no case shall representation be 
	admitted. 
	Distribution covering next-of-kin. 
	9 If an intestate dies leaving no widow, issue, father, mother, brother, sister, nephew or niece, his estate shall be distributed equally among the next-of-kin of' equal degree of consanguinity to the intestate and in no case shall representation be . 
	admitt.ed

	Kindre,d and half-blood. 
	10 For the purposes of this Act, degrees of kindred shall be computed by counting upward from the inle1state to the nearest common ancest:or and then downward to the relatiive; and the kindred of the half-blood shall inherit equally with t.ho13e of the whole-blood in the same degree. 
	PosthtlDlOUS birtbs. 
	11 Descendants and relatives of th,a intestate, begotten before his d1!ath but born thereafter, shall inherit as if they had been born in th1! lifetime of the intestate and had s:urvived him. 
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	As with all intestacy statutes, •The oe,volution of Estates Act" calls for the di!ceased' s estate to be distributed among his relatives. Such distributions are made only out of the net estate, that is, after all debts, liabilities, and funeral expenses are paid.
	8 

	Provisic>n is made first for the surviving spouse who is given a 
	Provisic>n is made first for the surviving spouse who is given a 

	specific priority over all other classes of relatives. The spouse's 
	entitlement to a "preferential share" of $50,000 ensures that (s)he will 
	receive most, if not all, of the small or moderately sized estate; where the 
	estate is large, the deceased's children will also be entitled to a share. If 
	a child of the intestate has died, the child's issue, that is the child's 
	lineal descendants, take the child's portion. No distinction is made between 9
	children born i11 or out of marriage, and adopted children are treated as 
	children of the adopting parents for purposes of s.uccession and cease to be 10
	children of the natural parents. 
	"The DevoluUon of Estates Act", C.C.S.M. c. D70, s . 4. 
	8

	At common law, an illegitimate child was 11ullius filius (no one's child), and dicl not have the right to inherit from his parents on an intestacy. This position was moderated by former s:ections 15 and 16 of "The Devolution of B'states Act" (now repealed), which allowed an illegitimate child to inherit through his mother and she, and her children, to inherit through him. Thee distinction between children bol'n in and out of marriage has been entirely abolished in Manitoba by section 11.2(4) of Part II: Chi
	9

	lO"The Child flelfcJre Act", C.C.S.M. c. cao, s. 96(1) . See Re Purpur (1984), 9 D.L.R. (4th) 387 (Man. Q.B.); aff'd Man. C.A. unreported, Nov. 27, 1984. Subsection 96(1) was amended in 1981 in response to the decision of the Court of Appeal in Re Podolsky's Estate (1980), 3 Man. R. (3d) 251 where it was held that children were Emtitled to inherit their natural father's intestate estate despite the fact that they had been adopted, following the Podolskys' divorce, by their mother and her second husband. For
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	Figure
	If the deceased is not survived by either spouse or children, the Act prescribes the specific classes of relatives whose members are entitled to take. The deceased' s parents are next in 1ine, followed by brothers and sisters and the nephews and nieces of the deceased. If the deceased is not survived by parents or brothers and sisters , nieces or nephews, the next-of-kin "of equal degree of consanguinity to the intestate" are entitled. In the absence of any relatives entitled to claim on intestacy, the dece
	11 

	In the next chapter we shall examine in detail the rules governing the entitlement of the deceased's next-of-kin t o succeed on an intestacy. We 
	shall consider both the specific portions allocated to them are appare summarized in Chapter 3. 
	shall consider both the specific portions allocated to them are appare summarized in Chapter 3. 
	shall consider both the specific portions allocated to them are appare summarized in Chapter 3. 
	classes ropriate. 
	of Our 
	relatives, recolllllen
	and dations 
	whether for re
	the form 

	ll•The Bscheats Act", c.c.s.K. 
	ll•The Bscheats Act", c.c.s.K. 
	c. 
	El40. 
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	1e 
	1e 
	1e 
	Act 

	ed 
	ed 
	to 

	i 
	i 
	and 
	CHAPTER 2 

	snot the 
	snot the 
	REFORM 
	OF 
	THE 
	LAW 
	OF 
	INTESTATE 
	:SUCCESSION 

	tled . 
	tled . 

	.sed's o the 
	.sed's o the 
	In fc>rmulating the recommendations contained Commission has pursued four primary objectives: 
	in 
	this 
	Chapter, 
	the 

	rning We the eform 
	rning We the eform 
	(1) (2) 
	the niodernization of intestate succession law so as to ensure that the law is compatible with the wishes of the average property owner as well as present social values; the simplification of the legislation fot~ the convenience of the public and the legal profession; 

	TR
	(3) 
	the harmonization of the rules of intestate succession with the provisions of "The Dower Act•, "The Har!tal Property Act•, and "The Testators Fd/Rily Haintenmce Act•, so that the interaction of these statutes is lo1;ically formulated and organized; and 

	TR
	(4) 
	the uniformity of Manitoba law with su,ccession legislation other Canadian jurisdictions, where that is desirable. 
	in 

	TR
	Two c,f these objectives deserve special comment . The first is with respect to modernization. We have said that a primary purpose of intestate succession law is to provide for the distributi<>n of estates in a way that intestate dece,dents would themselves have chosen if they had made a will. If this is a tru.e objective of the law, then prevdling patterns in wills and empirical resuarch into how the average person wishes to dispose of his/her property at death are r elevant in formul a-ting appropri ate i
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	1 2
	provisions. Very little research of this kind has been done i n Canada; 3
	there are, however, several well-known American studies. Whel"e we believe that the i.nformation contained in these studies can be useful in determining the direction of effective reform, their findings will be referred to in the discussion which follows . 
	The fourth goal, that of the unifonnlity of Manitoba's succession l aw 
	with that of other Canadian provinces deser·ves special note as well. In 
	Canada, intestate succession has been the subject of uniform legislation. In 
	1925, the Commissioners on Uniformity of Logislation in Canada adopted a 
	uniform Act . That Act has been the subject of periodic revision, the last 
	lsuch research generally takes one of twc1 forms . In the first, a sample of wills in a probate register is examined in order to ascertain the wishes of a majority of testators . For example , such an appl"oach was taken in England in 1925 and again in 1951, prior to reform of the intestate succession law, in order to infer what individuals who do not have wills would be most likely to want. The expressed wishes of testators were thus used to predict the wishes of intestates. See Report of t:he Committee on
	An approach used more recently in the United States is that of a survey conducted of the l"esidents of a certain distl'ict to determine their opinions about distributive patterns in hypothetical sul"vivor situations . The approach is sometim~es combined with an examination of estates selected from probate records. See generally, "A Comparison of Iowans' Dispositive Preferences with Selected Provisions of the Iowa and Uniform Probate Codes" (1978), 63 Iowa L. Rnv. 1041; M. Fellows , R. Simon, T. 8napp and W.
	some statistical research has been donf? in British Columbia. See Law Reform Conunission of British Columbia, Report on Statutory succession Rights (1983), Appendices F and G. 
	2

	suprc:1 n. 1. see also, A. Dunham, "The Method, Process and Frequency of Wealth Transmission at Death" (l.963), 30 U. Chi. L. Rev. 241; M. Sussman, J. Cates, and D. Smith, The Family and Inheritance (1970). 
	3
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	2anada; 
	2anada; 

	believe 
	believe 
	having 
	taken 
	place 
	in 
	1963. 
	Manitoba• s 
	legisl,ation, 
	amended 
	several 
	times 

	nnining 
	nnining 
	since 
	that date, 
	is 
	now 
	quite 
	dissimilar 
	to 
	the ·uniform Act. 
	The 
	Uniform Law 

	in 
	in 
	the 
	Conference 
	ha:;, 
	however, 
	recently adopted 
	in 
	principle 
	a 
	new 
	proposed Uniform 

	TR
	Intestate 
	Succession 
	Act 
	(a 
	copy 
	of 
	which 
	is 
	1C'eproduced 
	in 
	the 
	Appendix), 

	TR
	based 
	largely 
	on 
	the 
	American 
	Un1focm 
	Probate 
	4Code. 
	We 
	intend 
	to 
	examine 

	ion 
	ion 
	law 
	the 
	provisions of 
	the 
	proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act with 
	a 
	view to 

	1. 
	1. 
	In 
	making recommEmdations 
	for 
	their implementation in, Manitoba, 
	where appropriate. 

	m. 
	m. 
	In 

	pted 
	pted 
	a 
	A. 
	THE 
	INTESTATE SHARE OF THE SURVIVING SPOUSES 

	st 
	st 

	TR
	The 
	appropriate 
	intestate 
	share 
	for 
	tltle 
	surviving 
	spouse 
	must 
	be 

	TR
	determined 
	for each of 
	a 
	number 
	of different survivor situations . 
	The 
	spousal 

	sample 
	sample 
	share 
	can 
	be i.ncreased or decreased depending upon, whether 

	shes of 
	shes of 

	England law, in 
	England law, in 
	(i) 
	the spouse survives but there 
	are no 
	surviving children,6 

	kely to wishes 
	kely to wishes 
	(ii) 
	the 
	spouse 
	survives 
	in addition 
	to child.ren of the marriage, 
	and 

	testate 
	testate 
	(iii) 
	the 
	spouse 
	survives 
	in 
	addition 
	to 
	chiildren 
	of 
	the 
	deceased 

	TR
	from 
	a 
	prior marriage. 

	survey 
	survey 

	pinions pproach 
	pinions pproach 
	The 
	spousal share may 
	depend, 
	too, 
	on 
	the 
	status 
	of the spouse, 
	that is, (s)he 

	probate 
	probate 
	may 
	have 
	been 
	legally married 
	to 
	the 
	deceased, 
	a 
	separated spouse 
	or 
	a 
	spouse 

	erences 
	erences 

	78) , 
	78) , 
	63 
	in 
	a 
	de 
	facto 
	r elationship. 
	Also 
	of 
	relevance 
	in 
	determining 
	the 
	amount 
	of 

	pirical ~717; Popular 
	pirical ~717; Popular 
	-

	the spousal s1hare may be whether, in the case of a partial spouse has already received benefits under the deceased's will. 
	intestacy , 
	the 

	,ee 
	,ee 
	Law 

	Rights 
	Rights 

	1s and 241; M. 
	1s and 241; M. 
	4un1form Probate Code, 
	s . 
	2 
	(1969). 

	TR
	5rn 
	addition 
	to 
	intestacy 
	benefits 
	under 
	"The 
	Devolution 
	of 
	Estates 

	TR
	Act", 
	the 
	sur,tiving 
	spouse 
	is 
	also entitled 
	to 
	a 
	life estate 
	in 
	the homestead 

	TR
	by 
	virtue 
	of 
	section 
	14 
	of 
	"The 
	Dower 
	Act", 
	C.. C.S.M. 
	c. 
	D1OO. 
	See 
	In 
	Re 

	TR
	Sys1uk Estate, 
	(1947] 
	2 W.W.R. 
	897 (Man . 
	C.A.). 

	TR
	6Throughou.t 
	the 
	following 
	discussion, 
	the 
	w·ords 
	"child" 
	and 
	"children" 

	TR
	are 
	used 
	in 
	:such 
	a 
	way 
	as 
	to 
	mean 
	issue 
	generally 
	and 
	would 
	thus 
	include 

	TR
	grandchildren , 
	great-grandchildren, 
	etc . 
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	1. The Preferential Share 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	Only the spouse of the intestate survives 


	"The Devolution of Estdtes Act« gives all of an intestate estate to a surviving spouse when the deceased spouse lE~aves no surviving children (or issue). The provision is based on the fact: that testators of small and moderately sized estates usually will their Emtire estate to the surviving 
	7 
	7 

	spouse i f there are no children, and that i111testate succession legislation should refliact this preference. We propose no change here. 
	(ii) The spouse and children of the i ntestate survive 
	(ii) The spouse and children of the i ntestate survive 

	Wh◄ere the deceased is survived by both spouse and children (or issue), "The Devolution of Estdtes Act" provides that the spouse is to have a preferential share of $50,000, and a "distributive share" of one-half of the remainder. The other one-half goes to the deceased's children; issue of a deceased child take the portion that child would have received. The amount of $50,000 was last amended in 1978; prior to that date the preferential share was $10,000. 
	The preferential share represents the law's attempt to achieve an appropriate balance between the interests of the surviving spouse and those of the deceased's children. In Manitoba, thes ◄e competing claims have been substantially resolved in favour of the surviving spouse. Through the provision of a guaranteed minimum dollar amount, the surviving spouse is ensured of i:-eceiving the bulk of the deceased• s property where the estate is not a large· one. Surviving children, on the other hand, inheri t only 
	1see Law Reform Commission of British Columbia, Report on Stdtutocy Succession Rights (1983), Appendices F and G. 
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	tate to ren (or 111 and rviving slat.ion 
	·en (or to have of the 1e of a ount of 1 share 
	leve an hose of e been gh the 1use is tate is n those ide for 
	atutory 

	Ther•e are a number of policy arguments which support the allocation of a major po,rtion of intestate property to the 1rnrviving spouse when children of the intestate also survive. First, the survi,ring spouse has generally made substantial contributions to the accwnulatio111 of the deceased spouse's property. This can occur directly through actua.l monetary contributions made by a spouse who has worked outside the home, or through the less quantifiable contribution made to the family unit by a homemaker sp
	Second, we think. it fair to state that the needs of the surviving spouse are g,enerally greater than those of the children. In most cases the surviving spc1use is at an age where the need for support is great because of restricted income earning abilities; consequently, the survivor will usually require the bulk. of the deceased's estate for his or her maintenance and support. Ce1~tainly the surviving spouse's needls are greater than those of children who, for the most part, are self-suppo1~ting adults at 
	A third consideration that favours a large allocation of an estate to the survivinl!; spouse is that in most cases the children of the marriage will eventually r,eceive a portion of the deceased':s estate in any case. This occurs because the heirs of the surviving spouse will generally be the deceased's children. 
	-12
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	In addition to the strong policy' arguments which support a substantial allocation of a deceased• s property to the surviving spouse when children of' the intestate and that spouse also survive, empirical evidence suggests that such a distribution fulfils the probable desires of most intestates. In British Columbia, for instance, information gathered through government sources in 1977 and 1981 disclosed that in almost 801. of those cases wheri? a deceased made a wil1 and was survived by both spouse and 
	8
	children, ,everything was left to the surviving spouse. In the United States, too, research indicates that most individuals prefer to leave the bulk of their property to a surviving spouse 11rhen both spouse and children 
	. 9
	survive. 
	It is our view that the inunediate requirements of the survivi ng spouse wiU. generally override the interests of the deceased• s children, and that the law's intestacy provisions should therefore r eflect a strong preference for the spouse. There are two ways i n which this preference can be expressed. The most simple and straightforwar<1 approach is to dist ribute 1001. of the intestate estate to the surviving spouse and exclude ot her survivors 
	10
	altogether. Certainly the statistical surveys indicate that such a rule 
	Figure
	In the 1978 Iowa study, supra n. 1 at 1085, 6lt. of the survey respondent:; allocat ed all of the estate to the surviving spouse and excluded the child1~en entirely. The mean percentage figure indicated an average allocation of 791. of t he estat e t o the surviving spouse and only 211. t o the children. Two American studies involving probate records al so reveal a stl"ong preference for the spouse . See M. Sussman, J. Cates and D. Smith, supra 
	9

	n. 3 at 1.33 (of 57 t estators survived by a spouse and minor children, 55 willed the,ir entire estates t o their spouses); Dunham, supra n. 3 at 252-53 (1001. of t:estators sut"vived by a spouse and children left all their property to the surviving spouse) . 
	lONo Canadi an jurisdiction takes this approach. As of 1978, two American !1t ates have provided for an alloca,tion of 1001. of an intestate• s estate to the survivi ng spouse if all surviving issue are also issue of the survivi ng spouse. See Ar iz. Rev. Stat. s. 14-2102 (1975); Nont. Rev. Codes Ann. s. 9:LA-2-102 (Supp. 1977) cited by "A C'omparison of I owans' Dispos i t ive Pl"eferences", supra n. 1 at 1092, n. 249. Many American commentat ors have also suggEisted an allocation of 1001. of an intestate 
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	,port a .se when !Vidence Jf most through f those use and 
	United t.he bulk ~hildren 
	urviving :en, and 
	strong e can be ute 1007. urvivors ule 
	survey excluded average 
	r. to the a strong ti, supra dren, 55 t 252-53 
	property 
	178, t wo :estate's e of the ,v. Codes 1pos i tive ors have 1urviving , Simon, 1positive 

	would 
	would 
	would 
	often 
	accord with 
	the 
	deceased 
	spouse• s 
	~rishes. 
	Where 
	there 
	are 
	young 

	children 
	children 
	of 
	the 
	marriage 
	who 
	are 
	dependent 
	on 
	the 
	surviving 
	spouse, 
	an 

	"all-to-spouf:e" 
	"all-to-spouf:e" 
	rule 
	appears 
	highly 
	desirable. 
	Such 
	a 
	rule 
	would 
	also 
	avoid 


	the need to ,adjust a statutory minimum share in order to maintain that share's economic value over time. 
	The second way in which the law can provide the surviving spouse with the major portion of an intestate estate i.s to allow the survivor a preferential share. This is the approach now taken in Manitoba. We have said that the purpose of the preferential share is to ensure that the surviving spouse receives most if not all of the small or moderately sized estate, while forcing some further distribution of a large estate. Arguably, the preferential share is more complex than an '"all-to-spouse" provision. In o
	Statistical surveys done in the United States i ndicate that estate size is an important factor in determining the appropriate spousal share. In response to hypothetical survivor situations, survey participants in three 
	Ameri can studies expressed a allocated a share of intestate The preferential share approach a realistic level. 
	llin thE! Chicago study, supra n. ($36 ,000) 851. of r espondents allocated estate was llarge ($180,000) only 401. 
	preference for a deceased's children to be 11 
	preference for a deceased's children to be 11 
	property when the es tate was a large one. can achieve this. result if the share is set at 
	3 at 261 , where the estate was small al l to the surviving spouse; where the of re spondents favoured distribution of 

	all of the t!state to the surviving spouse. I n the Iowa study, supra n. 1 at 1089 , the average percentage of the estate allocated by respondents to the surviving sp,ouse decreased as the size of the e,state increased, droppi ng from 
	831. of a $lL0 ,000 estate to 721. of a $500,000 estate. See also Glucksman, supra n . 1 at 273-75 . 
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	W,e have concluded that although ··the all-to-spouse rule is an attractive alternative, the preferential share approach is the more appropriate. We believe that the law should allow for as many variables as possible , provided that to do so will not result in overly complex provisions. The preferential share is able te> take into account the important variable of estate size, ensuring a share for the deceased's children in the case of a large estate while at the same time providing the surviving spouse with
	Having determined that the purpose of a preferential share is to ensure thELt a surviving spouse will receive all of the smaller estate and a generous portion of a larger estate, it remains to decide what t he amount of the prefe1:ential share must be if this objective is to be achieved. The Uniform La,w Conference has chosen a figure of $100,000 in order for intestate succession to conform to the pattern of testate succession in relatively small 
	12 
	estates. It was the view of the drafters of the Act that such a figure 
	would "probably cover the great majority of intestate estates when one 13
	considers the typical assets of an intestate of relatively modest means" . In most faLlllilies, major assets such as the home, bank accounts and stocks will be held i10 joint tenancy by the spouses and will therefore not form part of the intestate estate. Insurance proceeds and pension benefits will also 
	see Uniform Law Conference of Canada, Proceedings of the Sixty-P1ft·h Annual Heeting (1983), Report O!ll the Proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act, at 220. 
	12

	13zd. at 220-221. 
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	usually be p11id directly to the surviving spousE!. For most spouses of modest 
	is an means, then, the substantial assets will not even form part of the deceased 1e more spouse's intestate estate. It was the conc:lusion of the Uniform Law lbles as Conference t '.hat setting the preferential share at $100,000 would ensure a 
	complex generous prio,rity to the surviving spouse. 111portant 1 in the No 'intestate succession Act in Canada today provides a preferential spouse share as hig;h as $100,000. As of 1978, the Ontario succession LdW Reform 14
	ratively Act has pro,;rided the most generous preferential share of $75,000. The 
	lso not, Law Reform Commission of British Columbia, howuver, in its recent Report on 15
	research Stdtutory Succession Rights, has suggested a preferential share of 
	ceive a $200,000, and the Law Reform Commission of Saskatchewan has tentatively 16
	ccession recommended a preferential share of $100 ,CIOO . Certainly Manitoba• s ount of current prefnrential share of $50,000 has not 1111aintained its economic value. wherever Given that the last increase took effect in July, 1978, the share would now 
	have to be :set at $83,067 in order to have the same value that it had in 17
	1978. 
	3 is to ,e and a We said at the outset of thi s chaptEir that one of the goals of nount of reforming intestate succession law is to achieve uniformity among the Canadi an id. The provinces. We have found the reasoning put forward by the Uniform Law ntestate Conference ~,ith respect to the setting of the proposed uniform Act' s ly small preferential share at $100,000 to be sound. Acc:ordingly, it is our view that 
	1 figure Manitoba's preferential share should also now be set at $100,000. In hen one addition, a 1111eans of ensuring that the economic value of the preferential 13
	ans". cks will part of 
	ans". cks will part of 
	14R.S.O. 1980 c. 488, s. 45. 
	0 
	15suprd n.. 2 at 28. 

	Law Reform Commission of Saskatchewan, Temtdtive Proposdls for Reform of The Hdtr1a.onidl Property Act (1984) at 82. 'Jf the 
	16

	nt estate This is computed by using the Consumer Price Index: 
	17

	CPI Jan. 1985 (124 .6) x $50,000 = $83,067 CPI July 1978 (75.0) 
	CPI Jan. 1985 (124 .6) x $50,000 = $83,067 CPI July 1978 (75.0) 
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	share is maintained is desirable: we believe that the Legislature should regularllr review the adequacy of the spousal preferential share. 
	The Commission recommends: 
	REC01'fHENDATION l 
	That,. subject to Recommendation 3, "Thf? Devolution of Hstates Act• be dJnended to provide that the survivin!, spouse's preferential share be $100,000. 
	REC01'fHHNDATION 2 
	That the Legislature regularly review the adequacy of the spouse's prefEirential share in order that the share's economic value be maintained. 
	(iii) The spouse and the intestate's children of a prior marriage . 18
	survive 
	A further issue which must be addressed with respect to the preferent.ial share is whether or not the surviving spouse should be entitled to that share when the deceased is also survived by children of a prior 1a dramatic increase in divorce and remarriag;e and a substantial number of initestates will leave a surviving spouse as well as children from an earlier marriage. Such cases create 
	marriage. The last several years have seen 

	difficult distribution problems because of the possible conflict between the needs of two separate families. 
	Kani toba• s current intestacy rules take no account of whether the surviving children of the intestate are also the children of the surviving spouse: the preferential share is paid to the spouse regardless of the status of the clnildren. This is also the case und.er the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act, where the preferential share of $100,000 is to be paid to the surviving spouse whether or not children of a prior marriage also survive. 
	18
	rt is assumed here that the children of the prior marriage have not been adopted by the surviving spouse . If t:he children have been so adopted, they become, for purposes of intestate succes.sion, the issue of the spouse. 
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	should 
	e 
	o the titled 
	prior ce and viving create m the 
	,r the viving status estate to the 
	ve not .opted, 
	e. 

	The 
	The 
	The 
	American 
	tln1form 
	Probate 
	Code, 
	on 
	the 

	share 
	share 
	only 
	whEm 
	a 
	surviving 
	spouse 
	is 
	the 

	a 
	a 
	surviving 
	spouse 
	who 
	is 
	not 
	the 
	parent 


	surviving children receives only one-half 19
	minimum dolla1r amount. The provision 
	other 
	other 
	parent 
	of one of the 
	hand, grants a preferential of all surviving children; or more of the intestate's estate, with no guaranteed 
	has t:he effect of providing a 

	measure of equ111ity between the two families . 
	Determining the appropriate share for tllle surviving spouse when the deceased is allso survived by children from a prior marriage is not an easy 
	20
	20

	task. Both types of surviving spouse (the one the deceased's; children, and the other who is income producing potential and can demonstrate than can typi,cal surviving adult children. The 
	who is the parent of all of not) generally have limited 1~reater need for the estate second spouse will usually 
	who is the parent of all of not) generally have limited 1~reater need for the estate second spouse will usually 

	need the secu:rity of the capital provided by the preferential share in the same way as the first spouse. The spouse who is not the parent of surviving adult children will also be less likely than a pa.rent to receive support from 
	21
	21

	such children. 
	Althoiugh the need of a surviving spouse for the intestate estate may be the same whether or not (s)he is the parent of all of the deceased' s children, the potential for disinheritance of the deceased' s children is much greater when the surviving spouse is not the parent. It is presumed that when the surviving spouse is the parent, that spouse wi.11 accept responsibility for the care and siupport of the deceased's minor child1~en, and when the spouse 
	19un1form ,Probate Code, s . 2-102. 
	19un1form ,Probate Code, s . 2-102. 

	20For an excellent discussion of the policy considerations raised by this issue, !,ee "A Comparison of Iowans' Disp,ositive Preferences", supra n. 1 at 1092-97. 
	21zd. at 11094. 
	21zd. at 11094. 
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	dies, those children will likely inherit. If the spouse is not the parent, however , t.he eventual passage of the deceased• s assets through that spouse to all of th,e deceased's children is less certdn. This is especially true if that spous:e has children of his or her own wbio are more likely to inherit the spouse's estate than are the deceased' s children. 
	A.lthough no Canadian data is availaLble, empirical research done in the United. States is helpful in determining the public's preference when asked to respond to a situation involving a spouse and a child or children of a prior mar1~iage . In a recent major Amer ican study, the respondents' average allocation to a surviving spouse when a childl or children of a prior marriage also survive was 587. of the deceased' s estatet. This was in clear contrast to the averag;e allocation of 797. of the estate ~,hen 
	22 
	parent of all of the intestate•s surviving children. While still favouring the surviving spouse, survey respondents clearly desired some protection from disinheritance for the deceafied' s children who were not also children of the surviving spouse . 
	The policy considerations respect i ng the needs of the typical surviving spouse, and the American statistical surveys, lead to certain conclusions about appropriate distribution wh,en an intestate is survived by a spouse whc, is not the parent of all of the intestate's sur viving children. We said earlier that a preferential share of $100,000 would ensure that a surviving spouse was allocated most, if not all, of the average intestate estate, and we considered t his to be a desirable result given the need 
	22"A Comparison of Iowans' Dispositive Preferences", supra n. 1 at 1095. These findings coincide with those of other American studies: see Fellows, Simon and Snapp, supra n . 1 at 728-29, 732; Sussman, Cates and Smith, su11ra n. 3 at 91-95 , 128-31. 
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	1rent , 
	1rent , 
	1rent , 
	spouse, 
	while 
	at 
	the 
	same 
	time 
	protecting 
	the 
	deceased' s 
	children 
	from 

	1se 
	1se 
	to 
	disinheritance. 
	A 
	preferential 
	share 
	of 
	$100,000 
	will 
	achieve 
	the 
	first 

	·ue 
	·ue 
	if 
	objective 
	but 
	not 
	the 
	second: 
	most 
	estates 
	will nc,t 
	be large enough 
	to 
	ensure 

	.t the 
	.t the 
	that 
	the 
	child1ren 
	will 
	receive 
	a 
	share. 
	Accordingly, 
	we 
	are 
	not 
	prepared 
	to 

	TR
	follow 
	the 
	p1roposed 
	Uniform 
	Intestate 
	Success ion 
	Act 
	(which 
	allows 
	a 

	TR
	preferential share of $100,000) 
	on 
	this point. 

	ne 
	ne 
	in 

	asked 
	asked 
	There 
	appear 
	to 
	be 
	two 
	alternative 
	app1~oaches: 
	the 
	first 
	is 
	the 

	of 
	of 
	a 
	approach 
	taken 
	by 
	the 
	American 
	Uniform Probate 
	Cc>de, 
	which 
	is 
	to 
	divide 
	the 

	rerage 
	rerage 
	estate 
	into 
	two 
	portions 
	with 
	the 
	spouse 
	and 
	the 
	children 
	each 
	receiving 
	an 

	:riage 
	:riage 
	equal 
	share. 
	The 
	second 
	is 
	to 
	provide 
	the 
	survi.ving 
	spouse 
	with 
	a 
	reduced 

	1st 
	1st 
	to 
	preferential share, 
	perhaps 
	one-half 
	of 
	the 
	share 
	provided 
	the 
	spouse who 
	is 

	1s the 
	1s the 
	the parent of all of 
	the deceased's children. 
	We 
	consider the second of these 

	still 
	still 
	alternatives 
	to 
	be 
	preferable. 
	A 
	reduced 
	prefere1ntial 
	share 
	can 
	ensure 
	that 

	some 
	some 
	the 
	spouse 
	receives 
	a 
	minimum 
	capital 
	sum, 
	while 
	forcing 
	distribution 
	among 

	also 
	also 
	the children wh,en the 
	estate is of 
	a 
	certain size. 

	TR
	We 
	rec:ognize 
	that 
	any 
	preferential 
	share 
	may 
	be 
	prejudicial 
	to 
	the 

	rpical 
	rpical 
	deceased' s 
	chUldren 
	simply 
	because 
	the 
	estate 
	mus·t 
	be 
	larger 
	than 
	the 
	amount 

	ertain 
	ertain 
	of 
	the 
	prefere:ntial 
	share 
	before 
	they will be ent.itled 
	to 
	take . 
	In essence, 

	I by 
	I by 
	a 
	the problem is 
	that unless 
	the estate 
	i s 
	a 
	large one, 
	it may be impossible for 

	o. 
	o. 
	We 
	the 
	financial 
	responsibilities 
	of 
	two 
	marriages 
	to 
	be 
	met. 
	We 
	believe, 

	hat 
	hat 
	a 
	however, 
	that 
	the 
	requirements 
	of 
	the 
	survivin1g 
	spouse 
	are 
	of 
	paramount 

	estate of the 
	estate of the 
	importance, and d• 'b •1str1 ut1on of 
	that any 
	the law 'portion 
	should ensure that of t he estate to 
	(s)he is provided for before 23 other •survivors. In our 

	1S8 
	1S8 
	is 
	view, 
	a 
	reducecl preferential share of $50,000 
	is a:ppropriate when 
	the deceased 

	ew , 
	ew , 
	is 
	is survived by both 
	a 
	spouse and children of a 
	prior marriage. 

	TR
	The Co,mmission recollll\ends: 

	1 
	1 
	at 

	see 
	see 

	s 
	s 
	and 
	23The 
	intei;tate•s 
	children, 
	as 
	well 
	as 
	other 
	dependants, 
	are 
	entitled 
	to 

	TR
	apply 
	for 
	an 
	order 
	of 
	provision 
	for 
	maintenan,ce 
	and 
	support 
	under 
	•The 

	TR
	Testators 
	FamUy .Haintenance Act•, 
	C.C.S.M. 
	c. 
	TS10 . 
	This 
	right will help 
	to 

	TR
	alleviate 
	hardlship 
	in 
	situations 
	where 
	•The 
	Devolution 
	of 
	Bstates 
	Act• 

	TR
	provides 
	an 
	insLppropriate distribution. 
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	R.ECOHHE~NDA7'ION 3 
	That •'.rhe Devolution of l>states AcC be ,1111ended to provide t.hat the sucvlvJlng spouse's preferentiilZ share be $50,000 when there are survivJlng issue of the lntestate, one or more of whom ilre not issue of the surviving spouse. 
	2. The Separated Spouse 
	The Commission has considered whether the surviving spouse should be 
	entitled tel intestacy benefits when the spouses were living separate and apart 24 
	at the time of death but had not obtained a divorce. At present "The Devolution of Estates Act• draws no distinction between the separated spouse and the sp,ouse who was cohabiting with the de,ceased as of the date of death: both are entitled to the preferential share, and a distributive share of one-half the remainder of the estate. The separated spouse is entitled to 
	intestacy benefits regardless of whether or not the spouses had effected a 25
	marital property settlement during their joint lives . 
	11t is our view that the policy of the Act at present ignores the usual intention of separated spouses, namely, that separation should bring an end to their rights and obligations respectin1g each other at the death of one of them. Certainly where the spouses have effected a division of marital property 1during their joint lives, they generally wish to effect a final 
	settlement of their affairs and therefore do not contemplate the survivor 
	receiving an additional share in the event of intestacy. We think that the 
	parties to, a marriage should be able to rely on the finality of an earlier 
	24A divorced spouse is not a "spouse" under the Act and is therefore not entitled t:o an intestate share. 
	25rt is of note that in 1977 the Kanit,oba Legislature enacted a family law refor'ffl package of legislation which included •An Act to Amend Various Acts Rel,itlng to Harital Property• , S .K. 1977 , c. 53. That Act, never proclaimed in force, contained a provision which would have required a separated surviving spouse to charge against his/her preferential share the '\~\~~ ~t ~t.~"t~t\.'\ ~'\t~~~, t~<:.~\.'I~~ 'o"i \.\\~ !~\lt'l\.'l()t \.\\t()ll.t,\\ an a1.1.()c.at\.()t\ of 
	marital property. 

	property division. 
	26 

	The proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act now provides that where 
	The proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act now provides that where 

	spouses have during life made a property division with the intention of 
	finalizing their affairs, "the surviving spouse shall be treated as if he had 27
	predeceased the intestate". This has the effect of barring the separated 
	spouse from te1king on an intestacy in those cases where there has been a 
	marital property division. In taking this app[•oach, the Uniform Law 28
	Conference has adopted the position of the Uniform Probate Code, and a 
	recommendation of the Law Reform Commission of British Columbia to the same 1ld be 
	29
	29

	effect. apart 
	"The 
	"The 

	At the beginning of this chapter, we said that one of the objectives ;pause 
	of reform of :succession law was the harmonizatio·n of that law with other leath: 
	Manitoba legislation respecting family rights andl obligations. One of our re of 
	goals was the logical interaction of spousal rights during the parties' joint ed to 
	lives with rir;hts at death. In our view, the existing provisions of "The ted a 
	Devolution of Estates Act•, which permit a separated spouse to take an 
	intestate shar·e, are not in harmony with the legial arrangements respecting 
	property made by separated spouses during life. ~,e believe that the proposed ts the 
	Uniform Intestate Succession Act and the Uniform, Probate Code provisions lng an 
	recognize the proper interaction of succession law· and marital property law in lf one 
	respect of the separated spouse. arital 
	final 
	final 

	Therefore, the Commission has concluded that a complete property rvivor 
	settlement entered into after or in anticipation c>f separation should operate ll the 
	' k. • t h 0 f th h b r 
	3

	as a bar to t h,e surv1var ta 1ng an 1n estate s are. I ere as een 
	A separated surv1v1ng spouse is nevertheles!; able to apply under "The re not Testators Family Haintenance Act•, C.C.S.K. c. TSO>, for an order of provision for his or her proper maintenance and support. 
	26

	family 27Appendix, s. 3(3). rarious never 
	28uniform !Probate Code, s. 2-204. 
	28uniform !Probate Code, s. 2-204. 

	lred a re the 29supra n. 2 at 117. ion of 
	0This conclusion is in accord with the Commiission' s recommendation in its Report on an Examination of "The Dower Act• at p. 91, that the deferred sharing regime not apply to permit an application by a surviving spouse where the spouses held effected a complete property sett:lement during their joint lives. 
	3
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	no earlier division of property, either by agreement or court order, the surviving spouse's entitlement should remain: a surviving spouse should not be disqualified by reason of separation alone. Where there has been a separation and an earlier property settlement but the parities have resumed cohabitation, the survivc,r should be entitled to an intestate share . Accordingly, we recommend: 
	RECOHHE/1/DATION 4 
	RECOHHE/1/DATION 4 
	RECOHHE/1/DATION 4 
	Thdt where there hds been a complete property settlement by WdY of court o.rder or sepdration agreement, dJld there 1s d/l intestacy, the deceased' s property should be distributed ,is if the surviving spouse predece.1sed the deceased unless the spouses have resumed cohabltation after t:he property settlement was made and the reconcilidtion is subsistJlng at the time of the deceased' s dec1th. 

	3. The De Pacto Spouse 
	ThE! Commission has examined whether a de facto spouse should be entitled to an intestate share of a deceased partner's estate. By de facto spouse we mean a man or woman in a relationshi_p in which the partners are not legally married to each other but live together as husband and wife. A de facto spous,e now has no right to an intestate share of the deceased partner's estate; nor is that spouse entitled to apply for an order of maintenance and support und,er "The Testators Family Halntendnce Ace. 
	Th,e Commission has concluded that ik would not be appropriate to extend the entitlement to a spousal intestate share to the de :facto spouse. The underly·ing assumption of the legally married spouse's entitlement to an intestate s:hare is that the deceased would h11ve wished to provide for that spouse. In our view, however, it is unsafe for the law to presume that the parties to a de facto relationship intend tcJ share property or to provide fully for c:me another at death. The de facto marriage wi11 often
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	The Commission is of the view that a de facto spouse's entitlement to a share of a. deceased partner's estate can best be determined, not by the
	the 

	s be fixed rights p.rovided by "The Devolution of Estates Act•, but through a
	tion court's exercise of judicial discretion. At present, depending upon the
	ion, circumstances of the case, the de facto spouse may have an equitabl e remedy available in order to seek a share in the deceai;ed• s estate. Through the doctrines of constructive and resulting trust, the court can use its discretionary pc>wer to determine a de facto spouse's entitlement to a share of the deceased''s property when the survivor has c,:mtributed, either directly 31 
	we 

	or indirectly, t.o the acquisition of the estate assets. 
	We rec,ognize, however, that trust doctrines are available only for the purpose of dividing property between individuals who have contributed to the acquisition of the property. ConsequentlJ•, they wi 11 not always sufficiently pr,otect the surviving de facto spoui;e who has made neither a direct or indir·ect contribution. Additional discr·etionary protection may be 
	I be 
	I be 

	necessary. dcto 
	not 
	not 
	Kani toba law has long recognized the need for a safety net designed 
	,. de 

	to operate wheri the deceased' s will, or the inte,stacy rules, fai1 to make 
	adequate provision for tbe surviving family . !his safety net is found in tne 1 and 
	provisions of "The Testators Family Ha1ntenance Act•. The Act allows the court to make an order that provision be made out of the deceased's estate for the maintenance and support of the surviving family .. The wide discretion 
	e to Juse. :o an 
	e to Juse. :o an 

	31 
	Pettkus v. Becker (1980), 117 O.L.R. (3d) 257 (S.C.C.). See
	Pettkus v. Becker (1980), 117 O.L.R. (3d) 257 (S.C.C.). See
	that 

	also Beauchdlllp v. Bada11 E:state (1983), 22 Kan. R. (2d) 43 (Q.B.) where c the the surviving de facto spouse ·was awarded the balance of the estate remaining after· providing $1,000 to each of the deceased's siblings. The
	ovide 
	ovide 

	total estate was worth approximately $37,200 and b:y his wi11 the deceased had have 
	split his estat.e in five equal shares and given o,ne share to his common law wife and the others to his three sisters and his brc,ther.
	rties that 
	rties that 
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	which can be exercized by the court under this Act can take into account matters such as the length and closeness of a. relationship, the need of the applicant and the claims of other relatives. If a further discretionary power is required to protect the surviving de facto spouse, it is the Commission's belief that it should be contained within "Tl1e Testcltors Family Haintendllce 
	32
	32

	Act". we, shall consider whether that Act 1should be amended to permit an application by a de facto spouse in a report on the Act to be issued by the Commission later this year. At that time, we shall also consider the related 
	33
	33

	problem of the surviving spouse of a void ~~arriage. For the moment, in accord witb our conclusion that a de facto spouse's entitlement to a share in a deceaised partner's estate should be detormined, not by fixed intestacy rules, but through the exercise of judicial dis,~retion, we recommend: 
	RECOHHE.NDATION 5 
	RECOHHE.NDATION 5 
	That a de facto spouse not be entitled t-o a share of the deceased spouse's estate on an intestacy. 

	4. Partial Intestacy 
	In the rare case where a deceased's willl does not effectively dispose 34
	In the rare case where a deceased's willl does not effectively dispose 34

	of all of his/her estate, that portion not governed by the will passes according to the rules of intestate succession. Section 13 provides: 
	32oependants relief legislation in Ontari,o, British Columbia and Prince Edward Islsmd permits, in certain prescribed c:ircumstances, an application by a common law or de facto spouse. See succession LaN Reform Act, R.S.O. 1980 c. 488, s. S7(b); Part v, Estate Jtdmini.stration Act, R.S.B.C. 1979 c . 114, s . 86, which section, however, applies c>nly in cases of intestacy; The Dependants of a Deceased Person Relief Act, R.S.P.E.I. 1974 c. D-6, s. l(d). 
	33A vo'id marriage most often arises when one of the parties is already married to, another. It is not possible t;o define "spouse" under "The Devolution of Estates Act" to include a survilvor of a void marriage because to do so milght result in an intestate having t•wo surviving "spouses" competing for the spo,usal share. 
	3Partial intestacies occur infrequently and are seldom intended. They usually ar'ise when a will fails to contain a residuary clause. If legatees have predec:eased the testator and the legacies lapse, a partial intestacy wi11 occur unless the will contains such a clause. 
	3Partial intestacies occur infrequently and are seldom intended. They usually ar'ise when a will fails to contain a residuary clause. If legatees have predec:eased the testator and the legacies lapse, a partial intestacy wi11 occur unless the will contains such a clause. 
	4
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	Lecount of the Estate unrdisposed of by will , power 
	13 All such estate as is not disposed of by will shall be :sion's distribut,ed as if the testator had died intestate and had left no other est.ate. 
	:elldl)ce 
	:elldl)ce 
	111it an 

	Ther,e is one important exception to this rule, having to do with the by the 
	surviving spo,use's entitlement to a preferential share. Subsection 14(1) of ·elated 
	the Act provides that in cases of partial intestacy, the widow's preferential ~t, in 
	share is to be reduced by the value of any pr,operty left to her under the share 
	deceased's Wl. In practice, the section wo,uld operate in the following .estacy 
	• 11 
	35 

	way. Assume a testator leaves a wife and two children. He disposes of one-half of his estate by will, giving his wife $40,000 and each of his children $25,000. The remaining $90,000 will be distributed according to the provisions of "The Devolution of 8states Act". By virtue of subsection 14(1), the wife must account for the $40,000 received under the will against the preferential share entitlement of $50,000. She thus receives a reduced preferential share of $10,000 in addition to one-half of the remaining
	.ispose The purpose underlying subsection 14(1) is to prohibit the surviving
	passes spouse from receiving a double preferential shar,e, one under the wi11 and the other under the intestacy rules. In keeping with this policy, only the spouse's entitlement to a preference over and above other beneficiaries is affected by subsection 14(1); the entitlement to 11 distributive share remains . 
	Prince ion byR.s.o. 
	Prince ion byR.s.o. 

	~79 C. J; The It is unclear whether the section applien to widowers as well as to d). widows. Section 17 of the Act, which is a g;eneral interpretive section, 
	35

	provides that "the estate of a woman dying intei3tate shall be distributed in lready the same proportions and in the same manner as tine estate of a man so dying . 
	• "The " Presurnably the intent is that men and ~,omen be treated in the same ,ecause manner; howev,er, section 17 contains a list of the sections to which the rule 1peting applies and soction 14 is not included among them.. 
	They •gatees y will 
	They •gatees y will 
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	A provision similar to subsection 14(1) is to be found in the 36

	proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act, and in the Ontario Succession 37
	Law Reform .Act. The Commission is in agre,ement with the policy of the section and 1:1.ccordingly we propose no change in its substance. • 
	B. SHARES 011? HEIRS OTHER THAN THE SURVIVING SPOUSE 
	1. The Present Law 
	The part of the intestate estate that does not pass to the surviving 38 
	The part of the intestate estate that does not pass to the surviving 38 

	spouse passEis to the deceased• s issue, that is, the lineal descendants of the decea.sed which includes his/her children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, etc. Where a spouse survives the intestate, the balance of the estate remaining after payment of the pr,eferential share is distributed equally betw,een the spouse and the intestate• s children (or i ssue) . 
	Where there is no surviving spouse, the entire estate passes to the 
	Where there is no surviving spouse, the entire estate passes to the 

	children. l[f a child of the intestate has died leaving issue, the i ssue take 39
	the portion the child would have taken if living. Issue, no matter how remote froni the deceased in terms of kinship, are always preferred to ascendants, that is, those persons with whom cine is related in the ascending line, such as parents and grandparents, and to collaterals, such as uncles and 
	40 
	40 

	aunts, niecus and nephews and cousins. 
	36Appendix, s. 3(2). 
	36Appendix, s. 3(2). 
	31succession Law Reform Act, R.S.O. 1980 c. 488, s . 45(3) . 
	38•The ,Devolution of Estates Act", C.C.S.K. c . D70, s. 6(4) . 
	•The .Devolut1onofEstatesAct" , c.c .s .K. c. D70, s. 6(4). 
	39


	401 Fei3ney, The Canadian Law of Wills (2nd ed. 1982) at 1S3, n. 126, gives the following example: ". . . for inst1:1.nce, a great-grandchild who is the only surviving issue, though of the third degree, takes the whole estate to the exclusion of all others including parents (first degree) and brothers and sisters (second degree) and of course all relatives of the third degree". 
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	If the 
	If the 
	If the 
	deceased 
	is 
	survived 
	by 
	neither 
	spouse 
	nor 
	issue, 
	the 
	estate 

	1 
	1 
	the 
	goes 
	to 
	the 
	parents, 
	or 
	the 
	surviving 
	parent. 
	If 
	no 
	parents 
	survive, 
	the 

	ission 
	ission 
	deceased' s 
	bt'.others 
	and 
	sisters 
	take 
	the 
	estate. 
	In 
	the 
	case 
	where 
	any 

	f 
	f 
	the 
	brother 
	or 
	sister 
	is 
	dead, 
	the 
	children 
	of 
	the 
	deceased 
	brother 
	or 
	sister 

	TR
	share 
	per 
	stirpes, 
	that 
	is, 
	they 
	take 
	the 
	share 
	their 
	parent 
	would 
	have 

	TR
	taken 
	if 
	41livilng. 
	However, 
	where 
	all 
	of 
	the 
	brothers 
	and 
	sisters 
	of 
	the 

	TR
	intestate 
	arE1 
	deceased, 
	the 
	estate 
	passes 
	to 
	the 
	nieces 
	and 
	nephews 
	per 

	TR
	capita, that iis, 
	each takes 
	42 an equal share. 

	TR
	The 
	operation 
	of 
	the 
	rules 
	respecting 
	nieces 
	and 
	nephews 
	may 
	be 

	riving 
	riving 
	illustrated by the following example. 
	An 
	intestate has 
	two brothers, 
	A and B, 

	its 
	its 
	of 
	who 
	have 
	children 
	as 
	follows : 
	A has 
	one 
	child Al, 
	and B has 
	two 
	children, 
	Bl 

	ldren, 
	ldren, 
	and B2 . 
	B haB predeceased the intestate. 

	1lance 
	1lance 

	ibuted 
	ibuted 
	i-'~ 

	TR
	Al 
	Bl 
	B2 

	;o the 
	;o the 

	1 
	1 
	take 
	The 
	estate 
	will be divided 
	into 
	two 
	shares. 
	A w'ill 
	receive 
	one 
	half, 
	and 
	Bl 

	r 
	r 
	how 
	and 
	82 
	will 
	share 
	the 
	portion 
	that 
	B 
	would 
	have 
	taken 
	if 
	living, 
	each 

	ed 
	ed 
	to 
	receiving 
	one--quarter 
	of 
	the 
	estate. 
	Where, 
	however, 
	A has 
	also 
	predeceased 

	ending 
	ending 
	the 
	i ntestate , 
	Al, 
	Bl 
	and 
	B2 
	will 
	share 
	the 
	estate 
	equally, 
	each 
	receiving 

	es 
	es 
	and 
	one-third of the estate. 

	TR
	Lastly, 
	the 
	law 
	provides 
	for 
	more 
	distant 
	relatives 
	to 
	take 
	the 

	TR
	estate 
	in those situations where 
	the deceased is mot 
	survived by any relatives 

	TR
	in the specifi.ed classes. 
	Distribution is made "oqually among 
	the 
	next-of-kin 

	TR
	of equal degree of consanguinity to the intestate... 
	" 
	43 
	The Act sets 

	TR
	4l"The Devolution of Estates Act", C.C.S.M. 
	c . 
	070, 
	s. 
	8(2). 

	TR
	42•The 
	Devolution 
	of 
	Estates 
	Act", 
	c.c.s .M. 
	c . 
	D70, 
	s . 
	8(3) . 
	The 

	, 126, o1ho is 
	, 126, o1ho is 
	subject of l)Eir st1rpes and per capita distribu1tion the next section of this Report beginning at p. 36. 
	is 
	discussed 
	fully 
	in 

	estate others 
	estate others 
	430The Devolution of Estates Act", c.c.s.N. 
	c. 
	070, 
	s. 
	9. 

	ee". 
	ee". 
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	forth the method of counti ng degrees, a method traditionally determined according t:o the civil law by counting upwards f rom the deceased to the nearest common ancestor and then downwards to the issue. Consequently, after the specified classes, grandparents are next i.n line because they are of the second degt·ee; followed by uncles and aunts in the third degree; and then other colla.terals such as grandnephews and grandnieces. Next-of-kin of equal degree take an equal share. For example, if the intestate
	TABL.1! OF CONSAllGUINITl" Shoving O.gr••• of le l atlon■hlp Creat-Creat Grandparent■ 
	TABL.1! OF CONSAllGUINITl" Shoving O.gr••• of le l atlon■hlp Creat-Creat Grandparent■ 
	3 Great: Great-Grand Grandpal"ents Uncles Aunts 
	6 
	Grea t First Cousins 
	Uncle• Twice Removed Aunts 
	Grandparents 

	Uncles Flrs t Cousins second 
	g 

	Aunt■ One e Removed Cousin• Once Removed 
	6 8 Person Brother■ ir1t: Cousin Second Third Deceased Sisters C:ouslns Coullns 
	9
	Second Third 
	t l 
	Nephews 

	Children 
	Nieces Cousins Cousins 
	nc:e Ret10ved Once Removed 
	Grand 
	Grand 
	Grand 
	Cr1.nd 
	First 
	!:econd 
	Third 

	Children 
	Children 
	Nephews 
	Coudns 
	Cousins 
	Cousins 

	TR
	Nieces 
	ice Remove 
	Twi.ce Re1n0ved 
	ice Removed 


	Table
	TR
	11 

	Great-Cran Great-Grand Fir1t 
	Great-Cran Great-Grand Fir1t 
	!::econd 
	Third 

	Chlldren Nephevs coullns 
	Chlldren Nephevs coullns 
	Cousins 
	Cousins 

	Hlecea 
	Hlecea 
	hrice Remove 
	Thrice Remove 

	Numbar1 lndlcate de1r•• of relatloaablp 
	Numbar1 lndlcate de1r•• of relatloaablp 
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	nined 

	2. Reform the 
	lfter 
	lfter 

	The Commission has considered whether thE: present law with respect to : the 
	the intestate share for heirs other than the sut·viving spouse is in need of then 
	reform. We have examined three inter-related ar·eas, all of which have been 3qual 
	considered by the Uniform Law Conference. First, we explore whether existing only 
	provisions shc,uld be simplified and improved by a new method for determining >urth 
	next-of-kin. The second area of possible reform. has to do with whether the lving 
	deceased• s moi:e remote relatives should be preve,nted from taking a share of 
	t. A 
	t. A 

	the intestate estate. Finally, it must be dete1nnined whether new rules are 
	desirable res:pecting the per st1rpes distribution of an estate, i.e. 
	inheritance by representation. 
	(i) The method for determining next-of-kin 
	(i) The method for determining next-of-kin 
	The 'Uniform Law Conference has recommended that the method for 

	determining the next-of-kin by counting degrees of consanguinity be replaced 
	,44
	,44

	by what might be called a parentelic system based on representation 
	through stated. ancestors. Under this system the part of the intestate estate 
	that does not pass to a surviving spouse passe~i first to the issue of the 
	intestate, second to parents of the intestate ;and their issue.and then to 
	grandparents and their issue. The legislation doe:s not refer to 
	A parent;elic system exhausts the line of the closest common ancestor of the intestate and a claimant before other relatives related through a mor·e remote line to take a share of the estate. Historically, English common law employed a parentelic system for determining the descent of land, which w•as modified by the Inheritance Act, 1833, 3 & 4 wm. IV, c. 
	44
	allowi.ng 

	106 . Only with respect to personalty, under t 'he Statute of D1str1but1on, 1670, was thE: civil law method of counting degrees of relationship used. See generally, Atkinson, Handbook of the LdN of lii111s (2nd ed. 1953) at 37-45; 2 Pollock & Maitland, The History of lm!1l1sh LdN (2nd ed. 1898) at 294 ff. 
	"brothers and sist ers", "nieces and nephews", etc., and it eliminates the need 
	to count de@;rees of consangui nity for the more remot e next-of-kin. The system 
	will produc1? the same result as existing law in most intestacy situations; 
	substantive change occurs only with respect to the shares of the more distant 
	relatives. The system is adopted from the .American Uni form Probate Code 
	which : 
	provid.es

	Section 2-103 . 
	Section 2-103 . 
	The· part of the intestate estate not passing to the surviving spouse under Section 2-102, or the entire intestate estate if there is no su,rviving spouse, passes as follows: 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	to the issue of the decedent; if they are all of the same degree of kinship to t he decedent they take equally, but if of unequal degree, then those of more remote degree take by represen1tation; 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	if there is no surviving issue, to his parent or parents equally; 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	if there is no surviving issue or parent, to the issue of the paremts or either of them by representation; 

	(4) 
	(4) 
	if there is no surviving issu13, parent or issue of a parent, but the decedent is survived by on1e or more grandparents or i ssue of grandparents, half of the estabe passes to the paternal grandpat'.ents if both survive, or to the sur viving paternal grandparent, or to the issue of the paternal grandparents if both are deceased, the issue taking equally if they are al l of the same degree of kinslhip to the decedent, but if of unequal degree those of more remote degree take by representation; and the other 


	"I11sue" under the Code is defined as all of a person's lineal . 45

	descendants at a11 generations. First priority for receiving the 
	intestate e:state is given to the deceased's i s:sue , which means the deceased' s 
	children, g1~andchildren, 
	45unifoirm Probate Code, s. 1-201<21) . 
	45unifoirm Probate Code, s. 1-201<21) . 
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	need ystem ions; stant 
	Code 
	.ineal the tsed's 

	t 
	l 
	X 
	I 
	great-grandchildren, etc. Where no issue survive , the deceased's parent s, or the survivor of them, take the estate; if neither is living, the issue of the parents is Elntitled. Issue of the parents 1orould incl ude the deceased' s brothers and sisters, nephews and nieces, grandnephews and grandnieces, etc. I f there is no surviving issue, parent or issue of a parent, but the grandparents or their issue survive, one-half of the estate passes to the paternal grandparents or the survivor of them, ,or their i
	issue in the same manner. Issue of grandparents would include the deceased's uncles and aunts, first cousins, first cousins on,ce removed, etc . 
	The Code's distributive pattern can be seen graphically from the Table on pagt! 28. Persons in the first column (issue of the intestate) take first, in d,escending order of priority; if :no one in the first column survives, thcose in the second column (parents and their issue) are entitled; if no one in the first or second column survives:, persons in the third column (grandparents and their issue) are then entitled. 
	The same scheme has been reconunended b:r the Uniform Law Conference, with one cha1rige. If the deceased is not survhred by any next-of-kin in the classes referred to in the preceding paragraph, the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act permits great-grandparents and tlrieir issue (the fourth column in the Table) to shar e in the same manner as may grandparents and issue. In other respec't.s, the proposed Uniform IntestatEt Succession Act follows the Uniform Probate Code . 
	It is the Commission's view that the method for determining next-of-kin used by the Uniform Probate Code is simpler and more straightforward than Manitoba's current provi siLons. The drafting style is less awkward and repetitive, and, more important., the personal representative is able to dEttermine those persons entitled to b1ke the estate without the use of the more difficult and archaic counting of degrees of consanguinity. 
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	A.lthough the method will in most cas«!s not produce a different result than that obtained under the present law, the1re are some instances in which it will produce what is, in the Conunission's view, a more appropriate outcome. For example, under section 9 of the present .A.ct, a grandnephew who is in the 
	46
	fourth de1~ree of kinship, will share equally with a cous_in, also in the fourth degree. The provisions of Uniform Probate Code and the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act will favour the grandnephew over the cousin because tlBe grandnephew, as issue of a parent, takes priority over a cousin who is is11ue of a grandparent. We consider this to be a better result for the following reason expressed by the drafters of the proposed Uniform Intestate 
	, 47
	Success101u Act: 
	Becaus:e of the increase in longevity of persons in recent years, 
	decedEmts of present generations are oldcer than were those of prior 
	genereltions. [The new section] is basced on the conclusion that, 
	becau~1e of age, a decedent today is likely to have developed a closer 
	relati.onship with young grandnephews and grandnieces than he has 
	maintELined with cousins of his own gen,eration, and that he would 
	prefet'. to bestow his wealth on the former class. 
	1~he Conunission also favours the division of the intestate estate between next-of-kin on the paternal and matcarnal sides in those cases where the deceased is survived by the more remote "issue of grandparents or great-grandparents''. The present law gives the estate in equal shares to the next-of-kiln by counting degrees of consanguinity; consequently it will often give the entire estate to next-of-kin on cmly one side, even if there i s next-of-k'ln on both sides. For example, a n1aternal aunt in the thi
	46sub1section 8(3) of "The Devolution of Estates Act•, C.C.S.M. c . D70, does not permit the grandnephew or grandniece to take by r epresentation: consequen'tly, his or her rights are determined under section 9. See In Re HcLea Estate, [1948) 2 W.W. R. 12 (Kan. K.B. ); In Re Budd Estate; Harmon v. Furber, [1934) 2 W.W.R. 182 (Kan. C.A.) . 
	47uni:form Law Conference of Canada, supra n. 12 at 228. 
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	also survives. We prefer the provisions of the uniform Prob.ate Code and the 
	proposed Unifc>rm Intestate Succession Act which divide the estate into two 
	portions so as to provide an equal sharing for the deceased' s maternal and 
	paternal kindred. The Commission therefore recomm,ends: 
	RBCOHHENDATION 6 
	RBCOHHENDATION 6 
	That subSE!Ct1on 6(3) to section 9 1nclus1ve of •The Devolution of Estates Act• be repealed and the Act be amend1?d to provide thdt llfhere the 1ntest·.ate 1s not survived by a spouse, the following tclke 1n the order named 1n the absence of persons 1n the p.rE!Ced1ng cl<1sses: 
	(1) the issue of the intestate; 

	(11) the p.arents of the intestate 1n equal shares or the surviving pare.nt absolutely, but llfhere neither pa.i~ent survives, the issue of the p.arents; 
	(111) as to one-half of the est.ate, the paternal grandparents, or the surviving grandp.arent, or their issue if both .are dE!Ceased; as to the other one-half, the maternal grandparents, or the surviving grandparent, or their issue in the same manner; 
	(1v) as t:o one-half of the estate, the patez:nal great-grandp.arents, or the survivor, or their issue if all .are dE!Ceased; as to the other one-half, the maternal great-grandparents, or the survivor, or their issue in the same man;ner. 
	(ii) Should the deceased's remote relatives be prevented from taking an 
	(ii) Should the deceased's remote relatives be prevented from taking an 
	intestate share? 
	Present Manitoba law contains no ir11heritance limitation; •The 

	Devolution of Estates Act• is framed in such a way as to allow claims by 
	relatives of any degree of kinship to take prio,rity over the Crown's claim 
	by way of es,cheat or bona vacantia. Presumabl;J, the Act is based on the 
	assumption thalt most people regard escheat to th,e Crown as so repugnant that 
	they would prefer inheritance by a remote heir. 
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	In conti-ast, the American Uniform PJ~Obdte Code has incoi-poi-ated a limiting pi-ovision by permitting inheritance by the intestate• s gi-andpai-ents oi-theii-i:ssue, but prohibiting inheritance by moi-e remote next-of-kin. A 
	48
	48

	similar lhnitation is used in England. 1'.he pi-oposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act also contains a cut-off po:int beyond which more remote relatives a.i-e prohibited fi-om inheriting. It is considei-ably less stringent than its ,~erican model, however, in that it pi-ohibits inheritance by next-of-kin more remote than great-grandpa.rents and their issue. An inheritance limitation has also been proposed ·by the Law Reform Commission of 
	49
	49
	49
	British Col1umbia. 


	Three reasons are usually advanced in support of an inheritance limitation. Fii-st, it is rare that an intestate will be sui-vived by only remote relatives, and in those cases when it dloes occur, the next-of-kin will likely not be easily located. In terms of simplifying pi-oof of heirship, and administi-ative convenience, an inheritance limitation may therefoi-e be desii-able. Secondly, in our mobile and urban society most intestates are now unlikely to know, let alone have a familial relationship with, th
	50 

	48Adm.11111strdt.1on of Estdtes Act, 1925, s. 46. 
	48Adm.11111strdt.1on of Estdtes Act, 1925, s. 46. 
	49The J[.aw Reform Commission of British Cc>lumbia, supra n . 2 at 37, has recommendedl that next-of-kin more distant than the foui-th degree of to the deceased not be permitted to share in an intestate estate. B•ecause of our preference for the drafting style of the proposed Uniform Inll;estate Succession Act, which is incompatible with a system which utilizes degi-ees of consanguinity, we do no,t discuss further the British Columbia Cc,mmission • s proposal. 
	consanguini.ty 

	SO"IntE1state Succession in New Jersey", sup•ra n. 1 at 276. 
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	fore 
	fore 
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	are 
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	e remote ometimes 
	SO 1tive is .ng the 1D1ber of 
	is 

	37, has gree of ntestate proposed em which British 

	which wills are contested. If a decedent has no close next-of-kin (s)he will usually die testate and will leave his/her estate to friends and to charity. Since any r·emote relative has standing to challenge the validity of the will, allowing such relatives to benefit on an intestacy can increase will contests. This, in turn, can mean delay and ex1pense in settling the estate. 
	Th,e available research is inconclusive in determining what direction law reform should take with respect to an inhedtance limitation. There is no Canadian da.ta available . Of the American resc?arch, the Iowa study concluded that the Hmitation used in the Unifor:m Prob;;1te Code was desil:·able both for reasons of policy, and because survey respondents indicated "lack of a strong 
	5
	5

	allocative preference in favor of . distant relatives ., l This conclusion can be contrasted with a study cc,nducted in New Jersey where a small majo,rity of respondents, 54~, awardc3d "laughing heirs" intestate property rather than have the property es<:heat to the state or go to char1y. Aso of interest is an Americam study which indicates that distant relatives who had received intestacy benefits often felt undeserving 
	•t 
	52 
	l 

	53
	53

	and uncomfortable in taking estate assets. 
	The Commission has concluded that "The Devolution of Estates Act• should contain the inheritance limitation recommended by the Uniform Law Conference , which would mean that ne:1t-of-kin more remote than great-grandparents and their issue would be pr13vented from taking an intestate share. A limitation of this type will rarel3r produce any alteration in the actual di stribution of an estate, and will rarely cause an escheat in circumstances where existing law would not . t'his is because the "limitation" is
	5l"A Co,mparison of Iowans • Dispostive Preferences", supra n. 1 at 1129. 
	5l"A Co,mparison of Iowans • Dispostive Preferences", supra n. 1 at 1129. 
	52"Inte,state Succession in New Jersey", supra n. 1 at 276. 
	53see grenerally, Sussman, Cates & Smith, supra n. 3. 
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	While we are sensitive to the policy considerations which favour a 
	narrower limitation, it is our view that Manitoba law should follow the 
	proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act whe·re possible. Accordingly, the 
	Commission recommends: 


	RECOHHENDATION 7 
	RECOHHENDATION 7 
	RECOHHENDATION 7 
	That •irhe Devolution of Estates Act• be iimended to provide that next-of-kin more distant than great-grandparents and their issue should not be permitted to share ln the deceased's estate upon an intestacg. 
	(iii) Inheritance by representation 
	"T'he Devolution of li'states Act• now provides that in certain 
	instances the children or issue of a deceased relative may take the share to 
	which that relative would have been entitled had (s)he survived. This is the 
	doctrine of representation or per sticpes (by roots or stocks) 
	distributietn. There are two general principles: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Wi.th respect to issue in the s1une stock, that is, dEtscendants of a common ancestor, remote issue cannot take an intestate share if a more closel1r related ancestor can tnlte. For example, a grandchild is not entitled to take when his/her parent, the intestate's c:hild, survives. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Where an ancestor is deceased, the ancestor's issue can take the ancestor's intestate share even if there are other issue of the intestate surviving who are of closer degree. Thus, if an intestate had two childr1m, A (deceased) and B (1rnrviving), each with a child Al and Bl, Al can take his/her deceased parent's share despite the fact that B survives and is of a closer degree. This is the doctrine olf representation, or per stirpes distribution. 


	Tine Act specifically provides that the deceased's own issue, that is 54
	grandchildren, great-grandchildren, etc. may t11lte by representation. 
	5-The Devolution of Estates Act", c.c.s.K. c. D70, s . 6(4). 
	4 
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	With respect to collateral next-of-kin, however, it has long been settled that no collateralls other than nieces and nephews can take by representation. Thus, while the intestate's nieces and nephews are entitled to take their deceased parEtnts • share of an estate, the children of deceased nieces and 
	55
	55

	nephews may not, nor may the children or issue of other more remote . 56 
	re1a t 1ves. 
	An understanding of the concept of representation, however, will not always make for an easy determination of those entitled to an intestate share. This is because it is not always clear 1o1hich is to be considered the root generation for the purpose of determining lthe shares of the more remote relatives who may represent their ancestors. The most commonly held view of the pee sticpes system is that the root generation is the generation closest in relationship to the intestate, i.e. the children generation
	Consider the following example. The intestate has two children, A and B. A ha1s predeceased the intestate leaving two surviving grandchildren, Al and A2. 
	I 
	I 
	I
	A
	Al A2 
	55•The De·volut.ion of Estates Act•, C. C.S.K. c. D70, s. 8(3). 
	56•The De·volution of Estates Act•, C.C.S.K. c. D70, s. 9. 
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	The root generation is that of the intestate's children, and their number will determine t :he number of stocks or shares. The estate is therefore divided into two portions: B taking one-half, and ,U and A2 taking A• s share by representation, that is, one-quarter each. If B has also predeceased the intestate luaving a surviving grandchild Bl, 
	I 
	I Al A2 Bl 
	Bl would take B's share by representation and would be entitled to one-half of the estate. Although the three grandchildren Al, A2 and Bl, are all of the same degree, they will not take equal shares. This result follows because the root generEttion remains that of the two children, A and B, despite the fact that neither of them is alive at the date of the intestate's death. 
	The drafters of both the Uniform Probdte Code and the proposed Uniform Int:estate Succession Act were of the view that where the intestate is not surviV4!d by children but is survived by grandchildren, the grandchildren should share the estate equally, that is, per cdp1ta, rather than per st!rpes. This result was legislatively acco,mplished in both the Code and the pt'oposed Uniform Intestate succession Act by dividing the estate with reference to a generation that includes one or more living members: the r
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	equal shar,e. The same system applies unde,r the Code and the proposed divided 
	Uniform Intestate Succession Act to all cases of inheritance by issue, whether ;hare by 
	the issue are the intestate's or issue of parents, grandparents, etc. Lsed the 
	Although no Canadian data is available, statistical surveys in the 57 
	Although no Canadian data is available, statistical surveys in the 57 

	United Stlltes support this approach. In the Iowa study, survey participants were asked how they would distri.bute their estate if their two adult children were deceased, but the adult child A left one child, and the adult child B left three children. Eighty-seven percent of respondents followed the per capita approach, dividing th,e estate equally among the four 
	58
	58
	grandchildren. In the Illinois study, the percentages were even higher, 

	with 95T. of respondents favouring an equal. distribution among the four ,-half of 
	grandchi ldr·en. l of the 
	:ause the 
	:ause the 

	The Commission favours an intestacy scheme which provides for the the fact 
	initial division of an intestate estate to be made at the nearest generation to the decedent that contains at least one living member. Such an approach will ensure the equal treatment of grandchildren when no children of the 
	initial division of an intestate estate to be made at the nearest generation to the decedent that contains at least one living member. Such an approach will ensure the equal treatment of grandchildren when no children of the 
	proposed 

	intestate survive, and will achieve a result likely supported by a majority of istate is 
	Kanitobans. ichildren 
	than per 
	than per 

	Pr·oblems with respect to representathre distribution do not end here, Code and 59
	however. .American commentators have point«?d out that there is a second ate with 
	issue to be addressed. It concerns the manner of representation after the the root 
	number of initial shares are determined. Under· the Uniform Probate Code, as to the 
	ample set 
	ample set 

	ent their 57.,A Comparison of Iowans' Dispositive Preferences", supra n. 1 at
	survived. 
	survived. 

	1111. he estate 58Fellows, Simon, Snapp & Snapp, supra n. 1. at 741.
	taking an 
	taking an 
	59see Waggoner, "A Proposed Alternative to the Uniform Probate Code's System for Intestate Distribution Among Descer.idants" (1971), 66 Nw. U. L. Rev. 626; "A Comparison of Iowans' Dispositive Preferences", supra n . 1 at 1108-1116; Fellows, Simon, Snapp and Snapp, su1>ra n. 1 at 739-742. 
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	well as the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act modelled after it, what most often occurs is a per stirpes distribution after the initial shares are determined on a per capita basis. This can result in an unequal treatment of members: of the same generation, and had pr,ompted commentators to suggest an alternativ·e to the Code provision, usually referred to as the "per capita at each g,eneration" approach. It attempts to carry the principle of equal division among those of equal degree of kinship to t
	60
	does the Code. 
	The Code approach and the "per ca;pi ta at each generation" system can be best illustrated by a hypothetical survivor situation. Suppose the intestate has three children, A, Band C, and that each of them has children as follows: A has one child, Al; B has two children, Bl and B2; and C has three children, Cl, C2 and C3. B and C have, predeceased the intestate who is survived by A, Al, Bl, B2, Cl, C2 and C3. Ho"' will the estate be distributed? 
	A 
	·~ 
	I 

	Figure
	Al Bl B2 Cl C2 C3 
	0The "per capita at each generation" system is included in the 1975 technical amendments to the Uniform ProbatEi Code as an optional provision. Although favoured by a majority of the Code's Editorial Board, no alteration was made in the Code itself because "a change in this basic section would weaken the case for uniformity of probate law in all states": R. Wellman (ed.), 1 Uniform Probate Code Practice Hanual (2nd ed. 1977) at 37. 
	6
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	UNIFORM PROBAT'E cooE61 PER CAPITA AT EACH GENERATION 
	A will take one-third of the estate; A will take one-third of the estate; Bl and B2 will divide one-third with Bl and 82, Cl, C2 and C3 will each taking one-sixth of the estate; each receive one-fifth of the and Cl, C2 and C3 will divide oneremaining two-thirds or two-fifteenths third with each taking one-ninth of of the estate. the estate. 
	Like the Code system, the "per capita at each generation" approach provides for the initial divis ion of the estate at the generation closest to the intestate having at least on8 living member . However, after the living me11nbers of that generation receive thteir portion, the "per capita at each gener·ation" approach, unlike the Code, requires that the remainder of the estate,, as a whole, be divided at the next generation containing a living member . That division is made in the same way that it was made 
	The "per capita at each generation" approach also ensures that members of a more remote generation will never· take a larger share of an intestate estate than a member of a closer generation. This is a result not always achie·ved by the Uniform Probate Code scheme . The following 
	62 • ·11 .
	62 • ·11 .

	examp1e , 1s 1 ustrat1ve. Assume the intestatce has four children, A, B, C and D and that each has children as follows: A has two children Al and A2; B has one child, Bl; Chas one child, Cl; and D has no children. Cl has a child CCl, the inte,state's great-grandchild. A, B, C and Cl have predeceased the intestate. 
	61The rei;ult which occurs under the Unt.forzn Probate Code in this example is the same as occurs under a traditional per stirpes distribution. This is becau,se A survives and the root generation is therefore that of the children. If A were deceased, however, the Uniform Probate Code would provide equal shares to the grandchildren, whereas the per stirpes method would not. 
	62this e:1tample is taken from "A Comparison of Iowans' Dispositive Preferences", supra n . 1 at 1115. 
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	~ -f 
	~ -f 
	Al A2 Bl 
	C:Cl 
	C:Cl 

	The esta1:e will be distributed as follows: 
	Uniform Probate Code Per c:apita at each generation 
	D will bl.ke one-quarter of the estate; D will take one-quarter of the estate; Al and A:2 will divide one-quarter Al, Jl2 and Bl will divide ninewith eacl~ taking one-eighth; Bl sixteenths with each taking three
	wi11 tak4e one-quarter; eel wi11 take sixt1!enths of the estate; CCl will one-quariter of the estate. take the remaining three-sixteenths of the estate. 
	The important policy argument in favour of the "per capita at each generati,on" approach is that it is a more consistent application of the Uniform Probate Code's basic representatio111 principle. If one accepts that persons of the same generation should receilve equal treatment, then it would seem to follow that equal treatment should continue to apply through all generations. The "per capita at each g,eneration" scheme has the added benefit of ensuring that a relative of a mc,re remote generation will nev
	For these reasons the Commissio111 is of the view that the "per capita aLt each generation" approach will pr·oduce the best, and most logically consiste,nt, result in most survivor situations. Therefore, we are not prepared! to follow the representation approach employed by the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act. The Commission recommends: 
	D 
	D 
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	RECOHHJ.?NDATION 8 
	That "·The Devolution of Estates Act" be amended so as to implement a "per c·apita at each generation• approach for the distribution of an !ntest,ate estate dlllOng the intestate' s !:,sue and the issue of more remote heirs. 
	RECOHH.~NDATION 9 
	That legislation to implement Recommendat:tons 6,7, and 8 should read as follO+is : 
	( l) The part of the intestate estate not included in the share of 
	t .he surviving spouse, or the enti:re estate if there is no surviving spouse, shall be distributed as follows: 
	(a} to the issue of the intestate to be distributed per capita at each generation as provided i .n subsections (2) and (3); 
	(b} if there is no surviv1ng issue, to the parents of the intestate in equal shares or to the survivor of them; 
	(c) if there is no surviving issue or parent, to the issue of the parents or either of them t:o be distributed per capita at each generation as provided in subsections (2) and (3}; 
	(d} if there is no surviving issue, parent or issue of a parent, but the intestate is survived by one or more grandparents or issue of grandparents, 
	( 1) one half of the estate to lthe paternal grandparents in equal shares or to the survivor of them, but if there is no surviving paternal grrandparent, to the issue of the paternal grandparents or either of them to be distributed per capita at each generation as provided in subsections (2) and (3); 
	( ii) one half of the estate to ;the maternal grandparents or 
	their issue in the sanie manner as provided in subclause (1), 
	but if there is only a survivi111g grandparent or issue of a grandparent on e!ther the pate·rnal or maternal side, the entire estate to the kindred on that side in the same manner as provided in subclause (i) ; 
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	(e) tf there 1s no sUiv1v1ng issue, parent, issue of a parent, grandparent or issue of a grandparent but the intestate is survived by one or more great-grandparents or issue of great-grandparents, 
	( 1) one half of the estate to the paternal great-grandparents or their issue 1n two equal shares, as follows: 
	(
	(
	(
	(
	A) one share to the parents of the paternal grandfather: in equal sha..ces or to the survivor of them, but 1f there is 110 surviving pa.rent of the paternal grandfather, to ithe issue of the parents of the paternal grandfather or either of them to be d1str1buted per cap1td at ea.ch generation as provided 1n subsections (2) and (3) ; and 

	(B) 
	(B) 
	one share to the parents of the paternal grandmother or thel r issue 1n the same llld11ner as provided 1n paragraph (A) , 


	but if there is only a surviving great-grandparent or issue of a great-grandpa.rent on either the paternal grandfather' s or paternal grandmother' s side, one half of the estate to the kind.red on that side in the same manner as provided in para.,graph (A) , and 

	( 11) one half of the to the lndternal great-grandparents or their issue in the same manner as provided in subclause (1) 
	E?sta.te 

	but if there is only a SUL'Viving great-grandpa.ren t or issue of a great-grandparent on either the paternal or maternal side, the entire estate to the kindred on that side in the same llldlJner as provided in subclause (1) . 
	(2) When a distribution is to be made t:o the issue of a person, t he estate or the part thereof which is to be so d1str1buted shall be d1v1ded into as mdnY shares as there are surv1v1ng successors 1n the nearest degree of k1nsh1p to the intestate which contains any surviving successors, and deceased persons ln the same degree who left issue surviving the intestate. 
	( 3) Each sUiviving successor 1n the n,ea.rest degree which contains any surviving successor shall receive one share, and the remainder of the intestate estate I s divided in the same manner as if the successors already allocated a share and their issue had predeceased the intestate. 
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	C. ADVANCEKEN'IS BY PORTION 
	1. The present law 
	An advancement is an irrevocable gift of money or property by a 
	parent to a 1:hild made in anticipation of the interest or portion of the 63 
	estate to which the child would be entitled after the parent's death. The 
	amount advanced to the child must be deducted frorn the child's interest in the 
	intestacy. Section 12 of "The Devolution of Estat1es Act" provides: 
	Advances to children . 
	Advances to children . 
	12(1) If any child of a person who has di1!d wholly intestate bas been advanced by the intestate by portion, the portion shall be reckoned, for the purposes of this section only, as part of the estate of the intestate distributable according to law; and, if the
	r 
	r 

	advancement is equal to or greater than the share of the estate which
	2 
	2 

	the child would be entitled to receive as above reckoned, the child
	f and his doscendants shall be excluded from any share in the estate; but if th13 advancement is not equal to the share, the child and his descendants shall be entitled to receive so 1111uch only of the estate of the intestate as is sufficient to make all the shares of the
	e 

	2 
	2 

	children iin the estate and advancement equeLl as nearly as can be estimated. 
	C 

	Valuation of advance. 
	12(2) The, value of any portion advanced shall be deemed to be that which has been expressed by the intestate or acknowledged by the child in ·writing, otherwise the value is the value of the portion 
	when advanced. 
	e 

	1 
	1 

	'S 
	IS 
	IS 

	le 
	63rt is to be noted that the term "advancement" occurs in a number of contexts in t:he law . One is the rebuttable '"'presumption of advancement" arising in favour of a wife or child, by which money or property is presumed to be a gift, instead of being presumed held upon a resulting trust for the
	IS 

	re 
	donor. The term is also used in the law of wills with respect to the equitable doctrine of satisfaction (or the rulle against double portions) whereby a gift; under the will may be adeemed, tha,t is, taken away or revolted, by a subsequent portion or advancement. The ternn also arises on an intestacy where statuto1~y provisions require a child to lbring into account money or property which (s)he has received from the inte:state inter vivos by way of advancement. In this Report, we are concerned only with th
	!C 
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	Onus of proof of advance . 
	12(3) The onus of proving that a child has been maintained or educated, or has been given money, with a view to a portion, shall be upon the person so asserting, unless the advancement has been expressed by the intestate, or acknowledged by the child, in writing. 
	The premise underlying these provisi.ons is that a just parent would want to provide for all of his/her children equally. Section 12 brings about such equality when the parent who has died tc>tally intestate has given one or more of the children gifts by way of anticipation of inheritance. The operation of the section is limited to children; lnter vlvos gifts made to other relatives, such as grandchildren or nieces and nephews, are not brought into account. However, when a child in receipt of an advancement
	·rhe operation of section 12 can be seen from the following example. Assume that an intestate has three children, Andrew, John and Kary. Kary has predeceas,ed the intestate leaving two childr1rn, Robert and Joan. During life the intestate advanced the sum of $30,000 to John and $10,000 to Kary. The intestate estate is $50,000. It will be dist1ributed in the following way: 
	Intestate Estate 
	Intestate Estate 
	Intestate Estate 
	$50,000 

	Add: 
	Add: 

	1) Advancement to John 
	1) Advancement to John 
	30,000 

	2) Advancement 
	2) Advancement 
	to Kary 
	10,000 

	TR
	90,000 

	Andrew's 
	Andrew's 
	share 
	John's share 
	Kary's 
	issue 

	$30,0100 
	$30,0100 
	$30,000 
	$30,000 

	TR
	less 
	301 000 
	less 
	101000 

	TR
	0 
	20,000 


	Sect
	Figure
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	Whether or not a transfer by a parent to a child is to be considered 
	in law an adva1ncement depends primarily on the donor's intent. If the donor 
	intended that the child should account for the value of the gift against 
	his/her intestate share, then the transfer is an advancement. Where, however, 64
	the donor desi1l"es lo make an absolute gift to thte child, it is not. The 
	question of the donor's intent has caused the courts difficulty because 
	generally the donor will not have indicated, duri:ng life, the precise nature 
	of the transfe1~, and it is usually not an easy t.ask to determine subjective 
	intent after death. 
	Where there is no direct evidence of the deceased• s intention in 
	respect of an 1nter v1vos gift to a child, it is well established that the 
	case is to be determined in accordance with cert,ain presumptions. The best 
	known statement of the operation of these presumptions was made by Sir George 65
	Jessel in Taylo.r v. Taylor: 
	I have always understood that an advancement bJr way of portion is something given by the parent to establish th,e child in life or to make wh1lt is called a provision for him -not a mere casual payment . You may make the provision by way of marriage portion on the marriage of the child. You may make it on putting him into a profession or business in a variet,y of ways; you may pay for a c:ommission, you may buy him the gooclwill of a business and give him stock-in-trade; all these things I understand to be
	similarly , where the donor intended to make the child a loan, the transfer is not in the nature of an advancement. Like an advancement, a loan is deducted fro,m the child• s intestate share, but unlike the advancement, the child can be ,obliged to repay the loan if it exceeds the amount of his intestate share. 
	64

	65(1875) L.IR. 20 Eq. 155 at 157-158. 
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	Taylor v. Taylor makes it clear that if a gift is made by a parent with a view to ei;tablishing the child in life, it i:s presumed to be an advancement. In this rEigard, the size of the gift, the pur·pose for which it was given, and 
	66
	66

	the age of the recipient are all relevant factors. Although subsection 12(3) of '"The Devolution 0£ Estates Act" states that the onus of proof of an advancemen.t is on the person asserting it, it has been decided that it is sufficient. to make out a prima £acie case, and that in so doing the size and 
	67
	67

	nature of the gift may be called in aid . 
	2. Reform 
	:the Commission has considered whether the present law wi t h respect to advancements is in need of reform. We examiITTe in this part of the Report (i) whether advancements should be accounted fo1~ in cases of partial intestacy, 
	(ii) whether advancements should be defined so as to require clear evidence of the deceeLsed's intentions, (iii) in what circumstances an advancement to a child who predeceases the intestate should be accounted for by the child's issue, a111d (iv) whether the law should allow advancements to be made to prospective heirs other than children. 
	ThE! recent case of Re Evashuk's Est,:ite (1983), 23 Kan. R. (2d) 208 (Surr. Ct.) is illustrative. Jewers, Surr. Ct. J., was required to determine whether ,certain inter vivos transfers made by the deceased to her 3 children were advancements within the meaning of section 12 of "The Devolution 0£ Estates Act• . There was no evidence as to the deceased's intentions. It was held that a $1000 gift to a child to buy furniture had to be brought into account, as did a $2000 gift to another child to set up a photo
	66

	Re Evashuk's E:state, id. at 214; see also, Blakeney v. Seed, [1939) l W.W.R . 321 (B.C.S.C.) . 
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	The !first area of concern has to do with partial intestacies. At 
	present, section 12 requires that a child bring an advancement into account 
	only when thE! deceased parent died "wholly intestate". In the case of a 
	partial intestacy, which occurs because the deceased has left a will which 
	68
	68

	does not dispose of his/her entire estate, section 12 does not apply. The 
	Commission believes that the present law fairly and should not be 
	operat.es 

	changed. It is our view that where there is a partial intestacy, the 
	deceased's wilshes respecting inter vivos tra1nsfers will most often be 
	embodied in his/her will; to require an accounti11g of them may well upset the 69
	deceased's estate plan. 
	The Commission has also considered whether "The Devolution of 
	Estates Act" Hhould be amended to require that an advancement be expressed as 
	68No othe·r Canadian jurisdiction extends the requirement of accounting for advancements to partial intestacies. Secticm 6 of the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act is also limited to cas,es of total intestacy, as is section 2-110 of the Uniform Probate Code. In England, however, where the law goes much further in an attempt to ensure that children are treated equally, advancements must be accounted for on a partial intestacy, as must gifts received by issue under the deceased' s ,.rill. See Administ
	69rwo simple examples illustrate this. Asswme a testator has advanced a large sum to one of his two sons, and given that son a lesser share under his will in order to provide both sons, overall, with an equal share. If there i s a partial intiestacy and the son in receipt of the1 advancement must account for it, he will r·eceive a lesser intestate share than his brother. Overall , they will not be treated equally. To take another example, assume the testator has advanced a large sum of money to the first so
	est,a.te

	-SO-
	-SO-

	such in writing, or so acknowledged in writing by the child. Such a change 
	has been proposed by the Uniform Law Conference. It was the view of the 
	drafters of the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act that most inter 
	vivos transfers today are intended by the donor as absolute gifts and not as 
	advancements . Consequently, the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act 
	requires 11tritten evidence of the intent that a gift is an advancement, in the 
	form of ,either a declaration by the decea1;ed or an acknowledgment by the 
	recipient. Such a change would significantl5r restrict the application of the 
	doctrine, and would alleviate the evidentiary problem of determining a donor's 
	intent. 
	fllle agree with the conclusion of thE, Uniform Law Conference that the 
	present law on advancements should be reformed so as to limit its application 
	to cases where it is clearly intended by the donor. The Commission questions, 
	however, the Uniform Law Conference solutictn of prescribing writing as the 
	only means of proof of intention. We think it unlikely that many parents who 
	die intestate will have the foresight to rec:ord in writing the precise nature 
	of inter vivos transfers to their children. It is our view, therefore, that 
	proof of an intestate• s intention that propierty transferred to a child be an 
	advanceme,nt should be able to take the form of either (i) an oral, or (ii) a 70
	written expression of intent. The Commission believes that extending the 
	70sec:ause of the hearsay rule, wriHein and ot'al statements made by a deceased are not admissible for the purpose of establishing the truth of what is contained in the statements; however, it is settled that they are admissible to shed light on the deceased• s state of mind: see, for example, Re Grant: Estate, [1971) 1 W.W.R. 555 (B.C.S.C.). Two exceptions to the hearsay rule may also permit statements of a deceased• s intentions to be admitted into evidence. The first is n category compr1s1ng statements i
	It is clearly established in the United states that oral expressions of a deceased• s intentions upon the question of advancements are admissible. see 3 Am. Jur. 2d. at s. 85, p. 59 ff; Atkinson, Law of Wills (2d ed.) at 719 . 
	In Bngland, oral declarations of a tes:tator are admissible to rebut the presumption against double portions. See Theobald on Wills (14th ed.) at 757. 
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	means of proC>f of the intestate's intentions to oral expressions will achieve a fairer result in many cases than will the strict writing requirement of the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act. 
	The Commission recommends: 
	RECOHHEND•ATION 10 
	That secl:ion 12 of "The Devolution of Estates Act" be amended to provide 
	that property which an intestate gave in hislher lifetime to a child shall 
	be treate·d as an advancement if it is shown that either 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	the intestate had expressed an intention orally or in writing; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	the child had acknowledged, orally or in writing, 


	that the property was to be an advancement. 
	We turn now to consider whether an ad"ancement made to a child who predeceases the intestate should be accounted f,or by the child's issue. The Uniform Law Conference has recommended that an advancement to a prospective heir who predeceases the intestate should not affect the share of the heir's issue unless the written declaration of the dono1r or the acknowledgment by the recipient so provides. 
	We biave chosen not to follow the propos,ed uniform Act with respect to writing generally, and it is therefore not a.ppropriate, in our view, to require written evidence of the deceased's inten,tions respecting the share of a predeceased child• s issue. Ordinarily, a pare·nt making an advancement will not address his/her mind as to how that advancem,ent should affect the share of the child's ilssue. There will therefore rarely be any evidence of intention, either oral ,or written. Rather than providing that
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	intestate estate available for the deceased•s other children and their issue 
	may 
	may 
	may 
	be 
	sub:;tantially 
	reduced, 
	producing 
	an 
	u111fair 
	result. 
	Accordingly, 
	the 

	Commission 
	Commission 
	favours 
	the 
	retention 
	of 
	the 
	existing 
	law 
	on 
	this 
	point. 
	We 

	recommend: 
	recommend: 


	RECOHHEJVDATION ll 
	That s1?ction 12 of "The Devolution of Estates Act• continue to provide that an advancement made to a child who predeceases the intestate, shall be treated as an advancement against the share of any issue of that child. 
	The final area for consideration is whether the law should provide for advancEtments to be made to prospective heirs other than children. The Uniform Law· Conference has recommended that thu advancement doctrine apply not only to a donor's children, but to all heirs, including a surviving spouse and collateral relatives. This change is based on the conclusion that the present limitation to children is arbitrary, and that donors should be able to make advancements to any prospective heir. For example, a gran
	After careful consideration, we have decided that it would be inappropris1te to extend the law in this way. The premise underlying existing law is a :;imple one: where a parent dies intestate, advancements made to a child or children should be taken into account so as to make the shares of all of the children equal . We do not consider it a necessary or proper function of the law respecting advancements to take into account inter vivos transfers to heirs other than children. In our view, a person who wishes
	D. SURVIVORSHIP 
	I1n or der to inherit an intestate shs1re of the deceased's estate, an he ir must survive the deceased. The common law, however, did not require that survival be for any specific length of t hne, and conceivably one or two 
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	seconds was sufficient. When the question of whether a person or persons survived the deceased materially affects the distribution of the estate, the timing of death becomes a difficult issue. 
	To ,alleviate this difficulty, Manitoba has enacted "The Survivorship Act", C. C.S.11!. c. S250, which provides that where two or more persons die at the same time, or in circumstances rendering it uncertain who died first, the property of each will be disposed of as if esLch had survived the other or 
	71
	71

	others. Thus, where a husband and wife die intestate, their separate property will go to their issue or, if there is no issue, separately to their respective noxt-of-kin. 
	"ThE~ Survivorship Act• is only a partial solution to the problem, however, because it implies that if the order of deaths can be determined, then the prt:>perty of the decedents wi11 not 'be distributed separately. A "surviving" heir, no matter for how short a period of time, will be entitled to an intestate share. The following example i :s illustrative. A husband and wife are injured in a car accident; he dies immediately; she dies five days later; there is no issue. Despite the fact that. the wife survi
	The proposed Uniform lntestate Succession Act has a provision which wi ll eliminate this problem in the vast majori t:y of cases . The Act requires that an heir survive the intestate by 15 days: in order to succeed to the deceased's intestate property. A similar provision is routinely included in wills. The purpose of the requirement is to avoid multiple estate admi nistration when both the intestate and the " survivor" die within a short t i me of each other, and to prevent property from passing t o per so
	The Survivorship Act•, C.C. S. M. c. S250, s . 1. 
	710
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	The Commission is of the view that the survivorship clause 
	recommended by the Uniform Law Conference will coincide with the preferences of most decedents. Accordingly, we recommend: 
	RBCOHHENDATION 12 
	That "'J~he Devolution of Estates Act" cont,ilin a provision which will require that a person survive the intestat1? for fifteen days .tn order to qualify as an heir. 
	E. TRANSI1:ION 
	T~1e Commission favours the inclusion of a specified transition period. Wt! think that new intestate succession legislation should contain a provision that limits its application to d,9aths occurring on or after a specified elate. We therefore recommend: 
	RBCOHHli'NDATION 13 
	That amendments to "The Devolution of Estates Act· should apply to estates; of persons who die on or after tl-Je date the amendments come into force. 
	F. THE REFORMING LEGISLATION 
	At the outset of this Report, the Cotnmission stated its intention to examine the proposed Uniform Intestate Suces:sion Act with a view to making recommendations for its implementation in M11nitoba. Although we have not adopted th1! approach of the proposed Uniform Intestate succession Act on some issues (of note are Recommendations 3, 8 and 10), our recommendations do, on the whole, follow that Act. We consider the Act to be well drafted, and in our view the required amendments to "The Devolution oE Estate
	RBCOHHRNDATION 14 
	That amendments to "The Devolut.ton of Estates Act" should take a form similar to the provisions of the proposed Uniform Intestate success.ton Act. 
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	We w'ish to draw attention to two deficiencies with current legislation to which we have not previously referr,ed . Both concern changes to legislation 0U1er than "The Devolution of Estates Act", and they should be given consideration when amendments are made t:o that "Act". The first pertains to adopted children. Presently "The ,Devolution of Estates Act• makes no specific reference to adopted children, although section 96 of "The Child Welfare ,~ct" makes it clear that such child1~en are to be considered 
	RECOHHENDA~~ION 15 
	That sect1on 96 of "The Child Welfare Act" be amended to provide that adoption should sever the relationship be~tween the adopted child and all oi~ the child's natural kindred for jpurposes of inheri ta.nee under "The Devolution of Estates Act". 
	Secondly, in this Report we have considered all of the sections of "The Devolutic•n of Estates Act• respecting the distribution of an intestate estate, with t:he exception of subsection 14(2). That subsection states that where a surviving spouse becomes entitled to an intestate share of the 
	72
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	deceased spou11es • s estate by virtue of section :34 of "The Wills Act• the surviving spouse's entitlement to a preferential ~,hare is to be reduced by the amount ( s)he lnas already received out of the deceased's estate either under the deceased• s will or by virtue of "The Devolutioiri of Estates Act•. 
	section 34 of "The Wills Act" is an anti-lapse provision. It prohibits the lapse of a gift by will to a person who is a child or other issue or a brc,ther or sister of the testator when that person leaves issue any of whom is living at the testator' s death. The gift takes effect as if the person had died intestate immediately after the death of the testator. 
	72
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	Like subsection 14(1), which provides that the surviving spouse's entitlement to a preferential share is to be reduced by the amount of any benefits received under the deceased's will, subsection 14(2) is designed to prohibit a double rec.ovary by the survivor. We agree with the policy of the provision; however, it is awkwardly expressed, and we question whether it is properly located i1n "The Devolution 0£ Estates ActN. 
	In substance the provision concerns the distribution of property left by will, and in our view, "The Wills Act• itself should state how the distri.bution of a testate estate is to 
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	be effected once the requirements of section 34 of that Act are met. The Commission therefore recommends: 
	RECOH/'.IENDATION 16 
	That subsection 14(2) 0£ "The Devolution of Estates Act• be repealed and section 34 of "The Wills Act" be amended to provide that a surviving spouses's entitlement to a preferential share by virtue of the operation of section 34 should be reduced by the amount (s)he has receh•ed out of the deceased's estate 1~ither under the deceased's will or by virtue of "The Devolution of Estates Act•. 
	73such an approach is, for example, taken in Ontario. See •succession Lalli Reforzn Act", R.S.O. 1980 c . 488, s. 31. 
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	CHAPTER 3 
	SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	That, subjject to Recommendation 3, "The De11•olution of Estates Act" be ti) provide that the surviving spouse's preferential share be $100,000. 
	amended 


	2. 
	2. 
	That the Legislature regularly review the adequacy of the spouse's preferential share in order that the share's e,~onomic value be maintained. 


	3 . That "The Devolution of Estates Act" be aimended to provide that the surviving spouse's preferential share be $50,000 when there are surviving issue of the intestate, one or more of whom a1~e not issue of the surviving spouse. 
	4. That where there has been a complete propert:r settlement by way of court order or ueparation agreement, and there is an intestacy, the deceased's property should be distributed as if the surviving spouse predeceased the deceased umless the spouses have resumed coh.abitation after the property settlement was made and the reconciliation is subsisting at the time of the deceased's death. 
	5 . That a dei facto spouse not be entitled to a share of the deceased spouse's estate on an intestacy. 
	6. That subsection 6(3) to section 9 inclusive of "The Devolution of Estates Act" be 1~epealed and the Act be amended to provide that where the intestate is not survived by a spouse, the following take in the order named in tlhe absence of persons in the preceding classes: 
	Ii) 
	Figure
	(ii) 
	the parents of the intestate in equal shares or the surviving paren't. absolutely, but where neither par,ent survives. the tssue o f 
	t b.e ~at,ents; 
	t b.e ~at,ents; 

	(iii) 
	e> one-half of the estate, the pati!rnal grandparents, or the survi.ving grandparent, or their issue ilE both are deceased; as to the other one-half, the maternal granclpa1'ents , or the grandparent, or their issue in the same 111anner; 
	as t 
	1
	survi.vi.ng 

	(iv) as tie> one-half of the estate, the pate1i:-nal great-grandparents, or the .survivor, or their issue if all are1 deceased; as to the other one-half, the maternal great-grandparents, or the survivor, or their issue in the same manner. 
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	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	That "The Devolution of Estates Act" be amended to provide that next-o!f-lcin more distant than great-grandparents and t heir issue should not be permitted to share in the deceased'i; estate upon an intestacy. 

	8. 
	8. 
	That "The Devolution of Estates Act" be amended so as to implement a "per capita at each generation" approach for the distribution of an intesbate estate among the intestate's is1;ue and the issue of more remote heirs. 

	9. 
	9. 
	That legislation to implement Recommendations 6,7, and 8 should read as follows: 


	( l) The part of the intestate estate not included in the share of the surviving spouse, or the entire estate if there is no surviving spouse, shall be distributed as fol.lows: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	to the issue of the intestate to be distributed per capita at each generation as provided i,ri subsections (2) and ( 3); 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	if there is no surviving issue, to the parents of the intestate in equal shares .or to the survivor of them; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	if there is no surviving issue or parent, to the issue of the parents or either of them t:o be distributed per capita at each generation as provided i .n subsections (2) and ( 3); 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	if there is no surviving issue, parent or issue of a parent, but the intestate is survived by one or more grandparents or issue of grandparents, 


	(1) one half of the estate to the paternal grandparents in equal shares or to thE~ survivor of them, but if there is no surviving paterr.1al grandparent, to the issue of the paternal grandpar,ents or either of them to be distributed per capit:a at each generation as provided in subsections (2) and (3); 
	( ii) one half of the estate to the maternal grandparents or their issue in the sdllll~ manner as provided in subclause (1), 
	but if there is only a surr1iving grandparent or issue of a grandparent on either the paternal or maternal side, the entire estate to the kindred! on that side in the same manner as provided in subclause (1) 
	(e) if there is no surviving issue, parent, issue of a parent, grandparent or issue of a ,grandparent but the intestate is survived by one or more great-grandparents or issue of great-grandparents, 
	that bould 
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	(1) one half of the ,estate to the paternal great-grandparents or thei.c issue 1n two equal shares, as follows: 
	( A) one share to the parents of the paternal grandfather 1n equal share•s or to the survivor of them, but if there is no surv.iving parent of the paternal grandfather, to the issue of the parents of the paternal grandfather or e1thee of them to be distributed per capita at: each generation as provided in subsections (2) and (3); and 
	( A) one share to the parents of the paternal grandfather 1n equal share•s or to the survivor of them, but if there is no surv.iving parent of the paternal grandfather, to the issue of the parents of the paternal grandfather or e1thee of them to be distributed per capita at: each generation as provided in subsections (2) and (3); and 
	(B) one share to the• parents of the paternal grandmother or their 1s·sue in the same manner as provided in paragraph (A), 
	but if there 1s onll] a ~rurv1v1ng great-grandparent or issue of a great-grandpcirent on either the paternal grandfather's or paternal grandmother's side, one half of the estate to the kindred on that side in the same manner as provided in para1graph (A) , and 

	(11) one half of the estate to the maternal great-grandparents or the;lr issue in the same manner as provided in subclause (1) 
	but if there is only a great-grandparent or issue of a great-grandparent on e1 t;ber the paternal or maternal side, the entire estate to the• kindred on that side in the same manner as provided in subcl.ause (1). 
	surv1v1.ng 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	llllen a distribution is to be made to the issue of a person, the e!1tate or the part thereof which 1s to be so distributed shall be dJlvided into as many shares as there~ are surviving successors in tlle nearest degree of kinship to the intestate which contains an!/ surv1v1ng successors, and deceased p,ersons 1n the same degree who lE~ft issue surviving the intestate. 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Ectch surviving successor in the nearest degree which contains an!/ surviving successor shall receive on,e share, and the remainder of tlie intestate estate 1s divided J.n the same manner as if the successors alread!I allocated a s:hare and their issue had pi~edeceased the intestate. 


	10. That secltion 12 of #The Devolution of Estates AcC be amended to provide that property which an intestate gave in his/her lifetime to a child shall be treatod as an advancement if it is shown that either 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	the intestate had expressed an orally or in writing; or 
	intenti.on 


	(b) 
	(b) 
	the child had acknowledged, orally or in writing, 


	that the property was to be an advancement. 
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	11. That se,ction 12 of "The Devolution of Estates Act" continue to provide that an. advancement made to a child who p,r edeceases the intestate, shall be treated as an advancement against the sh:are of any issue of that child. 
	12. That "'.rhe Devolution of Estates Act" contain a provision which will require that a person survive the intestal:e for fifteen days in order to qualify as an heir. 
	13. 
	13. 
	13. 
	That wmendments to "The Devolution of Estates Act" should apply to estates of persons who die on or after th,e date the amendments come into force. 

	14. 
	14. 
	That 8.ll~endments to "The Devolution of Es·tates Act" should take a form similar to the provisions of the proposed Uniform Intestate Succession Act . 

	15. 
	15. 
	That s. 96 of "The Child Welfare Act"' be amended to provide that adoption should sever the relationship between the adopted child and all of the child's natural kindred for purposes of inheritance under "The Devolution of Estates Act". 

	16. 
	16. 
	That suLbsection 14(2) of "The Devolution of Estates Act" be repealed and section 34 of "The Wills Act" be amended to provide that a surviving spouses• s entitlement to a preferential share by virtue of the operation of sect:ion 34 should be reduced by the 8.ll~ount ( s)he has received out of the dec:eased• s estate either under the deceased•s will or by virtue of 


	"The De·volution of Estates Act". 
	Th.is is a Report pursuant to sect:ion 5(2) of "The LaW Reform 
	Commission Act", dated this 25th day of Karch, 1985. 
	~~ 
	~~ 
	?11~· 
	Knox B. liroster, Comm1ss1oner 
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	APPENDIX 

	[Proposed) Uniform Intestate Succession Act [Interpretation) 1(1) Int.his Act, 
	"estate" includes both real and personal property; "is£iue" means all lineal descendant!s of a person through all generaticms; "suc:cessors" means those persons who ar,e entitled to the estate of an intestatE! through succession under this Act. 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	If the relationship of parent and child must be established at any generation to determine succession by, through or from a person under this Act, that rielationship shall be established, insofar as it is applicable, under either 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	the Uniform Child Status Act; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	subject to subsection (3), the Uniform Uffect of Adoption Act . 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	The adoption of a child by the spouse ,of a parent does not terminate the relation1ship of parent and child between l:he child and that parent for purposes of :succession under this Act. 

	(4) 
	(4) 
	Und,er this Act, 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	kindred of the half blood inherit equa.lly with kindred of the whole blood of the same degree of kinship to the i11testate; and 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	kindred of the intestate conceived before his death but born thereafter inherit as if they had been born in the lifetime of the intestate. 
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	[1 
	Applicati.on

	2(1) This Act applies only in cases of death occurring after its commencemEmt. 
	(2) ILny part of the estate of a deceased not disposed of by wi ll shall be distributE1d under this Act . 
	[Share of spouse) 
	3(1) The share of the surviving spouse i s as follows: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	If there is no surviving issue of the int estate , t he entire i ntestat e estatu; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	ilf there are surviving issue of the i.ntest ate, 


	1( i) all of the intestate estate to a maximum entitlement, subject to 1rnbsection (2) , of [$100,000], and 
	i(ii) one half of any remainder of the intestate est ate af ter lllllocation of the share provided by 11ubcl ause ( i). 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	'.rhe maximum entitlement set out in subclause (l )(b)(i) shall be reduced by an amount equal to the value of any benef its r eceived by t he surviving spouse under a will of the deceased.. 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	lf, before the death of the intestate, the surviving spouse became entitled to an interest in any propert:y of the i ntestate under the [Matrimonial Property Act or any similar Act) , or the intestat e made a property division in favor of the surviving s:pouse, the surviving spouse shall be treated as if he had predeceased the intes11:ate . 


	(Note. Jurisdictions should insure th1lt their matrimonial property legislation does not conflict with this subsection.) 
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	(4) 
	(4) 
	(4) 
	In subsection (3), "property division" means an arrangement between the spouses concerning the division of their property which is intended by them, or whlch appears to have been intended by them, to separate and finalize their affaks in recognition of their marital bt'ealt-up. 

	(5) 
	(5) 
	Subsection (3) does not apply to a surviving spouse who reconciled with the intestate if the reconciliation was subsisting at the time of the intestate's death. 


	[Share of kindred] 
	4(1) Tht3 part of the intestate estate not included in the share of the surviving spouse, or the entire estate if there is no surviving spouse, shall be as follows: 
	distribu11:.ed 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	to the issue of the intestate as provided in subsections (2) and (3) with re1presentation; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	if there is no surviving issue, to the parents of the intestate in equal sltiares or to the survivor of them; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	if there is no surviving issue or parent, to the issue of the parents or either of them as provided in s•~bsections (2) and (3) with represe1ntation; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	(d) 
	if there is no surviving issue, parent: or issue of a parent, but the intestate is survived by one or more grandp11rents or issue of grandparents, 

	(
	(
	(
	i) one half of the estate to the paternal grandparents in equal shares or to the survivor of them, but if there is no surviving paternal grandparent, to the issue of the paternal grandparents or either of them as provided in s·ubsections (2) and (3) with representation, and 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	one half of the estate to the maternal grandparents or their issue in the same manner as provided i11 subclause (i), 
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	but ilr there is only a surviving grandpa1~ent or issue of a grandparent on either the paternal or maternal side, thE1 entire estate to the kindred on that f1ide in the same manner as provided in subclause (i) . 
	(e) if there is no surviving issue, parent, issue of a parent, grandparent or issue of a grandparent but the intestate is survived by one or mot'.e great-grandparents or issue of gre,at-grandparents, 
	(: i) one half of the estate to thE1 paternal great-grandparents or t:heir issue in two equal shares, as follows: 
	(A) 
	(A) 
	(A) 
	one share to the parents of the paternal grandfather in equal shares or to the sur-vivor of them, but if there is no surviving parent of the p1lternal grandfather, to the issue of the parents of the psLternal grandfather or either of them as provided in uubsections (2) and (3) with representation, and 

	(B) 
	(B) 
	one share to the parents of the paternal grandmother or their issue in the same manner as provided in paragraph (A), 


	lbut if there is only a surviving great-grandparent or issue of a 1great-grandparent on either the paternal grandfather's or paternal :grandmother's side, one half of the estate to the kindred on that side in the same manner as provided :in paragraph (A), and 
	(ii) one half of the estate to th,e maternal great-grandparents or their issue in the same manner as prc>vided in subclause ( i). 
	but if there is only a surviving g1~eat-grandparent or issue of a great-grandparent on either the paternnl or maternal side, the entire estate to the kindred on that side in the same manner as provided in subclause (i). 
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	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	When a distribution is to be made to the issue of a person, the estate or the part thereof which is to be so distr·ibuted shall be divided into as many share:s as there are surviving successors in the nearest degree of kinship to thE1 intestate and deceased persons, if any, in the same degree who left issue sur·viving the intestate. 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Each surviving successor in the nearest degree shall receive one share, and thE1 share of each deceased person in the same degree, if any, shall be divided amc,ng his issue in the same manner as provided in subsection (2) and this subse,ction. 


	[Survival for fifteen days] 
	5 ( 1) Any person who fails to survive the in1~estate for fifteen days, excluding the dates of death of the intestate an.d of the person, shall be treated as if he had predeceased the intestate for purposes of succession under this Act. 
	(
	(
	(
	2) If tt1e death of a person who would other,"1se be a successor has been established, lbut it cannot be established that that person survived the intestate for the period required by subsection (1), that person shall be treated as if he had failed to survive the for the required period. 
	intesta.te 


	(3) 
	(3) 
	This section is not applicable when its alpplication would result in a distribution of the intestate estate [by escheat]. 


	[Advancements ]I 
	6(1) If a person dies intestate as to all of l~is estate, property which he gave in his lifetime to a prospective successor shall be treated as an advancement a1~ainst that successor's share of the estate only if the property was either 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	declalred in a contemporaneous writing by the intestate, or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	acknc,wledged in writing by the recipient, to be an adva11cement. 
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	(2) Property advanced shall be valued as declared by the intestate in 
	writing, otherwise the property advanced shsLll be valued as of the time of the advancem1ent. 
	(3) 
	(3) 
	(3) 
	If the recipient of the property advanced fails to survive the intestate, the property advanced shall not be treated as an advancement against the share of the estate of the recipient' s issue unless the declaration or acknowledgment of the advancement so provides. 

	(4) 
	(4) 
	Under this section, the shares of the successors shall be determined as if the property advanced were part of the estate available for distrib,ntion, and if the value of the propE!rty advanced equals or exceeds the share of the estate of the successor who received the advancement, that successc1r shall be excluded from any share of the estate, but if the value of the pro1perty advanced is less than the shaLre of the estate of the successor who received the advancement, that successor shall receive as much o


	[Dower and curtesy abolished] 
	7 Subject to [the Dower Act or any 11imilar Act) the common law estates of dowe1~ and curtesy are abolished. 
	[No succ:essorsJ 
	[No succ:essorsJ 

	8 If there is otherwise no succesuor under this Act, the intestate estate :shall be distributed [to the ProvincE1]. 
	Figure







